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RADFORD'S
COMBINED HOUSE AND

BARN BOOK

The home building instinct is one of the strongest forces in national life. If. as has been said.

"the home is the bulwark of our civilization," certainly the instinct that leads men to construct

beautiful habitation- is the basis of it all.

The little chambered nautilus of the sea builds its circular home each \ ear. tin- new always a lit-

tle larger than the former, the ants labor industriously in their excavations to provide room fur

habitations, the birds of the air build their nests, and every animal after the manner of its kind

builds a home. Man. the king of all, merely follows the law of all creation in fashioning for him-

If beautiful habitations, and he goes a step further even in building beautiful structures for the

housing of the horses, th< attle, the sheep and the other animals that are dependent upon bis care

and his b< »unt)

.

Onc r rider, in glancing over the beautiful structures shown on these pages, at the mar-

lous advanci nade in home buildings even within the bounds of authentic history. It is not

uh sti n of the imagination between the rude huts and caves of primitive man to the

iful si tures shown in tin- book. Yet it has been a development gradual and sure, keep-

; the advancemenl of the rare in right living.

In this I k we have made a new departure, something never before attempted in a volume of

kind i that respeel m will -land unique in the realm of home building literature. We

itun presenting in one volume designs for houses and for bam buildings also.

It j. ; the mam demands for such a 1 k and in view of other considerations that

tcplained thai this has been done. Sot n<.<.<\ il be said that many thousands of dollars

d to securi and to assemble this collection of structures for you. ft is sufficient

sured that n design in this book, whether of a house or a barn, represent-

and painstaking discrimination on the pari of the most expert architects in the

world, and v. u look upon one design herein shown you may bear in mind that it is the best
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We the perspective view and floor plans of
__—__—. over 300 moderate priced buildings.

In the preparation of this work great care has been exercised in the selection of mi -ma I,

etical and attractive house designs, such as seventy-five to ninety percent of the
people to-day wish to build. In drawing these plans special effort has been made to

de for tin* most kcoxomical construction, thereby giving the home builder and
otractor the benefit of the saving of many dollars; tor in oo case have we put any

useli expense upon the building simply to carry out some pet idea. Every plan il-

lustra will show, by the complete working plans and specifications, that we givd
designs that will work out to the best advantage and will give yon the most for

>ur monej
j
besides every bit of space bas been utilized to the besl advantage.

This department has for its founda-
timi the best equipped architectural

istabhshment ever maintained for the purpose of furnishing the public with complete
working plans and specifications at the remarkably low price of only $7. 00 to $1.3.00
per set. Every plan we illustrate has been designed by a licensed architect, who

Is at the head of his profession in this particular class of work and has made a
specialty of low and medium-priced houses. The price usually charged for this work is

from $75.00 to $100.00.

What We Give You Tlu ' lilst <illes^on >*ou wil1 ask is
>
"What do we

.

get in these complete working plans and specifica-
tions? Of what do they consist* Are they the cheap printed plans on tissue paper
without detail- or specificationst" We do uot blame you for wishing to know what vou
wi] get for viuir money.

$100.00 Plans for only $10.00

The plans we send out are the reg-
ular blue printed plans, drawn oue-

Blue Printed Working Plans
;ii ter inch scale to the foot, showing all the elevations, floor plans and necessary La-

details. All of our plans are printed by electricity on an electric circular blue-
printing machine, and we use the very best grade of electric blue-printing paper: every
line and figure showing perfect and distinct.

Foundation and Cellar Plans T
J
lis

?}
liV shows the shaPe and size—; —— ot all the walls, piers, footings,

P° etc., and of what materials they are constructed; shows the location of all win-
fws, dooi chimneys, ash-pits, partitions, and the like. The different wall sections are
vn. showing their construction and measurements Prom all the different points

FlOOr Plans pans sllnw the BnaP€ ainl size of al] rooms, halls and
.

closets; the location and size of all doors and windows; the po-
rtion of all plumbing fixtures, gas lights, registers, pantry work, etc., and all the nieas-
urements that are necessary are given.

EleVatlOnS A tron
V

rignt
'
M{ and rear ,,I,,vation are furnished with all the

_. . plans. These drawings are complete and accurate in every respect
Lhey show the Bhape, size and Location*of all doors, windows, porches, cornices tow-
ers, bays, and the like; in fact, give you an exact scale picture of the house as it

Id I ii completion. Full wall sections are given, showing the construction from
foundation to roof, the height of stories between the joists, height of plates pitch

•of, etc.
' '

i
' i

Roof Plan T1,is ,,,;,n is 1>nniis,l, ' (1 where the roof construction is at all intri-—-— . cate. It shows the location of all hips, valleys, rid-es, decks, etc,
-Ml the above drawings are made to scale one-quarter inch to the foot.



detai] intei lcL as door and window ca

Details ;; tl
:
ilIK stools, picture moulding, do< ,

new———

-

pla , part is shown in full size, whites je

icb acti TO - on, and »n,-half

,htot ,ot Tl blue-prini bally and artistically bound ib tnd

heavy w; r-pi a >' (1 durab,e covering and
,

>r tl

C^^Sf;,-oti^nc Th" B
l

lions are typcu-ritten on Lakeside Bond Linen
^peClIlCctllUll^ paper, and bound in tin artistic mam

1 w; p-proof i
- d. They consist of tw<

Ivi writtei -ivi: a ill instm i for carrying out tl

A jf , i on . are given in tl:.- • and i tplicit manner, o that

ibility of a mi- ler ding.

n • nr fAn f r« r f The working plans and specifications I'm an I

DctSIS Ul CON trail
ma^jg the bi >ntrad between the borne builder

and the contractor. Ill ] •• which cosl money, and they will

vent disputes which are unforeseei ad nevei setl ed tisfactorily to both partie

\\ Q0
|

1 tli infractor i i obliged to do soi e k he did n<

on. d ili" I buildei t'ten i 3 no much for I :-

p, simply isis on which to wrork and upon which to b

the c

No Misunderstanding Can Arise
tractor and the hon wilder, showing interior and - ition of tl

h< npon in ti t. .Many advant; • may be aimi r tl

plan -id specil They a ad, there! . n

Worki, will not h wait for i ruction ' plans ft on the job.

They will it mistal in cutting lumber, in
|

p and window Iran

1 in man; - tip mtractor is no 1

i the work and tie- men h.

y ) ial or inite instr ions. They j insl p tl

working o II n I to the ntage.

a \

1"
Free Plans for Fire Insurance Adjustment

r v
l j

tution i in lo \ anv pro
tli d.jn of the i nld you baveafire! Th< manintenthoi

who will provide tin- emban i'ou can call

in 3 p o- ility wi liave been delayed 1

pr< icb could not he fi «]. They demand pro
nd tlic- it. We 1 ided

! hav. ; the followi •• by w
r builds

Immediately Upon Receipt of Information
I 1

11 v

tnd ad i litioi will

1 tli.^ d when fun

Without One Cent of Cost to N ou °\
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lo>s, all it will In' necessary foi
*

the only reliable method of letting

be the means of savin-- vou mine

• you to do is to drop ns a line and we will furnish

tag a speedy and satisfactory adjustment. This may
dreds of dollars, besides much time and worry.

*

Our I ihpr^l Prir^c ^ ,;mv have marveled at our ability to furnish such
v/ui Muuai r-ncv^^

excellent ami complete working plans and specifica-

tion at Buch low prices. Wo do not wonder at this, because we charge but $7.00 to

L5.00 for a more complete 3et of working plans and specifications than you would
n if ordered in the ordinary manner, and when drawn especially for you. at a

i i^( from seventy-five to one hundred dollars. <m account of our la rare busine
and unusual equipment, and owing to the fact that we divide the cost of these plans
among so many, it is possible for us to sell them at these low juices. The margin of

profit is very close, but it enables us to sell thousands of sets of plans, which save
many times their cost to both the owner and the contractor in erecting even the small-

est dwelling.

Olll* flll/ltVintPP Perhaps there are many who feel that they are running
___^_____^___ some risk in ordering plans at a distance. "We wish to

assure our customers that there is no risk whatever. If, upon receipt of these plans,

you do not find them exactly as represented, if you do not rind them complete and ac-

te in every respect, if you do not find them as well prepared as those furnished

by any architect in the countrv, or any that vou have ever seen, we will refund vour
money upon the return of the plans from you in perfect condition. All of our plans
aie prepared by architects standing at the head of their profession, and the stand-

ard of their work i^ the very highest. YVe could not afford to make this <marantee
if we were not positive that we were furnishing the hest plans put out in this country,

even though our price is not more than one-seventh to one-tenth of the price usually

charged.

-

Rill of Material ^ e ^° not ^urn^sn a bill °f material. "We state this here
particularly, as some people have an idea that a bill of

material should accompany each set of plans and specifications. In the first place,

our plans arc gotten up in a very comprehensive manner, so that any carpenter can
easily take off the bill of material without any difficulty. We realize that there are
hardly two sections of the country where exactly the same kinds of materials are used,
ud, moreover, a bill which we might furnish would not l»e applicable in all sections

I th<- country. We furnish plans ami specifications for houses which are built as
r north as the Hudson Bav and a- far south as the Gulf of Mexico. Thev are built

upon the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, and you can also find them in Australia and
South Africa. Each country and section of a country has its peculiarities as to sizes

and qualities; therefore, it would be useless for ns to make a list that would not be
universal. Our houses, when completed, may look the same whether they are built in

I anada or Florida, but the same material- will not be used, for the reason that the
customs of the people and the climatic conditions will dictate the kind and amount of

materials to be used in their construction.

F^tim/it^d Co^t '* ' s ml
l
U)S> ' n l e I>or anyone to estimate the cost of a huild-^

ing and have the figures hold uood in all sections of the
•unti v We 'I" not claim to be able to d^ it. The estimated cost of the hou>es we

illustrate ; based <>n the i i favorable conditions in all respects, and includes every-
ng but the plumbing and heating. We are not familiar with your local condi-

and. should we claim to know the exact cost of a building in your locality, a
child would know that our statement was false. We leave this matter in the hands

tin- reliable contractors, for thev, ami thev alone, know vour local conditions.
• • •

,
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We Wish to be Frank With Voil ,m< ' ^ere^ore make "" stal^ ment that we cannot substan

ate in every respect El a plan in this 1 b pleases you; if the arrangement of \\

g | g satisfactory, ai be ext« »r is pleasing and attractive, then we make
a m that it ran be built a eaply as if anj othei chitect d< gned it- and

we b< cheaper.

We |-|-IV
in construction, and our kn-.w ledge oi

,

y all the material that goes into a hou
(ji,; v

re you the best for your money. We give you a plan that pleases you,

oi thai - and one where erj foot of space is utilized at ili« least pos

cost. Can anj architect do more, even at en to ten times the price we el

ou for plai

Pever^iflP* PIaim ^e
'

nv re<Juests lr " ! " our P&troris for plaii\CvwiMii^ riau^
actl] a< rding to the designs illustrated, with the o]

(i of having them r<-\ ed or placed in the opposite direction, h is impos
ble for ii- 1" make this change and dra\* new plans epl at a cost of about eight

tin- ir regular price. We see do re; >n why our regular plans will not answei
your purpo e. Vnin cj iter can face the bouse • actly as you wish it. and ti

plans will work out ;i- well facii one direction as in another. We can, however if

ou wish, and so instruct i ou a reversed blue print and furnish it at our reg
lar

i

•; but in that case all t' figun and letters will be n d, and, there
fore, liable I

i mud onfusioi as if youi ear] er re d the plan himself
w >tructing the bouse.

We Would AdviSG however, in all
; the plan is to be r< rsed,_ _____ and there is the leasl doubt about the ractoi ot

being able to work from the plans as we have them, that two ets of blue prints b
urchased, uhn I il ,. o I, and in such we will furnish rw
'• of blue-prints and on< of ations Pot onlj fifty percent added to tl

ular cost, making the $10.0< an cost only $15.00.

Immediate Delivery Guaranteed '
' t and facilities—^ J are such that we can send

out t da: rder the complete plans and meeificat any
house tn te. Deli is i de bj expre wl er possible, ot plan
and specifications are forwarded by mail.

IM I'.l ISHED BV

The Radford Architectural Co
185 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 3 9

Size: width, 47 feet 6 inches; length, 29 feet, exclusive of porc^s

First Floor Plan

BLUE. PRINTS consist of basement

plan: roof plan; first and second

floor plans; front, rear, two side elevations;

wall sections and all necessary interior de-

tails. Specifications consist of about

tufnt\ p i^es of t\ [>« written matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of t> pewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.

*



Design No. 9085

The arrangement of this Hoi

follows:

FLOOR PLAN.

Living Room, 14 feet by 17 feet.

Dining Room, 11 feet by 16 feet.

Kitchen, 10 feet 3 inches by 9

feet.

Bedroom, 10 feet by 10 feet.

Bathroom. 13 feet 6 inches by 5

feet 6 inches.

Pantry, Front and Rear Porches.

2 Closets.

1

This Building is 26 feet in width; 44 feet in length

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specificatioi

Floor Plan.

$10.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; floor plan; from, right, left and
rear elevations: wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of ihe House.

The

'

atioi

The



Floor Plan

Design No. 9009

The arrangement of this House
is as follows:

Reception Hall, 7 feet by 6 feet.

Living Room, 14 feet by 13 feet.

Dining Room, 15 feet by 13 feet.

Kitchen, 9 feet 6 inches by 12

feet.

..Bedroom, 11 feet by 8 feet 6

inches.

Bedroom, 10 feet by 9 feet 6

inches.

Bedroom, 9 feet 6 inches by 8

feet.

Bathroom, 7 feet 6 inches by 6

feet.

Pantry and Front Porch.

3 Closets.

and

Boo*

This Building is 26 feet in width; 48 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $10.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; floor plan; front, right, left and rear

elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.

11
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Design No. 7079

Si^e: Width, 28 feet; Length, 29 feet 6 inches, exclusive oi porches

PRICE

of

i

ONLY
TV,

DOLLARS

We mail Pla

and S;

the same

is re* 1,

Bhu- ]

r and

rst a

OI
J

nt,

:

of

t twenty

pewritten n

pa

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

12



Design No. 7073

Size: Width, 31 feet; length, 38 feet, exclusive of porches

Blue prints consist of

cell ar and foundation

n; roof plan; first and

second floor plans; front,

two side elevations; wall

se< tions ami all nt iry

interior details. Specifi-

cations consist of al >< *ut

twenty pages of type-

written matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-

plete set of type-

written specifica-

tions

ONLY
FIFTEEN
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

is received.

First Floor Plan. Second Floor Plan.

13
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Design No. 8262

Size: Width. 24 feet 8 inches; Length, 30 feet

'lie ]

i Sill

I

Floor Plan

PRICE
her

ONLY TEN DOLLARS
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Design No, 8 195

Size: Width, 20 feet; Length, 32 feet

itf

Blu* prii r ment

: . rear, two

and all

B. S
]

: h 10 tl fifteen

j
_ nutter.

\

A-

\

0KM.

PORC/S

'

Floor Plan

PRICE

of Bine Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten sperifica-

t ions

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

We mail Plans :iml Specifications

tli** same dav order is received.



D

Size: width, 30 feet: length, 26 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porche

l=f
First Floor Plar

Bill PRIN1

plan; roof ; firs! and >nd

ns;

Int< (ri( »i
•

tail >nsc< i nty

PRICE
Blue Prints, t th a coi

.ns

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

We mail plans and <>pecil ,ns

Ihe same day rder is received.

Second Floor Plan

'r.



7 9
DESIGN NUMBER 6 7 7

Size: Width, 28 feet 6 inches; Length, 40 feet.
re he

Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of foundation

plan; roof plan; floor plan; front,

ir, two side elevations; wall sections

and all necessary interior details. Spec-

.dtions consist of about fifteen pages of

I)
|
h written matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specification"

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.

17
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loor Plan.

Design No. 9066

The arrangement of this House
is as follow.

FIRST FLOOR.

Reception Hall, 13 feet by 11 fcea
2 inches.

Living Room, 13 feet 2 inches by
15 feet nches.

Dining Room, 13 feet 2 hes by
15 feet 2 inche

Kitchen. 13 feet by 11 feet 2

inches.
Pantry, Front and Rear Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom. 13 feet 2 inches by 10

feet 2 inch*
Bedroom, 13 feet 2 inches by 14

feet 2 inch*

Bedroom, 13 feet 2 inches by 14

feet 8 inches.
Bathroom. 8 feet 2 inches by 7

8 inches.
Closet

1

i

1

Second Floor Plan.

This Building 87 feet 6 inches in width. 27 feet 6 inches in length.

c of etc Working Plans and Specifications $12.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; first and second floor plans, front,

ht, left and rear clevatio; vail scctio nd all necessary deta

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.
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Design No. 9014

The arrangement of this House
is as follows:

FIRST FLOOR.

Reception Hall, 6 feet 6 inches by
12 feet.

Living Room, 12 feet by 12 feet.
Dining Room, 12 feet by 12 feet.
Kitchen, 10 feet by 11 feet 6

inches.
Lavatory, 3 feet by 7 feet.

Bedroom. 9 feet by 12 feet.

Pantry, Front and Rear Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom. 12 feet by 12 feet.

Bedroom, 12 feet by 10 feet.

Bedroom. 12 feet by 14 feet 6
inches.

7 Closets.

First Floor Plan. Second Floor Plan.

This Building is 22 feet 6 inches in width; 36 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications
g 12 qq

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; roof r>lan; first and second floor
plans; front, right, left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.
19



Design No. 7081

Size: Width, 23 feet 6 inches; Length, 35 feet, exclusive cf porches

PRICE

of Win

un-

set of t\

ur ' pCClfiCft-

ONLY
TEN

DOLLARS

W« ail PI

and cmti

the ler

1.

i

foundation f

{\i«>r j>lan; front,

ill ai all

teri<

-

'lit

pewrili r.

Floor Plan
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Design No. 7015

Size: Width, 22 feet 6 inches; Length, 40 feet, exclusive of porches

raesist of

' Prii ts consist of

nt plan ; fl oor
in; front, rear, two Side

*nsj wall sections

i y interior

A < Specifial

st of about fifteen

pages of typewritten

:.tr.

PRICE

of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-

plete -set of type-

written specifica-

tions

ONLY
TEN

DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

is received.

Floor Plan



Design No. 8046

Size: Width, 38 feet; Length. 32 feet

PRICE

fill ]">\ !

ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS

W

Fust Floor Plan Second Floor Plan



Design No. 8197

Size: Width, 20 feet 8 inches; Length, 24 feet 8 inches

First Floor Plan

Blue prinl nsi of bas at

plan; firal and second floor plans

»nt, n > side

til sectio in.! all 1 ssan in-

details, Specificatioi co
•t hi about twent E typ<

itti a matter,

PRICK

Blue Prints, together with a com-
plex lei ^t written specifii

tioi

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

W
1

mail Plans and Specificatioi
'in same da u der

i 1 ceii Second Floor Plan



DESIGN NUMBER 6 2 1

Size: width, 28 feet, 6 inches length, 28 feet exclusive of porches

First Floor Plan

BI t I I'KIMS cons

plan; i

ll«x >f pi-

U < 1 1 I

I

PRICE
Blu« 'rints. t

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

Ve m ptar and

the

WTO «OG-vr

I

Second Floor Plai.

f

t
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 8

Size: width, 28 feet 6 inches; length, 28 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

First Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of basement

plan; first and second floor plan;

front, rear, two side elevations; wall sections

and all necessary interior details. Specifica-

tions consist of about twenty pages of

•^written matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete sel of l\ pewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.

25
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Design No. 9050

The arrangement of this Hou
folio

FIRST FLOOR.

Living Room, 19 feet by 12 feet.

Dining Room. 10 feet by 15 feet.

Kitchen. 8 feet G inches by 11 feet.

Pantry and Front Porch.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom. 14 feet by 12 feet.

Bedroom, 8 feet 6 inches by 12

feet.

Bathroom. 5 feet by 12 feet.

Closet

First Floor Plan. Second Floor Plan.

$10.00

This Building is 20 feet in width; 32 feet in length.
Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications. .

.

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consul of basement plan; first and second floor plans, front,
ri*ht. left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the Ho

i

use.
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First Floor P'm

Design No. 9048
The arrangement of this House

is as follows:

FIRST FLOOR.

Living Room, 14 feet by 11 feet.

Dining Room, 12 feet by 12 feet.

Kitchen, 9 feet 6 inches by 10 feet.

Bedroom, 10 fee*, by 10 feet.

Pantry, Front a.id Rear Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom, 12 feet by 10 feet.

Bedroom, 12 feet by 9 feet 6

inches.

Bathroom, 6 feet 6 inches by 9

feet.

4 Closets.

This Building is 21 feet in width; 34 feet 6 inches in length.

Second Floor Plan.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $12.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan, roof plan, first and second floor

plans; front, right, left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.



Design No. 7054

Size: Width, 38 feet; Length, 36 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porch*

PRICE
.'rim-

ihcr with

of

ONLY
FIFTEEN
DOLLARS

\V< ins

and S;

order

1.

*ct

I

First Floor Plan

i of

n;

t ai fl*

it, rear,

i

ifi-

pe-

Sccond Floor Fum



Design No. 7010

Size: Width, 27 feet 6 inches; Length, 30 feet, exclusive of porches

Blue prints corw-t of

liar and foundation

mi; roof plan; first ami

second floor plans; front,

rejr, two side elevations;

wall sections and all neces-

sary interior details.
Specifications consist of

ut twenty pages of

typewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-

plete set of type-

written specifica-

tions

ONLY
TWELVE
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

is received .

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan
^



DESIGN NUMBER
im~ i

S i / c : width. 35 feet; length 23 feet, 6 inches exclusive of porches

Bill PRIM
in. roof pl« >n<i

ns;

till If!

IS «.'

nl> , n matt<

PRICE
Prints, I

a fill.

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

I plans and specificb

is rece

;

6 5 3
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5 3 D E S I G N NUMBER 6 5 9

lies Size: width, 39 feet; length, 25 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porch

Z

First Floor Plan

BLUE- PRINTS consist of basement

plan; roof plan; first and second

floor plans; front, rear, two side elevations;

Weill sections and all necessary interior de-

tails. Specifications consist of about

twenty pages of hpewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.

Second Floor Plan

I

33
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MM

First Floor Plan.

Design No. 9010

The arrangement of thi: House
is as follow

FIRST FLOOR.
Reception Hall, 13 feet 6 inches

by 16 fe<

lrlor, 15 feet 6 inches by 16
feet.

Dining Room, 15 feet by 17 feet

6 inches.

Kitchen. 15 feet 6 inches by 15
feet 6 inches.

Pant Front and Rear Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.
Bedroom, 14 feet 6 inches by 16

feet.

Bedroom. 16 feet by 16 fee

Bedroom, 11 feet by 15 feet 6
incht
Bedroom, 14 feet by 15 feet 6

•

Bathroom. 5 feet by 15 feet 6

incht
4 Closet

- A*

L _

AM
•

"

Second Floor Plan.

This Building is 36 feet in width; 40 feet 6 inches in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $15.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this Hoi onsist of ba*t u plan: roof plan I and second floor

plans; fron left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten S{ cations contain all the ne iry information for the proper construction of the House.



First or Plan.

Design No. 9007
The arrangement of this House

is as follows:

FIRST FLOOR.

Reception Hall, 15 feet by 15 feet.

Parlor, 15 feet 6 inches by 14
feet 6 inches.

Living Room, 17 feet by 15 feet.

Dining Room. 17 feet by 15 feet.

Kitchen, 13 feet 6 inches by 16
feet 10 inches.

Pantry, Front and Rear Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom, 15 feet 6 inches by 15
feet.

Bedroom, 17 feet 6 inches by 13
feet.

Bedroom, 13 feet by 15 feet.

Sewing Room, 10 feet 6 inches
by 10 feet 6 inches.

Servant's Room, 9 feet 6 inches
by 8 feet.

Bathroom. 9 feet 6 inches by 7

feet 6 inches.

6 Closets.

This Building is 36 feet in width; 51 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications

Second Floor Plan.

$15.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; roof plan; first and second floor

plans; front, right, left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

" L, -> Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House,

35



Design No. 7012

Size: Width, 18 feet; Length, 38 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porch

PRICE

of Blue Prints, to-

gether >\ith a com-

plete * f I)

Wl 6] ca-

ONLY
TWELV
DOLLARS

We mail TM

and Sj ificttio

the same day order

is received.

Blue prints < t of

ndation plan; first a

oi plans; f*

two side el<

>ns and all l

interi« »r del Sj>ecifi-

ma consist ol

fifteen ] of ty]

w r.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan



J
>i I *

Design No, 7013

Size: Width, 22 feet 6 inches; Length, 30 feet, exclusive of porches

17'riiNO J?<xva

i. v -.^ Room
4 « 14 sO"

Blue prints consist of

ft mndation plan; t<

n; first and second
floor plan; front, rear,

two side elevations; wall

>ns and all necessary

int< rior details. Specifi-

ns consist of about

twenty pa£ of type-

written iratter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints to-

gether with a com-

plete set of type-

written specifica-

tions

ONLY
. TEN
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

IS received.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

37



Design No. 8199

Size: Width, 23 feet 6 inches; Length, 37 feet 6 inches

i_iL_r
- -

I

!

PRICE

pi*

ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS

BeidPocm
1 o •

Koc
o

I—l

r

1

st Floor PI Second Floor Plan
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*

I

Design No. 8235

Size: Width, 20 feet 8 inches: Length. 36 feet

i

Blue prints consist of b ment plan;

rooi plan; first and se< ond flooi plan

front, rear, two side elevations; wall sec

tions and all ne< es ry interioi details.

>\" fii -ii !*•
. Miivivi of about twenty

pa _ - "t' type \\ rit ten ma tte]

PEICE

of Blue I 'i 1 hi 3, t .»^«-t ber w it h :« compl<

set of typew ri< ''-II specifical i • m

>

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail Pla as .nil Specific a i ions i he

sn 1
! n hi der is re< .1.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan



—TX

DESIGN NUMBER 6 4 5 D

Size; Width, 29 feet; length, 45 feet, exclusive of porches
Si.

Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of

plan; i rool plan; ft m >» pi

iront, rear, two ations; u

tions and all u« sary interior d«

of about f

s of typewritten matt*

PRICE
"I Blu« ther with -

t< •. ! t\ as

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

mail ijldns rind specif >ns

the san d*v order is



4 5

;hcs

DESIGN NUMBER 6 2

Si2 e: width, 24 feet; length, 31 feet, exclusive of porches

PO^C/-*

'FO&C'-t

Floor Plan

BLUE. PRINTS consist of foundation

plan; rool plan; floor plan; front,

rear, two side elevations; wall sections and

all necessary interior details Specifica-

tions consist ol ril>out fifteen pages of

typewritten matter.

PRICE
Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete sel of typewritten specifications

ONLY EIGHT DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

tin- sam i lay order is received.



J PORC

Design No. 9093

The arrangement of th

House is as follow^

FIRST FLOOR.

Living Room, 12 feet by
12 feet 9 inches.

Dining Room, 16 feet 6

inches by 12 feet.

Kitchen, 12 feet by 9 feet

9 inches.

Pantry, Front and Rear
Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom. 9 feet by 13

feet.

Bedroom, 8 feet 6 inches

by 13 feet

Bathroom, 10 feet 6 inches

by 6 feet.

5 Closet

rst Floor Plan. Second Floor Plan

This Bu cct 4 hes in width; 28 itr length

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifkatio? $15.03

The Blue Printed Working Plan r thi c cor of basement plan; roof plan; first and second floor

olans; front, right, left and rear elevations: wall sections and all necessary details.

The Type Specification* he necessa nformation for the proper co >n of the House.



First Floor Plan.

Design No. 9043
The arrangement of this House

is as follows:

FIRST FLOOR.

Reception Hall. 8 feet by 8 feet 6

inche

Living Room, 15 feet by 12 feet.

Dining Room. 12 feet by 14 feet

6 inches.

Kitchen, 10 feet by 11 feet.

Pantry. Front and Rear Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom, 10 feet by 16 feet.

Bedroom, 8 feet 6 inches by 16
feet. .

Bedroom, 9 feet by 10 feet.

Bathroom, 5 feet 6 inches by 7

feet.

4 Closets. Second Floor Plan.

0)

j A/wrf

This Building is 24 feet 6 inches in width; 28 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $12.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; roof plan; first and second floor

plans; front, right, left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.



Design No. 8238

Size: Width. 34 feet; Length, 23 feet

POPCH

Kitchen
II3XSV

Dining Rm.
I5 3"XI£0-

Living Rm
I50XZ20

L
POPCH
20'feXSO

First Floor Plan

Ian;

-

Second Floor Plan

PRICE

ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS



v

11
M

*

HI
sua'
i

i —

l

Design No. 8077

7 Size: Width, 34 feet; Length, 48 feet 8 inches

Blue prints eonsisl of basement

plan . roof plan; Mrst n n<i se< ond

Soor pla as ront, rear, t wo aide

ele\ ationa ; wall seel ions and all

nterior deta ils. Specifi

cat ions ipsisl «»t' aboul twenty

pages oi typewritten matter.

First Floor Plan

PRICE

of Blue Prints, together with a conn

plete se1 of type* ritten specifies

tiona

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail Plana and Specifications

the same day ord< 1 is receh ed.

Second Floor Plan



Design No. 7041

Si Width, 26 feet 6 inchi I 31 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

PRICE
'

a ith a *

of I

ca-

ONLY
TWELVE
DOLLARS

e mail i

ami S]

ler

Pi'-

j
st Floor Plan

two

Second Floor Plan

j-

L



Design No. 7084

Size: Width, 25 feet; Length, 26 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

' "

Blue prints consist of

1m at plan; first and

ond floor plans; front,

rear, two side elevations;

11 sectioi an<l all

necessary interior details.

deifications consist of

of about twenty pages

of t \ [.(written matter.

•

V- or

T.
First Floor Plan second Floor Plan

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-
plete set of type-

written specifica-

tions

ONLY
TWLEVE
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

is received.

47
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•

D E

Sl2C Width, 31 feet, 6 inches; length, 40 feet, 6 inches exclusive of porches

Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of foundation

Moor plan; front, rear, two

sid- wall sectiOJ nd oil neces-

sary int< details. Specification^

about t n pages of typewritten

matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

V- mail plans and cations

the same day order received.



6 DESIGN NUMBER 6 4 2

porches aize; width, 31 feet; length, 40 feet, exclusive of porches

Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of basement

plan; attic and roof plan; floor plan;

front, rear, two side elevations; wall sec-

tions and all necessary interior details.

Specifications consist of about fifteen

pages of typewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.

19
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 7 4 D I

Size: width, 20 feet, length, 38 feet, exclusive of porches

t

r̂r >lj.

1

First Floor Plan

BI ! I PRINTS

an; l ond floor
|

it, r.«»r. l\\ wall

ond oil n ils.

S\>< dbout t*

written m«n«

PRICE
Blue Pr log< »m-

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

Ions td

the

T

;r6a/"

ond Floor Plan

r



Ifl

st Floor Plan

We mail plans and specifications

the same day ord« r is receive
Second Floor Plan

:,1
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First Floor Plan.

Design No. 9080

The arrangement of this House
is as follow

FIRST FLOOR.

Reception Hall. 18 feet by 14 feet.

Living Room, 12 feet by 12 feet 6
incht

Dining Room. 12 feet by 6 feet.

Kitchen, 12 feet by 10 feet-

Pa' try and Front Porch.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom, 12 feet by 9 feet 6
inches.

Bedroom, 12 feet by 16 feet 6
inches.
Bedroom, 12 feet by 10 feet

Bathroom, 7 feet by 13 fee"

5 Closet

L

Second Floor Plan.

This Building is 31 feet 6 inches in width; 30 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $12.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; first and second floor plans; front,
right, left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the Hou



$1100

First Floor Plan.

Reception Hall, 6 feet 6 inches by
14 feet.

Living Room, 12 feet by 14 feet.

Dining Room. 12 feet by 14 feet 6
inches.

Kitchen, 9 feet by 11 feet.

Pantry, Front and Rear Porches.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom, 11 feet by 11 feet 6

inches.

Bedroom, 11 feet by 11 feet

Bathroom, 6 feet by 5 feet 6

inches.

3 Closets.
Second Floor Plan.

This Building is 22 feet 6 inches in width; 30 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $10.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; first and second floor plans; front,

right, left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information ir the proper construction of the House.

53



Design No. 7093

Size: Width. 34 feet: Length, 28 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porch"

PRICE

of Blue Print*

gcthi

plet€

ONLY
TEN

DOLLARS

We
-

the Jer

is receive

Floor Plan

Blu< J': in1 i

iit plan; i

t, n
1

ac all m
interior i ifi-

cations

*.een pages of type-

written matter.

'

r

fcu



Design No, 7024

Size: Width. 29 feet; Length, 26 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porch

lue prints consist of

basement plan; first and
second floor plans; front,

rear, two side elevation
,

wall Sections and all m. i

iry inti r details.
Specificati< »ns consist of

t twee pages

tyi ritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

getber with a com-
plete set of type-

written specifica-

tions

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

ONLY
TEN

DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

is received.

55
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Design No- 8224
Size; Width, 24 feet; Length, 27 feet 4 inches

flo ir.

ill ni

Dtv

Porch
0X7

PRICE

.'.
. Prinl

ONLY FIFTEEN

DOLLARS

First Floor Plan

W pi

i.

«

;

Second Floor Plan



^
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Design No. 8214

Size : Width, 21 feet 4 inches ; Length, 21 feet 4 inches

Blui prints consist of

sement plan; first and

ad floor pi a n

i rout, 1 ear, I wo side ele-

1 ;it h wall sections

:i ml all necessary in-

terior 'Irtails. Sj.et'ifi

cations <'<>nsixt of aboul

t%vi*lvi*
)

of type-

\\ ritten matter.

PRICE

of Bin*- Prints, t ogel h

with a complete set of

typewritten specifies

t ions

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

We ™ail Plans and

Bpecifica! ions She same

day order is reeoivew.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

J



DESIGN NUMBER 6 3 1 D :

Size: width. 25 feet, 6 inches; length, 36 feet, 6 inches, exclusive of porches :c:

Bl UE PRINTS consi -i ol

I
n; roof plan; I »nd

ml. rt-<ir. lw< ns;

inl«

t of •

PRICK
Blue 1

' v. ith a CO

*ritt« sj ns

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

First Floor Plan

I and &| n«>

the

•

Second Floor Plan

L



3 I D E S I G N
:hcs

NUMBER 6 8 8

Size: width, 24 feet, 6 inches; length, 32 feet, exclusive of porches

f/fftLCf?

/?£C /1/7IL

POffCM

o=

I

First Floor Plan

BLUL PRINTS consist of basenu-nt

plan; first and secon<l floor plans;

front, rear two side elevations; wall »

tions and all necessary interior details.

Specifications consist of aboul twenty

pages of 1\
|
m *\\ ritten matt* t.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

We mail plans an* I s|>oulications

the same day order is receive I.

Second Floor Plan
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 3 5 D E

Size: width, 26 feet

» o

J-'VliV

»

inches; length, 29 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

'

JlJ
-

:* m

First Floor Flan

BLL'L PRIN1 t ol
'

\ plan; first -cond

oi plans; front, n and two side * leva-

I neces san in*

or * Is. N[x*i ificolions consist of

out twenty
i

ewritten i r.

PRICE
Blue Prints, tot r with a corn-

typewritten specifi

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

\*'e mail plans and specifications

the same day ordef is received.

Second Floor Plan

V



3 5 D E S I G N NUMBER 6 6 9

porches

-*

Size: width, 28 feet G inches; length, 28 feet, exclusive of porches

Z

.CPT

X^V\

•

First Floor Plan

m

BLUE. PRIMS nsi t of 1

;
I m; i k>I p . firsl a i * - md

>nt, r< »r. and Iwi > side eleva-

i essary in-

ter details, Specifications consist of

about twenty pa£es of typewritten matter

PRICE
of Eilue Pi together with a coi

pl< set of i\ pewrjtten specificate >i

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We rridil plans id specifications

th' same d< ord< receive

/ CuQ 1

£»£D Room I Cb0i / &EDT<bo*A

D -

2^t>^e H#Ki_u

/ ^
"V '0"_

T^AI-OG^Y

o *-.

Second Floor Plan

<;l
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Design No. 9031

The arrangement of this House

is as follows:

Living Room. 16 feet by 12 fe<

Hall, 5 feet 6 inches by 7 feet.

Dining Room. 16 feet by 12 feet.

Kitchen. 11 feet by 10 feet 6

inches.

Bedroom . 11 feet by 11 feet 9

inches.

Bedroom. 12 feet by 12 feet.

Bathroom. 5 feet 6 inches by 7

feet 6 inches.

Pantry. Front and Rear Porches.

2 Closet

Floor Plan.

This Building is 29 feet 6 inches in width; 41 feet 6 inches in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $10.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House co: of roof plan floor plan; front, right, left and rear eleva-

tions; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.

«',2



k

I

Floor Plan.

This Building is 23 feet 4 inches in width; 34 feet in length.

,
. Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications

Design No. 9077
The arrangement of this House

is as follows:

FLOOR PLAN.

Parlor, 10 feet 6 inches by 10

feet 6 inches.

Dining Room, 10 feet fJ inches

by 10 feet.

Kitchen, 14 feet by 9 feet.

Bedroom, 10 feet 6 inches by 10

feet.

Bedroom, 10 feet 6 inches by 10

feet.

Bathroom, 7 feet 6 inches by 4

feet 6 inches.

Pantry, Front and Rear Porches.

2 Closets,

$12.0C

rar t

Hou*

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of foundation plan; roof plan and floor plan; front, right.

left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.

63
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Design No. 7045

Si/. Width. 30 fei Length, 25 feet, exclusive cf
]

PRICE
I

ONLY
TWELVE
DOLLARS

- • •

lit pi

fr n

ary

i

<>i
.

r

Flcor Second Floor Plan

Pin
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Design No. 7008

Size: Width, 31 feet 6 inches; Length, 29 feet, exclusive of porches

I

Blue prints consist of

basement plan; roof plan;

first and second floor
plans; front, rear, two
side elevations; wall m -

tions and all necessary

interior details. Specifi-

cations consist of about

twenty pages of type-

written matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-
plete set of type-

written specifi-

cations

ONLY
FIFTEEN
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

is received.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

HB



Design No, 8248

i

•

j

Size: Width, 36 feet; Length, 23 feet 4 inches

Fj Floor Plan

-

Second Floor Plan

PRICE

ONLY TWELVE DOLLA*

i

1.



Design No. 8141

1

<.*-*«*.

N NC ROOM

Size: Width, 31 feet 6 inches; Length, 33 feet

C ROOM

PAPcOR

=n
First Floor Plan

Blue prinl i Qsist of basemenl plans; rooi

plan ; first a acl second Boor plans; I ront,

tr, two side elevations; wal I sections and

:ill nec 1
1 ior deta ils. Specifications

oi .1 boul I wenty pi E ty] \\ ten

Iter.

PRICE

Blue Pi - oget her with

of 1 v|,« v.iii ten sj 1 ins

ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS

We mail 1 and Sp< <t ions thi ;ine

-I.

Second Floor Plan
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«g>

i

DESIGN NUMBER 6 12
Size: width, 31 feet, 6 inches; length, 40 feet, exclusive of porches

• :>©- >t-q

I

First Floor Plan

Bit I PRINTS >f basenm

in; first and second

front, rear, hn ns;

swill ,r> il

is. Spe

twenl n matt*

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together \*ith a m-

>ns

ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS

We mail plans and Npecificatiom

the same day is received.

68

Second Floor Plan

D E

7



rchcs Size: width, 31 feet 6 inches; length, 42 feet inches exclusive of porches

First Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of basement

plan; first and second floor plan;

front, rear, two side elevations; wall sec-

tions and all necessary interior details.

Specifications consist of about twenty pages

of typewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of t\ pewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.

69

Second Floor Plan

-/



tf

Size: w idth, 25 feet 6 inches; length, 29 feet, exclusive of porches

B!
I I. PRIN1 S cons

i

1 second flooi i

it twenty

: typewritten i

PRICE
of Wue Prints. logetrx ilh 8 >m-

ns

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

First Floor Plan

moil ; and

the &=vn

Second Floor Plan

_.

i

D I

e

:



I

3 3

torches

._

DESIGN NUMBER 6 7

Size: width, 32 feet 6 inches; length, 28 feet, exclusive of porches

•

9 *'

•

First Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of basement

plan; firsl an i second n< i<>r plans;

front, rear, two side ations; wall sec-

tions and all necessary interior detailv

Specifications »nsisl i
twenty

> of typewritten matter.

PRICE
'I Blue Prints. I ther with a com-

plete s< of p< swrith spec ificatii3ns

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail plans and specification^

the sam day order is received.

71

Second Floor Plan
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Design No. 7036

Size: Width, 34 feet; Length, 4 7 feet, exclusive of porches

PRICE

of Bl

thei ''. itb

I3 pe-

a-

ti( :

ONLY
FIFTEEN
DOLLARS

Wc mail

lay order

Prints 1 st of

i; roof plan ,

nd second I

Froi 1

•

1 all 1

S]"

of *

writtea matter

First Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan



L

Design No. 7092

Size: Width, 30 feet 6 inches; Length, 34 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

-

Blue prints consist of

basement plan; first and
second floor plans; front,

rear, two side elevations;

wallsectionsand all nec<

sary interior detail s.

Specifications consist of

•ut twenty pages oi

typewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints to-

gether -with a com-
plete set of type-

written specifica-

tions

ONLY
FIFTEEN
DOLLARS

We mail Plan-

and Specifications-

the same day order

is received.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

73
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Design No- 8225

Size: Width, 38 feet 4 inches Length, 25 feet 4 inches

\0 pr

p]

ill

-

Kitchen

Dining Rm.
wxwor

JVING RM
10b XI70*

\ RA55

6E.D Rli.

103X90

Tloor Flan

PRICE

Pri

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

I



Design No. 8302

Size: Width, 44 feet; Length, 34 feet 6 inches

Ue pril

fo plan;

Jan ; t

1

.

all - int i

about ii'

of typewrit

PoecH

c;

. mm
i 1! i i

PRICE

oi Blue Prints, together

with a complete set of

.'. ritten specifii

1 ioi

ONLY TWELVE
DOLLARS

\\ mail Plaus and

Speci Scationa same -lay

order is received.

Floor Plan
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1

i

DESIGN NUMBER 6 8 |D E

Size: width, 28 feet, 6 inches; length, 34 feet 6 inches, exclusive oi porches

r r-
•

A/re*

<

X0QM

j
.

st Floor Plan

Bl i IN I
S voir -nt

plan; fir ^t and second flooi plans;

nt. rear

I <ill i rior -I.
I

Sp< i of ut \\\

( typewritten
i

PRICE
f Prints. I -m-

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

is
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Size;



8 Q|[D E S I G N NUMBER 6 3

Size: width. 34 feet; length, 28 feet, exclusive of porches

BLUE. PRINTS consist of foundation

plan; roof plan; first and second

floor plans; front, rear, two side elevations;

wall sections and all necessary interior

details. Specifications consist of ahout

twenk pages of typewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

First Floor Plan

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.
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Second Floor Plan
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S, Z e: width, 23 feet 10 inches; length, 25 feet, exclusive of porches

R»

* o

Pi'

* T

Bill. PRINTS

plan; firs! plans;

t u , wall s-

r details.

out twenty

pr

£>LPW0OV^
q

T*»RC«

PRICE
blue Pi r w

" '

com"

>ns

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

,Pbo*i

»

First Floor Plan mail plai a and specifications

Ihe same day order is received.

EtpPoo^

be V

Second Floor Plan
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 2 9

3 3

porchc

J

Size: Width, 30 feet, 4 inches; length, 47 feet, 4 inches exclusive of porches

PORCH

t=i
Floor Pin

BLUE PRINT5 consist of basement

plan; roof plan; floor plan; front,

rear, two si le elevations; wall sections and

all necessary interior detaiK Specifica-

tion^ consist of about fifteen pages of

: pewritten malt*

PRICE
of IMue Prints, together with a com-

plete sel of K pewritten spe< ifications

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

mail plans and specifications

san day order is received.



of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-

plete set of

w r i 1

1

spei

catioi

ONLY
FIFTEEN
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

end Sj>ccificati<

the same dav order

is received.

First Floor Plan .
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Design No. 7085

Size: Width. 23 feet 6 inches; Length, 27 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

n

Blue prints consist of

basement plan; roof plan;

first and second floor

ins; front, rear, two
side elevations; wall sec-

us and all necessary

interior details. Specifi-

cations consist of about
twenty p t\;

written m r.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-
plete set of type-

written specifica-

tion-

ONLY
TWELVE
DOLLARS

We mail Flans

and Specifications

the same day ordex

is received,

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan



Design No. 7022

Size: Width. 30 feet; Length, 47 feet 6 inches < of

PRICK

writ!

ONLY
1 IF! N
1K.U I.Ah

r

u

Blue print* consist of

cellar ai urvUium

plan; roof plan; firsts

sccood floor pUn- at,

rear, twos:

wall sectioos *nd
in

about tmmtjr pages of

m
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Design No. 7085

Size: Width, 23 feet 6 inches; Length, 27 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

'raven

Blue prints consist oi

sement plan; roof plan;

first ami second floor

ms; front, rear, two
side elevations; wall sec-

tions and all necessary

interior details. Specifi-

cations c< st of about
twenty p. of

mitten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-
plete set of type-

\\ ritten specifica-

ii« >ns

ONLY
TWELVE
DOLLARS

We mail Flans

and Specifications

the same <lav ortlei

is received,

First Floor Plan SeconH Floor Plan



DESIGN NUMBER 6 4 4 D E

Size: width. 36 feet; length, 45 feet, exclusive of porches

;

.._.

• • *J
f il loor

Bill. PRIPs

n plan; firs! >nd

front, n

Specifi<

.*it\
j

tten matti

PRICE
r with a m-

ions.

ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS

moil

•

Second Floor Plan

Size :

,

*
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4 I D E S I G N NUMBER 6 5 6

Size: Width, 41 feet; Length, 23 feet, exclusive of porches

First Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of basemmf

plan; roof plan; first and second floor

ns; tront. rear, two side efevations; wall

and all necessary interior details.

s p* ations consist of abouttwenty pages

i
>l t\ pewritten matter.

PRICE
Blue Prints, together with a com-

pl< sel typewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

mail plans ind opacifications

the ame day ordei is received.

Second Floor Plan



Design No. 8208

Size: Width. 22 feet 8 inches; Length, 29 feet 8 inches

Porch

-

10.

\

1
G Room

£' 0'

• r p] life

nd

t 1v

-

PRICE

I

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

W t nil

U
First Floor Flan Second Floor Plan



Design No. 8 J98

Size: Width, 26 feet; Length, 29 feet 4 inches

\

Bin*' prints consisl of Was.'intMit

plan; first and second floor plan

front, rear, two side elevations; wall

se< tionfl and nil necessary details.

Specifical ions consist of a boul

twenty pages «»t* typewritten mat-

ter.

PRICE

..t Blue Prints, tog<-th.T with a Com

plete sel of tyju'writt^n specific a

I ions

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail Plans and Specifical ions

the same dai order is received.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan
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tOO*»ow

Dining Rodm

vingRoom

**-0 a^-^

First Floor Plan

Design No. 9058
The arrangement of this House

is as follows:

FIRST FLOOR.

Living Room, 17 feet by 12 feet 6
inches.

Dining Room, 14 feet 6 inches by
11 feet 6 inches.

Kitchen, 9 feet 6 inches by 10 feet.

Bedroom. 10 feet by 10 feet 6
inches.

Nook, 5 feet by 5 feet.

Lavatory, 4 feet 6 inches by 4

feet.

Pantry and Front Porch.

SECOND FLOOR.

Bedroom, 12 feet by 11 feet.

Bedroom. 12 feet by 13 feet.

Bathroom, 7 feet 6 inches by 8
feet.

6 Closets. Second Floor Plan.

This Building is 26 feet in width; 36 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of foundation plan; first and second floor plant; front,
right, left and rear elevatio: wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the Hou
-

1
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Design No. 9046

The arrangement of this House
is as follows:

Living Room, 12 feet by 16 feet.

Dining Room, 14 feet by 12 feet

6 inches.

Kitchen, 9 feet 10 inches by 11

feet.

Bedroom, 11 feet 6 inches by 9
feet 6 inches.

Bathroom, 6 feet 6 inches by 6

feet 2 inches.

Pantry and Front Porch.

2 Closets.

Floor Plan.

512JX)

House.

This Building is 25 feet 6 inches in width; 40 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $12.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan, roof plan, floor plan; front, right.
left and rear elevations; wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 7 1 ID E

Size: width, 28 feet; length, 36 feet, exclusive of porches

\v/

v*xvVM I l
1 -t *

*/A'

i-

st Floor Plan

Bl i I PRIN enl

in; roof first an >nd

floor plans; froi it. rear, t*o side ele ns;

wall sections and oil n< < rior

Is. Specifications consist

fit) pages of * n matter.

PRICE
of Blue Pr r with a com-

tyoewritten i

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

\\'e mail plans and • <>ns

the san d< ord»
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chamarm

*vrf/f *+*S*

Second Floor Plan

Size :



Ml

7 11 D E S I G N NUMBER 6 6 8

Size: width, 32 feet; length, 36 feet, exclusive of porches

BLUE PRINTS consist of basement

plan; first and second floor plans;

front, rear, two side elevations; wall sec-

tions and all necessary interior details.

Specifications consist of about twenty

pages of typewritten matter.

Firtt Floor Plan

-

PRICE
«>f Blue Prints, together with a com-

I
tlete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.
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Second Floor Plan



Design No. 8306
Size: Width. 24 feet 8 inches. Length. 33 feet 4 inches

I

Dining Rm

Living Rm
14 G'Xlfc'O

Porch

BI

u: I |)Iai

floor pla nd i

'

PRICE
:

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

\\

First Floor Plan

/

.

8econd Floor Plan



Design No. 8020

Size: Width, 31 feet; Length, 34 feet 6 inches

I Hue prinl s consist of basemenl plan ; roof

mi; firsl and second floor plans; front, rea

two side eleval ions; wall sections and ;ill

aecessan interior details. 3pe< B< itionscon-

sisl oi about twent} pagt - of typewritten

matt"

PRICE

of Blue Prints, together with a complete a

. w ritten specificat ions

ONLY FIFTEEN DOLLARS

We mail Plans and Specifications the same

dai der i

•«!.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 8 1

Size: width, 32 feet; length, 43 feet, exclusive of porches
—

j

First Floor Plan

Bl l I PRIMS consist of cellar end

foun n pi lirs) <»nd second

plans nl, rear, two side i 'ions;

il necessary interior

ations consist of about

twenl n matter.

PRICE
Oi Blue Prints, to*, r uith a

plete ft I of typewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

\\e mail ans and specifications

the same day is <-d.
Second Flooi Plan

4

D I

Size:
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 5 1

I Size: width, 31 feet, 6 inches; length, 40 feet, exclusive of porches

vyr.v
- » •

/7 0-t/yff-

fwrtcr? /tec hall

1

It

First Floor Plan

BLUE. PRINT5 consist of basement

plon; roof plan; first and second

floor plans; front, rear, two side elevations;

wall sections and all necessary interior

details- Specifications consist of about

n'y pa§es of typewritten matter.

PRICE
<>f Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

\\'e mail plans and specifications

the same day order is received.

CLCJ CHAMBTTt I CLOO

CAtAAfBZX

CLOJ
¥

j
CLOJ

XOO.**

Second Floor Plan

a



DESIGN NUMBER 6 16 7

Size: width, 25 feet 6 inches; length, 34 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

First Floor Plan

BI I
! PRIN1 nsisl ol cellai a

Ian; front,

'

le eU Jl sections ai

i

of about f

(<

PRICE
Blu*

>ns

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

mail plans and spe

the ime day

Second Floor Plan

D

Size

*

^
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^

6 7

ncs

*Jt -c j> /.r-6

First Floor Plan

BLUL PRINTS consist of basement

plan; roof plan; first and second

floor plans; front, rear, two side elevatioi

wall sections and all necessary interior de-

tails. Specifications consist of about

twenty pages of t\ pewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the - day order is ceived.

Second Floor Plan



Design No. 9042

The arrangement of this House

is as follows

:

FLOOR PLAN.

Living Room, 13 feet by 12 feet-

Dining Room, 13 feet by 10

feet 6 inches.

Kitchen, 9 feet by 10 feet,

Bedroom, 11 feet 6 inches by 13

feet 6 inches.

Bathroom, 5 feet 6 inches by 10

feet.

Pantry, Front and Rear Porches.

2 Closets.

Floor Plan.

This Building i*> 34 feet 6 inches in width; 36 feet 6 inches in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications $10.00

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of foundation plan; floor plan; front, right, left and
rear elevations: wall sections and all necessary details.

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of the House.

Thi

icec
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Design No. 9065

The arrangement of this House
is as follows:

FLOOR PLAN.

Living Room, 11 feet 6 inches
by 17 feet.

Dining Room, 11 feet by 17 feet.

Kitchen, 11 feet by 10 feet.

Bedroom, 11 feet by 14 feet 6
inches.

Bathroom, 5 feet 6 inches by
10 feet 6 inches.

Pantry and Front Porch.

1 Closet.

Floor Plan.

$10.00

t Hoa*

This Building is 30 feet in width; 33 feet in length.

Price of Complete Working Plans and Specifications

The Blue Printed Working Plans for this House consist of basement plan; floor plan; front right left andrear cevations; wall sectjons and all necessary details.
g

$10.00

The Typewritten Specifications contain all the necessary information for the proper construction of

97

the House.



DESIGN NUMBER 6 1 1 ID 1

Size: width, 28 feet 6 inches; length, 33 feet. exclusive of porches

r i

InL
4

loor P

BIN ! 'HI NTS iient

plan; roof plan; I >nd

front, rear, two sid<

II

n ma

PRICE
i

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

m. \s

sarri'

r~~i—
«...

'—R I

:an
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11 D E S I G N NUMBER 6 4 1

orches Size: Width, 35 feet 6 inches; Length, 40 feet, exclusive of porches

cMutaat

.9 4

roxc/4

'

Floor Plan

BLUL PRINTS consist of basement

plan; roof plan; floor plan; front,

r. two side elevations; wall sections

and all necessary interior details. Spec-

ifications consist of about fifteen pa^es of

typewritten matter.

PRICE
of Blue Prints, together with a com-

U - m t ( >l typewritten specifications

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

mciil [dans and * < itications

the same d< rdei



Design No. 7083

Size: Width, 36 feet; Length, 45 ft :usive of porch

PRICE

(•f Prii

I

ONLY
TEN

DOLLARS

We mail F

and S;

is received. Floor Plan

all

tail
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Design No, 7086

Size: Width, 23 feet 6 inches; Length, 29 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

Blue prints consist of

isement plan; and

ad 1 r plans; front,

rear, and tw ide ele

tionv; wall .ions and

ary interior de-

pecifications con-

of ut twenty

typewritten

mattex

PRICE
of Blue Prints to-

iler with a com-

plete set of type-

written speciti

ns

ONLY
TWELVE
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specification^

the same day o*

D l ived.

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan
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Design No. 7066

Size: Width, 30 feet 6 inches; Length, 19 i< exclusive

PRICE

Blue 1'

m
|

I

ONLY
TWELV1-
DOLLARS

W til

• •

it plan; r«>of
\

r
.

1 all i

-

< of a

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan
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Design No. 7047

Size: Width. 25 feet 6 inches; Length, 30 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porches

Blue prints consist of

basement plan; fia ind

second floor plans; front,

re ir
t two side elevatioi

til sections and all ne<

sary ir r details.
Specific ns consist «'

1

about tw al
j pages i »1

typewritten matter. \ 4-O-«4>-0'

PRICE
of Blue Prints, to-

gether with a com-

plete set of type-

written specifica-

tions

ONLY
TWELVE
DOLLARS

We mail Plans

and Specifications

the same day order

is received.

First Floor Plan. Second Floor Plan,
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 7 3 D

Size: Width, 46 feet inches; Length. 31 feet 6 inches, exclusive of porch

Bl i
I i

i

n matt'

PRICE
th a com-

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

We mail plans <ns

the d- is -<J.
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porch

DESIGN NUMBER 6 8 9

Size: width, 36 feet; length, 36 feet, exclusive of porches

First Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of basemen!

plan; roof plans; first and second

or plans; front, rear, two side elevations;

II sections and all necessary interior

< l< tails. Specifications consist of about

twenty pages of typewritten matter.

PRICE
ol Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specificate ins

ONLY TEN DOLLARS

mail plans and specifications

the sr*me day order is received.

lOt

Second Floor Plan
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 6 1

Size: width. 37 feet inches; length, 47 feet 6 nches

D

Size:

Floor Plan

BIN PRIN is
i isl of loundati

plan; i; front,

nil n >ary inl r d< S(

ns c

n matter.

PRICE
of Blue Print . t« »: h a conv-

of t >ns

ONLY TEN DOLLAR"

We mail ns and tions

*K»n dc ofd«
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6 1 DESIGN NUMBER 6 3

hes Size: width, 45 feet 9 inches; length, 32 feet 6 inches exclusive of porches

i

£>V*C *

First Floor Plan

BLUE PRINTS consist of basement

plan; roof plan; first and second

floor plans; front, rear, two side elevations;

II sections and all necessary interior

1

1 -tails. Specifications consist of about

twenty p ii - »s of t\ ;- written matter.

PRICE
«>f Blue Prints, together with a com-

plete set of typewritten specifications

ONT-Y FIFTEEN DOLLARS

We mail plans and specifications

the same da\ Older is received.
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DESIGN NUMBER 6 8 6

Size: width. 40 feet; length, 49 f exclus e of porchr

BI i I PRIM st ol

plan; i nt,

i

oil n«

PRICE

ONLY TWELVE DOLLARS

m. p! and

the d< ord«

log
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ESTIMATED COST OF HOUSES
LET us give you this advice in the matter of an estimate of the cost of any house in this

book—consult the Responsible Lumber Dealer and Responsible Contractor in your own
immediate neighborhood. They know all the conditions that enter as factors in the cost

of a house in your locality. They know what labor costs, and all the other things that govern
the price of materials. You will see readily that these are varying quantities and a price

that might be true in one locality will not hold in another. We might give you a price, but
it would not help you and might cause you embarrassment in addition to making ourselves

ridiculous, because we do not know the conditions in your locality as the ResponsibleDealer
and Responsible Contractor do.

So let us tell you this: If there is a house in this book that you want to build, the first

thing to do is to consult the Responsible Dealer and Responsible Contractor. In all likeli-

hood he is your friend and neighbor. You can depend on what he will tell you after he
figures on the plan, for he has had the experience in your locality and knows the costs of all

the materials that will be used in the house—knowledge of a specific nature that we do not
possess, neither does any one else who is not on the ground.

We are perfectly honest and fair with you in this matter. This much we can tell you,
wever. In every locality it is safe to say there are seasons of the year when it will cost

less to build than at others. It is for the Responsible Dealer and Responsible Contractor to

direct you when it is the most opportune time to commence operations. The labor market
varies. The cost of materials varies. These are things over which we have no control; nor
have you.

Let us tell you this also—Never build or even think of doing so without pi Tin
will save you money and worry. This applies to all localities. The plans in this book h
been pi by the most skilled licensed architects in the country and one motive h.

actuated them—the u; economy con tent with style and utility. The best tb Associa-
m tan tell you, th< re, in the matter of arriving at a satisfactory estimate is to consult

the Responsible Dealer and Responsible Contractor in every case. They are thorough-
conversant with all the conditions that govern cost and are intimately familiar with

ial market in your neighborhood. Having this estimate and the set of plans and spe>

ficiitions you will be safely on the road to the construction of your home—and suco to you.
Some people are led astray by estimated c< , so called, when you know and we know

that the only ones who know and who can give an accurate estimate are the people on the
ground.

Don't Take the Word Of an Outsider in the estimate of the cost of a house. At best he can
only guess Tie rures he gi\ may be true of his locality but may be hundreds of dollars

out of the way as far as your neighborhood is concerned.
Get Your Estimate from People Who Are on the Ground— People who have made a stu<

of these thin ,
people whose business it is t<> know all the facts, people who are your neigh-

bors and will not mislead you either intentionally or unintentionally.

OUR GUARANTEE
THIS is right to the point and from the shoulder: If you do not find the plans ( ctly

as repn ited, if you do not find them as accurate and as well prepared as tb

furnished by any architect in the world we will refund lr c You run i

risk whatever under this guarantee. We make this guarantee strong to disabuse the mind
of any person who has the that these plans are of the cheap and Aim kind because
they are sold at such a low price. I set of plans sent out by tin has 1.

i

epared by a licensed archil who has gained a high place in his profession as the creat
of new ideas in home architecture and who has given man ears to the study of American
home builder's nee Remember—you run no risk whatever. If i do not find the plans
exactly as represented and as good as any you ever saw we will refund your money.

no
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PREFACE
Tne farm building department is given not only in the interest of the farmer,

but because every one is more or less dependent upon the soil and is consequently

directly or indirectly interested in the prosperity of the farmer. There comes a

time when every business man and most other men want to build either a house,

or barn, or both. It is the province of this book, to offer suggestions. Plans are

necessary to avoid mistakes. It is just as easy to secure good plans as to build after

the ideas prevailing in the neighborhood, probably advanced by some carpenter wli

has had little or no experience outside of his own town. Barns as well as houses are

built or should be built for a specific purpose and there are fundamental principles

which are vital if the best results are to be obtained. It is not always necessary or

desirable to build expensively. It often happens that an inexpensive or even a cheap

ructure will answer the purpose just as well, but this book does not countenance the

building of unsightly houses or out buildings. There are essentials to be built into

farm buildings that cannot be seen after they are finished, but these essentials must

be there or the buildings will not be right. Drainage, foundation, ventilation and

economy are four requisites that have received special attention in compiling the

material for this work and they are four ot the worst neglected principles when

ordinary farm buildings are planned. Drainage and foundation are easily treated to

fit each case, but ventilation is Lss tangible, although it is equallv important, while

the study ot economy has no beginning and no legitimate ending for it embraces

not only the construction of the building, but the use of it ever after. Even a

small farm building is worth very close attention in the planning, location and

building because of its appearance and the labor it entails in its connection with

general farm economy.

In the arrangement of the book the first point made clear to the reader is

the need for the structure. Naturally what the building is wanted for should be fir

made plain. Then the construction is followed to completion when the building

takes its place in the farm economy.

It is a book, the author believes, which will make interesting a subject that

farmers have always belore them, and enable them to find a design for any kind of

barn or farm building that may be needed. It is a pleasure to contribute anything

to add to the beauties and charm of American farm life, and in that spirit this vol-

ume is given to the agricultural world.

T

Copyr.^ht 1909

BY

The Radford Architk
Chicago



Department of

Dairy Barns
LARGE DAIRY STABLE—Aioo

Price of Blue Prints, $15.00.

'THE careful housing of dairy cows is re-
* ceiving systematic consideration as
never before. Investigations have been
conducted by men who are thoroughly
conversant with the subject from a prac-
tical as well as a scientific standpoint.
Government milk inspectors, backed by

pnblic opinion, have established a thor-
ough system of inspection. City milk sup-
ply is now traced to its source, the cows
examined thoroughly for condition and
health and the stable for cleanliness. If

incompetency or indifference has led the
dairyman to disobey the state sanitary re-

quirements he is not permitted to ship
milk until he satisfies the inspector that
he has mended his ways. This course was
made necessary by the rapidly increasing
volume of business which is conducted by
such a cosmopolitan class of people; com-
prising as it does, all grades of producers
from the most progressive farmer down
the line of small dairymen to the ignorant
huckster. Cleanliness is required by in-

spectors, first, last and all the time; thus,
making the right start, for cleanliness,
leads to many virtues. A man who is par-
ticular about all utensils, his wagon,
stable, cattle and himslf, will not tolerate
a poor stable or an unhealthy cow. He
may not understand the science of fer-

ments or disease germs, but his milk sup-
ply will be good and wholesome, because
he robs harmful bacteria of the dirt upon
which they thrive.

In our northern climate, warmer stables
have for years occupied the attention of
our best farmers and stockmen. Bank
barns were the outgrowth of a desire to
provide comfortable stables that were
both warmer and better. The conven-
ience of having all stock under one roof,
tucked carefully away from the cold,
with plenty of feed overhead ready at all

times to find its way to mangers and food
racks by gravity, proved very alluring to
ambitious farmers all over the country.
But animals housed in these expensive
dungeons were not happy and showed
their discomfiture in watery eyes, luster-
less hair, hot noses and hot, feverish
breath, with fretful, quarrelsome actions
together with their inability to grow or
fatten. Too frequently cattle thus hous-
ed were attacked by bovine disease germs,
which were materially assisted in their
work of destruction by conditions so ex-
pensively though unintentionally provid-
ed. Stockmen thought the trouble was
caused by too great a change in tempera-
ture by allowing the cattle to go out for
an airing or for water each day; to rem-
edy this, water buckets were added to the
stable outfit and the stock confined in an
abominable atmosphere for weeks at a
time.

Atmospheric conditions affect animals
differently. The heavy breeds of beef cat-
tle are usually phlegmatic in disposition,
paying little attention to ordinarv disturb-

us
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complete and the whole thing will he in

ie piece.

The Floor

After the walls are finished the grading

for the lloor conies next in order. The pro-

file shows the relative position of the in-

take for fresh air, the floor of the feeding

alley, position of the cement mangers, in-

clines of the door in which the cattle stand,

the gutter and the walk behind the cow

Besides the cross tion tin- mangers and
gutters incline will) the length of the sta

l»le. In order to locate .all these points

good many grade stakes are necessary.

They are set carefully to measurement and
driven down until the tops come right for

the grade. It is easier to do this work It-

fore the building is erected. One point to

inhered is that the wall should not

extend iimeh above the floor for the r< Oil

that dampness will collect <>n the inner

side or warmer side of the wall >ecially

in winter. Also the iron pipes di ;

to partition tl i tails and support the ceil

ing should he imbedded in cement wh<
i

it is fresh.

Superstructure
It is cheaper t<» build barns ami stabli

low because lighter material may he us< ;

in their constru >n.Adairy • >uld

have a low i eiling to facilitate ntilation.

Seven feel is high enough for a ding hut
eight feet looks better if the stable is lung

and where th< re a >od many cov
•

<

j r- - - jr- - - — — y.*—.
,

a *

\

• »»- £L6LA If ^j

^W

cl tr/9 r/c or 3r#Ll j

ther there is no objection to an eight

foot ceiling. A 1 depends on the

number of o kept. A stable may he

built on this plan to hold twenty-four cov

or it may he made long enough to hold one-

hundred. The principle of ventilation de-

pends on the circulation of air. Warm air

is lighter than cold air and it naturally

goes up. In order to ventilate a stable we
must get animals enough in it to warm
the air. There is little or no circulation in

a cold room. For the ventilation to work-

right the temperature in a stable should

^Su/m/stC f**3/:*

not go below 55 degrees. This plan tak<

the air in at the center in front of the cow
where the cows ma. bl the clean
fresh air from outside b< ire it become
contaminated. The hot breath of the COW
goes to the ceiling. 5] Is in all direction
to the sides of the room while it loads up
with impurit 1

and final!} to the
floor at the sidi of tl stabli it is

drawn 1 by the ventilatoi and 1 nl out
through the roof. In order for tin ntil.ii

ing system to v k right the -1 mu
be practically air tight 1 the !
and ceiling and the d< must fit well.

There is a light -ill ix bedded in

fresh cement mortar op of the wall

two by six studding s< 1 feet long toe-

nailed into the sill and a two by plate
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spiked on top of the studding-. Building
paper is nailed to the studding both inside

and out. The inside is lined with matched
ceiling without bead. This is to eliminate
all cracks and joints as far as possible.

There are no cracks and places for dust to

lodge as all stable dust is bacteria laden.

In like manner building paper is tacked to
the ceiling joists and under the paper a
light matched ceiling is nailed so that the
whole room is smooth around and there
are no projections or shelves of any kind
to hold dust. The stall partitions are as
light as possible for the same reason. Door
and window frames are made flush on the
inside and just a light four inch casing
turned to cover the joint. It is better to

use a great deal of care in laying th« build-

ventilation to keep the loft cool. The out-

side of the stable is boarded up with pat-

ent siding and a light box cornice makes
the finish at the eaves. The ventilating

system is shown in the cuts. It pays to

to put on an eave trough whether the water
is wanted for use or not because the drip

from the eaves will cause dampness and
this should be avoided. Because the build-

ing is low a light roof is sufficient. Two
by four rafters are heavy enough if well

supported by cross collar beams.

The Silos

In this plan the silos are placed at the

end of the stable. If the stable is long how-
ever it is better to put the silos in the mid-
dle. It will save steps at feeding time. It

',.__,:*•— -,
1 3-r

f • - - , r 1 -

*

ftj-6

iV :;: SV -iJ^W .'tilil.v.'. -»i*J&^£^«Sr^jB

c/fojj jrc r/o/v

///smitf/M

m&eiVSte***

ing paper around all such places to prevent
air openings. It is not intended to use the
loft over this stable for storage or any pur-
pose but it is better to build the loft so
that it may be swept occasionally to clear

out the dust. A window is placed in each
gable for the purpose of causing sufficient

is better to have two small silos than one
larc^e one. From sixteen to twentv feet

in diameter is big enough for any silo. The
surface may then be fed off every day and
the silage kept fresh at all times. The milk
room is at the side of the silo. The floor

and sides are built entirely of cement and
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the room has a white matched ceiling. It

is provided with an open drain that con-

nects with the main drain outside of the

building. The milk room contains a sep-

arator, scales, Babcock tester and a shelf

to hold the smaller utensils and a porcelain

lined sink for washing dishes. Outside of

the milk room is a rack to hold the cans

where they are turned upside down every

morning in the sun. Beyond the silos and

milk room is the barn where the roughag
is kept and tin- track from the stable run-

across so the feed may be brought by an

overhead track carrier. The silos an- at

the north end of the building. The manun
is taken nut through the south doors. The
cows are also let in and out of the south

doors. This style of stable should be built

north and south so that the sun will shine

in at all of the windows.

Silo Construction
The < a form of a silo is the round

stave construction. It is about as g. • 1

as any, too, when it is thoroughly weil

built from well sea oned lumber: in fact,

it has been thoroughly demonstrated that

the stave ilo i a success. In New Jersey

and I astern ! vlvania the stave sil

is almost universally used. Thev do not

l.-i^t as lonj other-. Probably the

average life of a stave silo is somewhei
between five and ten years. But a fan

can tear down and rebuild because the ma-
terial is comparatively cheap and then

not much of it. In ue parts of the coun-

try there is a prejudice again this form

of silo. Some claim that th< ilage is not

so good, but it would be difficult to sub-

stantiate this claim. Of course, to keep

silage properly in any kind of a silo it must
be air tight. If a stave silo leaks at the

•ints the silage will suffer, but the same
mav be said of any make of silo.

-

Some of this prejudice comes from the

dairy farmers who formerly had exper-

ience with stave silos which were construc-

ted by putting rough planks together with-

out beveling the edges, but the way staves

are made now with bevels carefully cut to

fit the circle and provided with heavy iron

hoops, and plenty of them, there is prob-

ably no better construction. Some stave

silos have round tongues and grooves.

This is better than a plain straight bevel,

but it is not absolutely necessary. The
ends of the staves where they butt to-

gether are fitted with an iron tongue let

into a saw cut in each end of the abutting

staves.

A convenient height for a silo of this

kind is thirty-two feet made from sixteen

foot stuff, but some Maxes must be eight

feet long in order to break joints. Most
stave silos erected are bought from some
manufacturer who has a patent on some
little contrivance in connection with their

manufacture, but nv Farmer can «»rder
-

the material and build his own silo if h

wishes to do so. The mills will cut and
bevel the staves and tongue and groove
them to fit any circle desired, but it is

neccsMirv to understand all the little d<

tails and see that they are properly worked
"Hit. A good many of the pati m silos have
an iron framework to hold the d<".rs. This
is an advantage inasmuch as wood get

damp and swell*-, but any carpenter can

bolt two timbers together in such a wa
as to make a good framework to hold th

door 1-, and the saving in expi c is con-
siderable. The doors mav be made loose

»

nd calked around the edg< with tow or
the soft parts of corn stalks makes ver

ood calking material. In fact, there are

great many diff< rent ways to manage
if a person is determined t" have a silo,

but it l- well to remember that the doors
are a particular part. The framework
must be solid and there must be ample
space between the floors for the hoops.

Figures on all Cuts Correspond.

A— Drain tile.

B

—

pipe lj4 mcn !or stall parti-

tions, chain ring and ceiling supports.

C—Ventilation intake.

D—St aide floor where cows stand hav-
ing an incline of two inches.

E—Cement manger having an incline

of % inch per ten feet.

F—Cow chains.

G—Manure carriers.

K

i

Co
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H—Car tracks, should be near the ceil-

ing to give plenty of head room.
I—Hood ventilator, tail on opening side

with counter weight to prevent friction,

and allow it to turn easily. This hood
does not touch the pipe but turns on a
spindle which passes through the upper
cross piece in the pipe and is socketed in

the lower cross piece about three feet

down in the pipe.

J—Ventilator shaft drawing foul air

from near the floor.

K—Register for use in hot weather to

draw off the hot air when the stable doors
are open.

L—Register that may be partially

closed to regulate intake of fresh air.

M—Register to regulate the amount of

draft allowed to foul air. This is one of

the most important features of the sys-

tem as the warmth of the stable as well as
the quality of the air is controlled by it.

O—Galvanized iron gutter.

DAIRY BANK BARN—Ai 25

An old fashioned dairy barn is shown in the ventilation. To have good air in a cow
plan (A125). There are a good many such stable it is absolutely necessary to have a
barns still in use in Wisconsin. Those system of ventilation. You can' stable four

K

1

using them say they are satisfactory under
certain conditions.

One good feature about this stable is

or five cows together and depend on
chance openings to provide them with
oxygen, but you cannot depend on Prov-
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idence to keep your cattle alive in a large

stable unless you assist a little bit.

A good many dairymen prefer to have

the cows face outward. This is a matter

way. One advantage of having the two
manure gutters in the middle is that a cart

may be driven through to remove the ma-
nure. If there is any other good reason

£ND ^/TCT/Otf
of individual preference. Pr ibly nine I am not familiar with it. In tl '. is*

Stables out of ten are made to face the consin s1 les the old fashi lanchions
cows in. but this is no dead open and shut are used.

rca^uii why this -table should be built that There is a large amount of st< over-

head

ientl

matte

to

\

steps

thev t

abanl

ft

th

rke
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head in a barn like this, and it is a conven-
ient barn to do the work in except in the
matter of feeding the cows. It takes more

walls of this building, concrete of course
will answer the purpose just as well, in

fact concrete is better than stone when it

0)

1 .

1

/-*£:& J*L oofi*

•e «**
*

carrer/? * G^/r/C^rp

S7/7A/V/?£ c/r/f/r/Ef?

steps to get around to feed the cows when
they face out. This barn is backed up to

a bank, preferably on the north side, where

&o 7-7-0/1

* S~£

the incline mav be had easily to drive in

on the main floor. The horse fork is

worked from the center.

Although stone is stipulated for the

is properly made. Concrete is damp-
proof when the materials are so mixed that

the sand fills the spaces between the brok-
en rock and the cement fills the spaces be-

tween the grains of sand. Then if the

mixing is thoroughly done and just

enough water used to thoroughly amalga-
mate the different ingredients into one
solid mass it will make a wall that damp-
ness cannot penetrate.

This way of mixing concrete is not only
the best, but it is usually cheaper because
it requires less cement. By actual exper-

iments it has been proven that when the

proportions are exactly right as stated

the resulting concrete is not only stronger

but cheaper than when a richer mixture
is put together. Of course the wall under
a barn like this may be poorly constructed
and still support the barn for a lifetime.

At the same time if you can make a wall

that is harder and better than stone for

the same amount of money it is much bet-

tcr to do so. In making the floor of course

you work on a different plan because a

stable floor receives a great deal of wear.
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COMBINED BARN AND COVERED BARNYARD—A102
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A great manv dairmen like to have a sloping to the south. There is a good root

covered barnyard for the cows to exercise cellar in the hank next to the building on

in and some go so far as to keep the cows the north -irk- and the large roof surface is

in this covered harnvard both night and utilized to furnish water for the cistern.

s/o£ £j.cy#r/Q" or &*/t» mo y^o

d

m
ay, just stabling them long enough to Ac era filter is placed inside the building

lilk and f< grain and milage. In some so it won't freeze. To have nice cistern

s/?o*r rLr*wr/a# or s/r/uv /mo v/?/to

part of the country the cov< 1 barnyard water it is best to run it through a filter.

i^ growing in favor.
*

The feed racks in the covered barnyard

The plan, (A102), is designed for a bank are made movable to facilitate driving

hroug

other

unc

from
tf

to
thei

\i\

• -,*-

'
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through at cleaning time. Mild days in

winter the manure spreader is brought in

at one door, loaded and taken out at the
Other. The racks are placed in the cen-
ter under the feed chutes so the roughage
from the storage above may be dropped in-

to them with as little work as possible.

A bull pen is shown in the northeast
corner with the yard outside for exercise.
It depends somewhat on the slope of the
bank whether this is the best place to put
the bull pen or not. You want the hull

yard out of the way, still it should he in

full view of the barn yard, both for con-

eosr/rro a*/?* r##0
1

-^eu'vssc

w ^ w*"

yr-#'— *. J

T
.**3

/3/?/?* MO Y/T/fO PLAN

With a cistern and a windmill the water
tank is kept supplied all the time so the
cows may run to it when thev want to. The
stable floor should be about two feet high-
er than the floor in the covered barnyard.
This gives an eight foot ceiling for the sta-

ble and a ten foot ceiling in the yard.

venience in feeding ana ...tending to the
bull, and to keep the animal from becom-
ing lonesome and cross. Possibly the
position of the bull yard and the cistern

might be reversed to the advantage of

both as it would give more bank to hold
the cistern and level ground for the bull.
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ROUND DAIRY BARN A-205

Cost of Blue Prints, $20.00

A round barn should h a silo in the

center and the silo should be a part of the

barn. Round barns arc not very fashion-

able >nsiderin^ the number that one ms

e in a day's travel, but there are many
ures to r< mmend them.

( i rally aking the
|

at est pi ~\

bli 1 ubic spaa ording to the amount
of material may be enclosed in a round
barn and the silo being in the cent* r

makes it easy to teed the stock because

proof that the cement silo is the best un-

der all circumstances.

Whether a cement "r wooden silo 1

built the frame work of the barn is of

light construction, and is framed into tb

silo. The whole structure is so 1 I

fr<mi every dire on that there is 11

m ssity of having a heavy fram<

work. In the first place a circular it

wall is built for ib-- silo nd another cir-

cular wall extending down below frost i

i = >

B S
£±r1 rMj

m

FtjL ^-i/fT/o^S

all tb may be placed within ea /
h.

A cement sil mon.- desirable becau
it is durable but tb greater.
Wooden silos rot out in a few years

1

time
-

and certain par! of them must be repl

it this need not be taken as p

built around outsid< f the barn. This
wall n - u]» about a I above grad
with tb xception only of the doors 1

drive tb nd at tb plao wall

1 ivid d to mak itinj ridge a]

proach from the "in . ,

the ble floor. Tb approaches ai

i

at \

dl

liar

»und
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reinforced with strong cement mortar to
make them durable.

Circular sills may be built up on this

wall or the studding may be set up on the
cement and tied together both inside and

holding a cask together, the only excep-
tion being at the doorways, and provision
may be made here to let the door posts
into a recess in the wall. Two by four
or two by six studding may be used ac-

^/?W
I out with an extra piece bent around and

nailed firmly to each end. In fact the cir-

cular outside boarding makes the sides

very solid without anything extra at the

bottom because the boarding running
round and round is like so many hoops

cording to the distance apart and the size

of the barn.

The joists all point to the center, the
outer ends being spiked to the studding
and they are again spiked together at the
laps. The joists are suspended at inter-
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vals by girths and these girths are sup-

ported by the stall or pen partitions. It

should be remembered here that the prin-

cipal weight comes on these supports and

they should be heavy enough to carry the

load.

In a large barn like the plan shown, two

by six for outside studding will be found

sufficient, especially as there are so many
of them. The plan -hows a barn eighty

feet in diameter, but these barns may be

lilt in any size from fifty to a hundred

el with a silo in the center about twenty

feet across.

The size of the silo must be determined

by the number of head of stock. Silage

must be \^(\ down about two inches every

day to keep it fresh and in good condition.

The roof is just as strong as the other

construction with rafters all radiating

from the silo to the eaves. The roof

boards are put on in circles so that the

roof is actually hooped, as well as the sides

of the building. A cyclone might lift such

a roof and roll it around the country like

a cart wheel, but it would hardly break to

pieces. Hay fork tracks in a round barn
are suspended in circular form from a

clear -pace left for the purpose, a litt!

nearer the silo than the middle, becaus
the mow grows deeper as you work to-

wards the center.

In a round dairy barn the stalls are all

built so the cows face together, which i

convenient for removing the manure. A
circular track for the manure carrier

should extend all the way around the barn
behind the cows to facilitate easy cleaning.

c

silo

I

STORAGE BARN WITH DAIRY STABLE WING—A136
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A great many dairymen object to hav- profitably unless the rough feed and straw
ing storage oi any kind over a cow stable, may be reached easily. Labor is so expen-

r/?OA>r cl c*//rr/OM COS?* C&I&

There is more or less dust from the mov sive that even the st< necessary while
and the dust is objectionable for several feeding must be count* ind reckoned in

reasons. But it is impossible to keep cows the cost. If there is n< >rage - r the
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cows there must be storage near by. The
silo in this plan is placed at the side about
midway along the length of the stable for

age barn easily accessible to the stable. It

would not be necessary to have a door at
the outer end of the feed alley, but it is

j/<7£" CLCr/rr/ow

easy feeding. This position also makes
it easy to get the green cut stalks into the
silo at filling time.

Not much corn is fed to dairy cows, but

very handy in the summer time if green
feed is fed to the cows in the stable.

In the storage barn the hay mow
reaches from the ground to the roof. For

v "•- 4-H

oom *>(./in or c/irrt.c G/r#/*

the crib is not far away from either cows comfort in cold weather it is better to
or horses. A dairy room ten by seventeen board up the side of this mow to the floor
i*eet is built in the corner next to the stor- over the driveway. It is necessary to have
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an opening through the floor over the

driveway to use a hay fork. The opening-

may be boarded around and used as a

chute to pitch hay down through for feed-

ing, hut such details must depend to a

great extent upon the kind of farming car-

ried on and the other buildings on the

farm.

MODEL COW BARN—A158
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

The size of this cow stable is thirty-

eight feet six by one hundred and forty-

two feet and it has a capacity for housing

fifty-two cows. Jt was designed very car

fully to provide every comfort for a herd

of thoroughbred Guernseys.

The entire floor is made of concrete, in-

cluding manger and manure drains which

The mangers are also connected with

the sewer so that the cows may be watered

in the manger and the surplus water im-

mediately drawn off.

A space of two feet high between the

studding of the outer walls is filled in with

ncrete and troweled smooth with a curve

at the floor line to leave no chance for the

.

carry the liquid manure 1

iacle to the ma-
nure pits. They are also connected with

the drain so that the wash water

from flooding the floors can be carried

away to a distance.

collection of filth to favor the breeding of

dis< germs. Gas piping used for

stalls set firmly in the cement. 1
li stall

is finished with individual wrought iron

hay racks made to swing up.
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There is a cement top to the concrete

floor which is finished rough enough to

pr m slipping and to hold the bedding.

Cows in this table face towards the ecu

r and the center aisle is wide enough to

ing loaded into cars and w\ led through
the d alley to the mangers.

Light and ventilation were main fea-

ture^ in the construction of this stable.

Careful calculations were made to secure

^3ffT 7VO/V *V-YOW//VC

drive through with a wagon and hay-rack plenty of fresh air for each animal tl

for hauling loo e ha) and fodder. The • n conditions with such a valuabl

ilos are located at the end. the silaj be- hei 1 animals is an important ture.

BARN FOR DAIRY COWS—A162
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

This cow barn is forty wide by
Ight) one feel 1 • and will aceommo-

d; twenty-four (

r

\ here is a feed

room, v li room for \ hing utensil

and an office. Along one side a do 1

placed near the mixing room and conven-
nt to the iw<\ alleys which in this stabl

are at tin ides.

The manure gutters and floor for clean-

ing is in the center that in thi

the COV Utward. This arrangement
makes it - ' manure and

the plan is liked b on d en.

The ball .nst ruction makes it

possible l tore a great deal of /er

head. It leaves a cl< pac< or the horse
»rk which works fi .m >f

the building to the other. Roofs like tin

art- comparatively new. The first

huilt were 1
strong enough to stand

heavy winds and some of them blew down,
hut tl has been no such trouble re-

cently. If properly braced each side form
a truss and the two trusses m together

at the peak.

1 here ar< 1 ay chutes at tin id< \ for

putting down hay and bedding and the!

is a i.iirwa • th< ide of the office for

tnvenience in getting up and down.
1 help out in eding time there should

he a silage carrier run from the si!

down tl lifTerent alb to distribute tl

feed. It" a farmer wants to know tl nun
ber of miles tr eled about tl- tabh

;

nec( ary to figure 1 number 1

trips and tcp 'ken 1 h feeding tim
then multiply this by the number Of :

during the winter, [f every dairyman
Vi Id do this the location of me sib

would be changed. The amount of travel
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will surprise those who have never

thought about it. This is one reason for

placing the silo at the side.

The manure alley in the center is wide

enough to drive the manure spreader

right through, loading it in the meantime

so it is not necessary to have a pile of

manure outside of the stahle. Manure is

worth a great deal more when it is drawn

immediately from the stahle to the field.

This barn looks well and it is a good prac-

tical barn.

STABLE FOR TWENTY-FOUR COWS—Aioi

Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

This plan provide- Stabling complete inches apart from center

for twenty-four cows with calf pen, hull

pen, two 'box stalls, a feed room and a

u room. Tin- plan off< the advant

age of a le driveway through the cen-

ter \w(\ all . which is a great advantage

in the summer time when green feed 1

This giv

about three inches in the clear between the

pickets. The object in this is to let the

bull see everything that is going on in the

stahle. It make bull much moi >n-

tented and lie is less liable to become cross.

A bull needs company just as much as any

s/D£ £L£y//r/o/v or d/?//?y j9/?/w

used for soiling purposes and hauled di-

rectly on hay-racks from the held- to tl

cows in the stable.

There 1- an advantage in having a bull

pen arranged in this manner. The door

at the corner open- into the \ ard for excr-

ise and the pen inside i< made of one and

one-half inch ga< pipe pickets placed I

Other animal. A great deal of trouble has

come from shutting bulls up in tight p<

when- thes b< lie lon<

ox stall re bo d tO the ceiling an

warm and as comfortable a- pos-

sible.

The width of this stable is thirty-six

feet, rather wider than usual but it allows

;
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ample room for the driveway in the center
and a good passageway behind the cows
besides giving room enough to place the
feed room, box stalls and other pens on
opposite sides of the driveway in one end

steps at feeding time. One great advant-
age with this stable is the number of win-
dows. The windows extend from the ceil-
ing to within three feet of the floor which
is a great advantage in admitting sun-

/-/fOfl/T £L£rffT/OH QT 0/r//iy B/?*At

I of the stable. The length of the building

I is eighty-four feet, but of course it could
be extended if more room is desired with-

shine. The manger in this stable is placed
two inches above the floor. It is two feet
wide and six inches deep and the bottom

/-j.oo/f /=>*.## or AfoocFtN awry ann/v

out altering the width or the general plan.
Placing the silo near the middle of the

building saves carrying the silage more
than fifty feet which is a great saving of

is slightly rounded. Three feet six inches
are allowed for the width of the stalls with
a standing floor four feet ten inches. Of
course both the length and width of the
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stalls should be made to fit the cows. For

an extra large Holstein a four foot stall

with a five foot length may not be too

much but four feet ten inches by three and

one-half feet is big enough for most cows

and it is too much for some. A perfect cow
all has n< r been invented. If some

dairymen wishes to be honored by poster-

it v he should gel busy and invent a cow-

Mall thai mil be thoroughly satisfactory

under all circumstances.

The calf pen in this plan meets the views

of the best dairymen who have examine

it. It is twenty-one by eleven feet with a

manger in front for grain feeding and a

hay-rack along the back wall. Individual

stanchions are provided for use when feed

ing the calves grain or milk. It would be

difficult to devise a better arrang menl for

'id we all know that the calves of

this ar re the cows of two years hence

and the value of the cow depend >n the

quality of the calf 1 the 1 I
and care

given it.

A silo for twenty-eight cows should hold

aboul one hundred and thirty tons. This

amount will rather more than 1 the

iws during the winter but it i^ a od
plan to have a little silage left over to help

out the green feed in summer time. A silo

sixteen feet in diameter and thirty-two

feet high is very satisfactory.

The milk room is not exactly separate

but it is built on the front and there are

two spring doors to shut out the odors of

the stable. This building provides for stor-

age over the stable with a icvd chute in

one corner of the feed room. There is a

large door between this ived room and the

alley for the purpose of pn nting dust

from flying out into the stable. This feed

chute is large enough so that hay. straw
or any roughage may be dropped into it

from above in sufficient quant it \ at one
time. The door may then be opened and
the stuff forked out. There is also a small

door opening from the chute into the feed

room. This is for the purpi of mixing
together feed with chopped stuff in cas

the owner puts a cutting box overhead.
Because of the v

'
1 >raj e room ab

upper floor is made double thiekm with
two thicknesses oi pa] betv n, match-
ed flooring is used and the first course nail-

< d to the joists in the usi 1 way, only that

the dressed side is pi d down. The two
thicknesses of ] >er :

then pul 1 in and
t

; other floor laid over it and nailed ov<

the joists, the workmen being guided b

chalk lines on the paper.

I

)

_ -z-

COW BARN FOR FORTY COWS— A159

Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A cow barn for tie tccommodation of

forty ci iving a feed alley of sufficient

width to accommodate a wagon with

1 of soiling aown in this plan.

This is the quickest and cheapest way of

distributing I
mangers ng

both sidi if the ivv(\ alley.

The mangers as well as the \vh floor

surface an built of conci with the man-
-le\ d only three inches above the

floor level. As < naturally feed from

the ground it is only right that the man-
ger- should be ver\ low down. The
of the manger nearest the cow i< made al-

most rpendicular to pr at fe from

working over amor the bedding. But

the i^vi\ allev floor is elevated and th

side of the manger is rounded up 1 it

which mak it - to keep the feed in

the mangers and easy to kick it back when
the cow hove it out. tin do whili

feeding.

A w r faucet i- placed ! ach end
the manger for tl »urpo if w 'ring
the cow For disposing f the water 1

in the manger a drain in the ce I h an
verflow is provided. The middle p
\-tend from the back of the m: nd

run to the roof 1 these are m I-

three stanchion^ 1 n the
A gutter sixteen il ch< wide and from

fiv< it inch' di run d II

lind the cow rting at five fed four
from the mangers at one end ;
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up at the other end five feet ten. thus mak-
ing different length stalls to accommodate
longer or shorter cows.

The floor of the stalls is given a slight

slope from the manger back to the gutter

and the surface of the floor is left rough
prevent the cows from slipping and to

hold the bedding in place. There is suf-

ficient room hack of the allev to run a

truck or wheelbarrow to facilitate clean-

ing out the manure. The liquids of course
run to the lowest point in the center of the

itters where they are connected with a
II trap drain, whence they are carried to

a catch-basin directly opposite the drain

outside of the building. From this catch-

sin the liquid- arc pumped into the dis-

tributing manure cart.

All side wall filled in solid between
the timbers with cement concret to a

height of two feet above the floor and then

finished with smooth cement plaster which
makes a perfectly sanitary finish and per-

mits the entire barn floor to be washed
with a hose and flooded with water with-

out injuring any woodwork.
Warmth and \entilation are secured by

fitting the size of stable to the number of

animals and there are windows enough to

admit abundant sunshine which is nature's

best disinfectant. Ventilators and fresh

air shafts in the wall upply a continuous
stream of fresh air which can be controlled

by slides. The foul air enters the shafts

near the floor and rises in the walls to the

triangular vent duct under the ridge of the

roof and from this duct the air is ex-

hausted through the slat ventilator tow-
ers. About [,8oo cubic Feet of air space is

provided for each animal.

BARN AT MT. CARMEL, ILL.—A195
The barn shown is on a one hundred and is simple in outline, but commodious and

twenty acre farm near Mt. Larrnel, 111. It very serviceable.

The
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The foundation is of concrete which ex
tends 7 ft. deep under east end of drive

way forming a cellar 7x12x20 ft. in which
are stored fruits, vegetables and perishable

CRO^S .^E-CTlOtSl

fJT

foods and feeds for both family and live

stock. With rope-and-pulley device a bar-

rel of apples or a bag of potatoes may be
lowered in or drawn up from this cellar.

Elevation and plans give general features

of the structure, showing that the barn is

intended to stable thirty-eight cows and
there is provision for a small corn-crib,

!*feed room and milk room. The idea is that

later when the business grows to demand
it these rooms will be removed to an out-

side building, or separate buildings, and
the whole floor space of this barn given up
to the stable proper.

TWENTY-FOUR COW STABLE— A210

Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

It will be noticed that about one-third of

the ground space of this dairy stable build-

ing is taken up with creamery, delivery

room, feed room and work shop. The
reason for this is that there must be no
tinkering work done in the creamery or

delivery room. These two compartments
must be kept as pure and clean as possible,

or the brand of milk required by the boards
of health cannot be manufactured. Unless
there is a shop for tinkering fitted with a

desk and a cupboard to hang extra cloth-
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ing these things will accumulate in the

creamery and delivery room. Then when
the inspector comes around, the business

being taken to use only the best materials

and to put them together quickly so the

•iv
- :•

'

ft

ZTA/Z? 2T/-2?: \<*\770A/

of that farmer is classed a second or thi

rate according to conditions as he finds

them.

job will harden at one time and set to-

gether in on 1 stone. Above the con-

cr< wall the structure is of wood, but the

l/AT/O/^7

The wall and floor of this dairy barn is
-

built all in piece of cement, great care

lower story is plastered OUtsid< ith ce-

ment. All windows are carefully fitted to

the
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•

keep out the cold in winter and they are

apposed to be kepi clean at all times to

let in plenty o! light.

There is a difference of opinion among
dairy farmers in regard to the center drive-

wax between the mangers, some claiming

that this sp is greater than necessary

and that it adds unnecessarily to the width

and consequently to the cost of the build-

ing, but those dairymen who feed their

cov s in the stable in the summer time as

will accommodate a large feed box on

wheels which may be pushed back and

forth to the silo and feed mixing room.

Especial pains is taken with the parti-

tion between the cow stable proper and the

creamery room. It is made solid and the

door is carefully fitted and supplied with

a spring to keep it shut in order to protect

the milk from stable odors. Another im-

portant feature is to front the stable to-

wards the prevailing winds so the draft

TRAP /TXYpoox*
2>7T/YC*<4V

PA2>2>*<<Z

well - nter like \ \ 'hrongli

with ah; th gri n feed

dirt from the field

he 1 th kl\ d v.

he le?

7 • • one ii

w: , w ringing ro ir

the

will be from the creamery end out through

tht 'able. Son iairvnicn make the mis-

tak' of creating a draft the wrong way and

it makes a lot of different m the scientific

product ion of < lean milk.

When a man go< to the expen 1

building a thoroughly good dairy Stable he

expe< 1 to manufat tun high grade milk

and to secure from one cent '<» five cents

p<-r quart hot th- m than those fat in' 1

who work along in tin ,,\<\ fashioned w\

But unit II thei 1 detail! art 1 onsidered
nil v worked out h< will have di

fficul in (jetting his ]>r i« e.

T
rr

PRACTICAL COW HAPN—A208

Co* d iilue Print*, $15-00

,. , , , \< , \ t},i- tO< It irorn 1 hi ' Old, ftfld it t I

j, r ,, timt jmvi them propel ventilation
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and a continuous supply of fresh air by
means of air ducts built in the walls, which

receive the air near the ground level and

the floor and carry it to the vent il atoi

on the roof, which are controlled by a curd,
-

regulating the flow of air as desired.

.
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conduct it to the inside of the barn where
it enters the si k room near the ceil in

Other ducts exhaust all the foul air from

The barn i^- locate -n tin pe of a hill

so th; lie hay can be haul*
-

the upper floor, and the walls the stock
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H3

room are built of rubble stone 18 inches
thick; this, together with the hay above,
makes a warm stock room.
The silo is located at the center of the

south side, where it is convenient for feed-
ing and also protected from the north
winds. The shelter shed is also located
on the south and at right angles to the

Vnt

JTT-AC*.

}
.
.... -. vc:.-.:' .v.r'

run** pojr-t

srA*.t

'.•-< .•—f.j*

rUL£7>

jrv^ct.

ff>X".yr,.,y-:sz

main barn, so that the stock is well pro-
tected when out of the barn in severe
weather. As will be seen from the draw-
ing, this barn is 40 by 100 feet, and con-
tains stalls for forty-six milch cows, be-
sides loose stalls for calves, dry stock, bull,

etc. At the west end is a feed room with

bins connected by spouts to larger bins on
the floor above; also stairway to the up-
per floor, and on the east end is a manure
pit covered by an extension of the shelter
shed roof.

The cross section clearly shows the gen-
eral arrangement of stalls, mangers, gut-
ters, etc., all constructed out of cement laid

on solid ground. The stall partitions are
built up out of wrought iron bars and
pipes, leaving nothing to get out of order
or decay. The wood superstructure is

constructed out of plank, and the roof is

self-supporting, without posts or purlins,

by each set of rafters braced, forming a

VfJT £LZ l/AT/Ofv

continuous arch from one sill to the other.
This roof gives an enormous capacity

to the hay room and is well braced against
sagging and wind pressure.

The exterior of the barn is sided with
matched siding and the roof is of shingles,
making a very durable and good looking
building, and at the same time a barn that
can be built within a reasonable figure.

FORTY COW BARN—A209
Cost of Blue Prints, $25.00

I A large modern dairy farm building of

exceptional completeness and convenience
of arrangement is presented herewith. In
the one building are grouped the accom-

I modations for the three branches of dairy
farming: There are, first, sanitary stab-

ling for forty milch cows, twelve dry cows,
I two bulls and numerous calves; second,
improved storage capacity, accurately fig-

ured, for ensilage, grain, roots, dry fodder
and bedding sufficient for that number of
cattle; and, third, a well-equipped milk
cooling and shipping department.
For a barn of such large capacity the ar-

rangement in this case is very good. The
general form of the building is that of a
cross. The stanchions are arranged in a
double row on the ground floor of the long
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cross member; the feed storage section,

extending back at right angles to this,

joins it at the middle. There, two large

silos are located with the feed mixing floor

between—thus having a very central loca-

tion. The grain bins arc next the silos.

filled from the outside through inclined

chutes. In that way the reinforced con-

crete floor was not weakened by trap door
openings through it.

This design provides for the rain water
from the roof to be conducted to two

fftOr^/ T £i.C\*A.T/OKf

extending 28 feet from the ground floor to
the plate and provided with a continuous
cup conveyor, operated by a small electric
motor, for elevating the grain.

buried cisterns, from whence it is pumped
to a large tank overhead, as needed.

In the front of the building, completely
separated from the barn and stable, are

BOOT <TTjLc4KJ JJ- H//1TJZK. JVWj. V. ZTc

A feature in connection with the root
liars is worthy of notice. Thcv are lo-

cate<l on the ground floor under the "barn
floor'" or elevated driv< iy. They are

the office and milk handling roon \s

will I erved from the plan- the ice

house is very conveniently located to the
cooling room. A detail dr the
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milk cooler is given, showing the ice bunk-

er and compartment for the milk cans in

7"/ or*-/ -&*OtV/s*C CJ?/4"*^/*t3

.

CKA/M ZtJZ. V* TO*. . /V/S//VC 0">/j, 2T7-C

cross section. All the walls and covers of

this chest are made very heavy, built up in

T/Of^r- THROUGH HAY T?OC»l

vers of insulating material to keep
the heat. It might be interesting to ex-

riment with the calcium chloride cool

ing medium in connection with a refriger-

ator made like this.

Calcium chloride is a substance which
increases the capacity of brine to maintain

a 1 temperature. The calcium chloride

brine circulates in the pipes rid is cool

LJ

by a mixturi hipped ice and sail pack-
und the pipe coil in the ice cl

Ii is one of the m< itif nge-
menl For tin al produi n (

old stoi •
! al \ pe< iall; 11

where conditions are all favorable.

SOUTHERN COW BARN—A207
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

The cow barn herewith illustrated is de- All ruh >f archil 1 proportion and
. ned for a warm climate with the view of de.1

- 1, as r as t ks ar- »ncerned, have
obtaining good results as an in\ ment. been laid aside. Tin arn being lo
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a place where good returns are required ond floor, or hay room, is of wood con-
and no architectural beauty called for, it struction and covered by a flat roof.

>KJ* © O **0O»»

J

*v»mo^ moor

is a success because it meets all its require-
ments.

The walls of the basement or stock room

There are two rows of cow stalls; the
cows facing each other, and between them
is a hay rack built of one inch wrought iron

fL-h-
L. -<

are built of cement blocks and the entire
surface being of cement will keep the room
cool in warm summer weather. The sec-

pipes set six inches apart, the bottom of
the pipes being imbedded in the concrete
floor and the top of the pipes run into a
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wood rail. This feed rack, extending about

three feet above the hay floor, makes it

convenient for filling and at the same time

trough formed into the cement floor for

feeding other foods and for watering. This

is a very good arrangement, not only for
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gives it additional capacity so that it will

hold several days' feed. At the foot of each

side o\ this iecd rack there is a i

compactm but all I hay that is

dropped by the cows falls into the trough
and is afterwards picked up by the co\
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place of being tramped on and wasted.
The cows are separated by iron pipe rail

outside walls, and these are also construct-

ed of wrought iron pipe, so that there is

r£*tc*"r B*o<4*

1E3- <~o~m* *n

ings which are imbedded in the cement
floor and fastened to the hay rack.

As will be noticed in the cut, the cows
are fastened with chains which are fasten-
ed to a ring placed around a vertical pipe
each side of the stall.

E

V^ v̂7
/

l i
1

.j

The stall floors have a gradual slope to

a shallow gutter at the rear of the stalls

and this gutter has a gradual slope to a
drain tile to carry out all liquids to a cis-

tern under the compost pits at the end of
the barn. Calf stalls and loose stalls for

dry stock and bull are arranged about the

murr

£5S=r
practically no wood work about the stalls

or floors which can rot or get mouldy.
This makes an ideal barn for its purpose
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and can be constructed at a reasonable

price, and is practical tor southern states

where hay is the principal feed. For feed-

ing milage this would not be so practical,

as it would be too inconvenient to place

the silage into the feed trough, unless the

cows were first taken out of their stalls.

Again it would not be well for a northern
climate where the barn is constantly
guarded against cold weather and a per-

fect system of ventilation and fresh air in-

lets are very necessary.

MODEL DAIRY—A180
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

We are here illustrating a dairy build- heat, water, light and power for the vari-

ing which is very complete and answers ous purposes required on a large dairy and

/rz wi/jz. DAIRY /&W£/T //OLQZ.

JTACA

TXMJE.n moo*

JtD Wuzr XW1

CFrOL/HD 7*ZOCX FZ4A/0F Z*4/XY

all the requirements for a country dairy, stock farm. The building c thr*e
It has waterworks, power and electric | and wim the 1 ge

Jit plant of sufficient capacity to supply hou and also contains two 1
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rooms for butter, cream, milk, etc.; the
central part is the dairy containing the
churn room, bottling room, washing room,
etc., and the right wing is the power and
pumping station.

This building is built on a concrete
foundation, above which it is of the regu-
lar balloon frame construction. The walls
•are of two-inch by six-inch studding
sheathed on the outside with matched
sheathing, then papered and covered with
drop siding. The space between the stud-
ding of the dairy and wash rooms from
the floor to the window sills is filled with
concrete and then cemented on the inside
forming a cement wainscoting as well as

strengthening the building. Above this

cement work the side walls and ceiling are
ceiled with beaded yellow pine ceiling.

The roof is of moss green stained shingles
and has large ventilators, which makes it

hygienic and adds to the appearance.
The ice house is insulated with several

thicknesses of hair felt, air spaces and
matched sheathing and insulating, water-
proof paper.

The power house has a basement which
contains the boilers, which are sunk below
the ground level in order to admit steam
pipes to be run underground to the other
farm buildings for heating purposes. The
pumps and dynamo are run by an engine.

ANOTHER MODEL DAIRY—

A

176

Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

A dairy building is located east of the
cow barn and so arranged that the milk-

can be brought from the east door of the
cow barn directly to the receiving vat in

the dairy building. The milk cans are un-
loaded from the truck on to a platform,

in order to maintain a uniform tempera
ture in the building and to prevent the ad-
mittance of any impure air. From the re-

ceiving vat the milk flows by gravity
through the various machines and appara-
tus without having to be handled by any

QfD
I 1

cm
c=j c

n
ICZ. D001\ ICE DCOK.

from which the milk is poured into the re-

ceiving vat from the outside of the build-
ing, thus avoiding the opening and closing
of outside doors, which is very essential

-

hands until it is sealed in bottles, not only
for economical, but more especially for
sanitary reasons.

From the receiving vat the milk flows
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into the separator and after the milk has
been separated from the cream it is again
mixed together and then flows through
the cooler and into the bottling machine,
which is located in a pit in the center of the
milk room. The filled and sealed bottles
are then placed into wooden delivery boxes
for immediate delivery or else stored in the
refrigerator ready for use.

In order to obtain a purely sanitarv
milk much depends on the care and clean-
liness of the various receptacles, therefore
too much emphasis cannot be placed on
the washing and sterilizing. All the bot-
tles are thoroughly washed by machines,
which can do the work very thoroughly
and rapidly by revolving brushes, etc., and

after a thorough washing they are set into
the sterilizing oven, which is equipped
with steam coils and steam jets.

The butter room is located to the left

of the milk room and is well equipped with
the most up-to-date churns and also con-
tains the testing machine and other appa-
ratus. The refrigerator is divided into
compartments, and is of the most ap-
proved construction.
The construction of this building is of

the usual balloon type, having a stone
foundation under walls of 2 by 4-inch
studding, which are sheathed and sided on
the outside. Between these is placed a
double thickness of heavy building paper.

HOME DAIRY—A206
The verv best butter is made on farms

where the women thoroughly understand
the business and have the proper facilities.

"When the milk from good healthy cows is

run through a cream separator as soon as

possible after milking and the cream
cooled to the right temperature and kept
in clean, pure air and churned when it is

just old enough and not too old, you get
the very nicest butter that skill and energy
can make. Such butter, if shipped regu-
larly to consumers in large cities, will

bring a bigger price than the best cream-
ery butter made. It is no more work to

make butter right than to make it wrong;
in fact there is less work because you have
a proper system and that always helps.

The farm dairy may be very simple but
is should be by itself. You cannot make
gilt-edged butter in the kitchen. There
are too many odors from cooking and
sometimes from tobacco smoke. Cream is

very touchy when it comes to odors. You
can insult cream with a bad smell quicker
than any other food product and when it

is once contaminated no cleansing process
can possibly eliminate the trouble.

The dairy may open off from the kitchen
but you must keep the door closed. You
will need some means of heating: this room
in winter time, but during the spring, fall

and summer it will be warm enough with-

out, and if it is on the north side of the
building it will be cool enough most of the
time without using ice, but ice is cheap
enough to have and use when you need it.

This dairy is intended for from ten to
thirty cows. If you have more cows you
may need more room, but that will depend

to some exten on how often you ship the
butter.

The intention is to pack the butter in

one pound prints or five pound crocks
and to ship in neat little crates holding
two or three crocks each or in boxes hold-
ing ten or twenty prints. If you have the
proper storage and the butter is made to
keep you can hold it in your store room
until you get ready to ship it.
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General Farm Barns
AN OHIO BARN—A146
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

A STYLE of barn that is very much used threshing machine is set first on one side

in Ohio is shown in plan (A146). A and then on the other for convenience in

£A/0 £L£*woh or a/?*'* £J/r#

uliarity of this of barn is what is getti the grain to the machine The
commonly termed a double threshing bri From the bank to the ground floor

or. In me of the larger ones the must be sir- r than common n
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bridges because it spans the space between
the barn and bank and it leaves a runway
for cattle along the bank side of the build-
ing. In this plan the cows have no stalls
but are stabled in an enclosed shed with a
feeding rack the whole length of the side
so arranged that it may be filled from the
mow above. Several removable racks for
feeding grain may be placed anywhere in
this shed and a water trough with an ever-
lasting supply of good pure water will
hardly freeze in here.

There are many points of convenience

with the barn proper. The entrance to
the barn being overhead the whole ground
space around the barn is left free to han-
dle stock. Horses, cows, sheep and hogs
may all have different quarters and be kept
separate very much to the advantage of
the stock and at a great saving in time.
The dampness which is a bad feature of
most bank barns is obviated in this plan
because there is a circulation of air all

around.

One of these barns was built on a hilly
farm in southern Ohio on a site some dis-

vJV^T £L£r/7T/OA/ Or G/W/( £/9/?/V

The

about a barn built after this plan, one of
which is the facility of getting all around
it. Gates, fences and retaining walls for
the bank offer opportunities for stock pens
in almost every corner without interfering

tance from the house and about twenty
feet higher, in fact the house was on one
hill and the barn on another with a small
ravine separating them. Two round wood-
en water tanks were placed near the top
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of the barn and these tanks were kept sup-

plied by means of a hydraulic ram work-

ing from a running spring of pure clear

water back among the hills.

To facilitate cleaning the tanks one at

a time, they were connected at the bottom

with a short pipe. In this pipe were two

globe valves and between the valves w
the outlet pipe to the house and to the

stock watering troughs.

The pipe thai brought the supply from

the spring entered the tops of both tan

in a similar way. Two valves in the cross

pipe permitted water to flow into either

tank or both tanks as desired.

This arrangement of iced and outlet

the other tank could be continued in use.

In practice it was found de ble to clean

both tanks twice each year because if left

longer they were inclined to become slimy.

About s ity-five head of cattle ai

hor^e^ were kept on the farm besides oth-

er stock and their thrift was clue in great

measure to the unlimited supply of good
water within easy reach at all times where
they could drink out of cement troughs

and' casl iron buckets in convenient pi.

about tile Stable and nearby pasture lo*

Besides supplying the stock an inch pipe

was carried under the gri >und t<» the hou!

which was in this wa\ supplied with h

and cold running water in the kitchen sink

r//?sr rioo/? n/TA/

pipes made provision for emptying and
cleaning either tank at any time withot

interfering ith the water supply because

and bath t m There w; o an outside
• tap for Sprinkling the lawn and v

ering the flower beds ther hose cock
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in the carriage house supplied a hose brush and only left to get married and work on
for washing buggies. a farm of his own. Farm hands are quick

It might be noted that help stayed along to appreciate modern improvements.
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on the farm year after year. One man Farmers who plan right can keep help and
grew up on the place from a chore-boy make money from their work.

LARGE BANK BARN—Ai66
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A bank barn is very desirable where a

suitable location can be found but some
bank barns are verv inconvenient and oth-

•

ers are damp and musty because the barn
is not built right. It is not absolutely nec-

essary to build a bank barn just because

there is a hill on the farm. It is much bet-

ter to pick out a plan which is suitable for

the location than to blindly follow the lead

of some other farmer. A barn that is all

right on one farm may be all wrong on the

next farm, so much depends on the use

made of it, the kind of farming and the

lay of the land.

This bank barn is 30 feet wide by 70
feet long with a basement full size. The
walls of the basement are of stone and the

upper structure is heavy frame work
braced in such a way that a horse fork

could be used in the peak with a track

clear from obstruction extending from
one gable to the other.

There is no objection to making this

wall of cement or concrete if stone is
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scarce or if for anv other reason a farmer
prefers cement construction. This barn
i^ placed sideways to the bank and has
two bridges leading to what is commonly
rmed a double threshing floor on a lev

with the ground on the upper ^ide. There
are two doors on the opposite or south side

of the barn but they are designed merely
openings for light and air as occasion

requires and to run the carriers out when
threshing. It ib intended tu build the straw

and to support them with good solid p<»-ts

with good stone foundation or thoroughly
well constructed cement footings solid

enough to prevent settling. A good main
such barns give considerable trouble in

this respect but not necessarily so because
it is easy to make them right in the first

place.

In all stock barns, but especially where
stock is kept in the basement, ventilation
is of prime importance. This barn has

-tack in the yard on this lower side of the
rn.

The basemen 1 is partitioned "ft" into si

bles for >ix h< nd twenty head of cat-

tle as shown in the b ment plan.

In building a barn like this if ne<

ry t<» i ivy timbers over the stable

two ventilators extending through the
roof at the peak.

I «»r conveni* • in feeding tl,

two chutes running d< . the ha
mow to the feed alleys on tl able I r.

The double threshin r k 1-

rable room for storage of farm impb
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merits which is very important on most
farms. Where the land slants like this

the ham yard usually is dry hut probably

a little tile draining helps every yard. We

seldom see a barn yard dry enough in the

fall and spring. It is well to consider all

these side issues when selecting the site

to build on.

BALLOON ROOFED BARN—A143
Cost of Blue Prints, $20.00

A good sized barn with a basement sta-

ble, a good threshing floor and a large stor-

age for fodder is shown in plan (A143).
The wall may be made of stone or cement
according to circumstances. Eight feet

head room is enough for the cow stable

but usually nine feet is better for a horse

stable. This ]>arn should front the south

and the root house should be, if possible,

in a bank on the north vide and the I

alley so arranged that a teed car may be
run into the root house on a level.

It probably would be better to construct

this case there is a good deal of outside

wall clear of the bank and the windov
may be made large.

Balloon roofs are becoming quite pop-

ular in barn construction, but some of the

first ones were not made strong enough
and heavy winds wrecked them. Th

-

roof however is braced by the gables from
every direction which makes the structure

-

a strong one.

The threshing floor is open in the cent

to the roof but it may be floored over al
-

the ends if so desired. The intention is to

£l£ r# r/o/v s/rcr/ojy

a board partition between the horse stable

and thi <w stable, Inn the calf and bull

ul 1 be better without a part in

iuse the air will circulate better and
there will be more light in the cow stab'

One oh; n to the 1 nent is

the difficulty of lighting it properly. A
good il d( on the exposure. \n

work the horse fork from this fl

drive in with loads from the bank at th

north and back out.
%

It 1- a good plan t' cient opi

ing to run the straw carrier or stacker u

• the mov ibove. < >n m farms ||

would be desirable to 1 1 the

yard but it is just as well to put som<
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the straw back in the barn. A balloon

roof works splendidly for this purpose.

The stacker may be turned to blow the

straw to the furtherest end of any gable.

It is a good plan to pay careful attention

It will be noticed that two hay chutes

are provided to carry the hay down to the

feed alleys. Hay chutes are a great conven-

ience but they are draughty things unless

doors are provided. In putting in the up-

FLOO/? 0UW 0/~ C/?TTL£ S/J/fAf

to the ventilation of any stable. The air

in a basement stable is seldom as good as

it should be. There are two air shafts in

this plan with openings near the floor.

per floor timbers and joists it is a good
plan to make them continuous by building

them up with two inch plank so as to tie

the building together in both directions.
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Remember in building this barn you have arv than the one shown in the plan. In that

no upper ties and you must support the case it may be extended to cover the whole

roof from the frame below, but this is eas- floor in the granary wing, which should

S

"Ay stoat

£/* &//V

0*j*rf>S/?y
*# rr> r * ' i.i

r^- o

S£COND fLOOtf n/t/t

**" r

ily done because of the shape of the build- make the granary about twenty > by
ing. thirty feet and the hay shoot would pass

Some farmers IB need a larger gran- down through it just the same.
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CANADIAN
Cost of Blue

This large stock and dairy barn was de-

signed for a large Canadian farm and has

many good features worth noting, both

from the builder's and the dairyman's

point of view.

The shape of the building was developed

with the view of giving the best shelter

to the stock. From the points of the com-

pass, as shown on the floor plan, it will

be seen that the wings of the cow barn

and the young stock barn are so situated

as to keep the north wind off" the stock

when it is let out for exercise during the

winter months, and at the same time giv-

ing them all the sunshine. The building

is also arranged to be convenient from the

paddocks, pastures, etc., allowing the

stock to approach their respective stalls

without having to be driven across unnec-

essary driveways or through a series of

gates.

The building is built of wood, on a foun-

dation of concrete, which is put in place

bv excavating the trenches the exact width

BARN—A183
Prints, $250.00

with drop siding over a layer of thick tar

paper. After the concrete between the

studding has become hard metal lath are

put in place on the interior face of stud-

ding and over the concrete, which is then

plastered with cement mortar, making a

cement wainscoting around the walls,

which makes a perfectly sanitary barn.

The concrete filled walls help greatly to

keep the barn warm in winter and cool in

summer, as well as to stiffen the structure

against heavy winds.

The granary is located at the center of

the north side and contains eight large

hopper bottom bins for the storage of

grain and feed. The bottom of each bin

is connected with a spout leading to an

elevator boot in the basement, which ele-

vates the grain to a revolving head so that

the grain can readily be transferred from

one bin to another or onto a truck or wag-

ons. Some of the bins also have spouts

wagon-bed height above the floor for feed-

ing purposes. The main driveway of the

If
—

1

I g I

CH'cntr* fcn/sta rtOB^c rmmv -J/i-O COW ^AWV ^B^As4R>'

and depth of the wall and then the con-

crete is dumped and tamped into the

trench, thus avoiding the work and ex-

pense of planking for concrete forms be-

low grade. Above grade the concrete is

tamped between planks well fastened in

place in the usual manner. The concrete

wall extends up to the floor level where

the wood construction begins. The space

between the studding from the floor up to

the window sill level is also filled with

concrete after the walls have been sided

barn goes through this granary and con-

tains a combination dumping scales with

a hopper under the floor spouted to the

elevator boot for loading grain into the

bins.

This granary being located near the cen-

ter of the barn is very convenient for feed-

ing the stock and adds to the exterior ap-

pearance of the building. The basement of

the granary is used for the storage of roots

for the stock and can be equipped with a

kettle for boiling and mixing foods, etc.
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The cow barn contains 57 cow stalls and

arranged with a feed alley running

through the entire length with the man-
gers on either side, so the cattle can be

conveniently fed from a truck or a trolley

track sy uspended from the ceilin

The cows -i;md facing each other and the

mangers ar ntinuous, constructed out

of concrete whi :h forms part of the cement
floor. Tin stall floors are of concrete cov-

ered with plank, which can he taken up
and cleaned <<r renewed when desired.

The manure gutters have sufficient fall to

drain all liquids t" one outlet in the center

which i - onnected with a catch-basin, and

also contains gate waives so arranged that

while scrubbing die water can he switch' i

into a sewer, l
1"- passages hack of the

COWS are of good width for milking and

bedding tin- stock 1 trucking ont ma-
nure to platforms buill at the end of each

pass e outsid( of the building. The ven-

tilat i is v. ell taken care of by ducts in

the walls which < arrv il: ir to tin- venti-

lators mm the roof.

The young Stock ham is located to tl

west <»f tin- v bam and contains six b<

Stalls f<»r bulls and calves. Tl alls

are constructed from heavy wrought ir

is pipe, having three-inch pipes for cor-

ner posts and for top or header rail, and
1

]
inch pipe paced 6 inches apart for the

stall partitions; these pipes are set upright

with the bottom end- well bedded in the

eoncret- floor and the upper end ere-

int-- j inch header. Tl of

pipe con i'»n and have self-closil

1< >cl nd him
There are 28 single Malls with swinging
tnchions for calv< one-year-olds, and

dry stock similar in arran aent to the

Stalls of the milk c 5 only not so wide,

milking 1 om is nec< iry.

The wing also contain^ a h id

which is isolated from all others by solid

alls and has all le walls, floor and ceil-

ing finished with cement which is imper-

vious to moistui ind can he readily dis

infect the hospital

watchman m for a man who can at-

nd any sick stock during the night.

The silos are centrally located for con-

venience in feeding and filling, as the mil-

age cutter can be located in the central

feeding room and thus be operated in all

kinds of weather during the ensilage sea-

son. The silos are constructed of stud-

ding spaced 12 inches on centers, sheathed

on the inside with two thicknesses of 1
'
j-

inch by 6 inch si thing bent around hori-

zontal and then veneered on the inside

with hard, vitreous paving hrick laid in

cement mortar, each hrick being tightly

pressed against the sheathing so thai th

silage pressure cannot for it out of place.

The exterior of each silo is finished to

match tin- halance of the building. The
silos have a concrete foundation which 1

flush on the inside with the face of hrick

lining, and being excavated down to th

footing increa its capacity by about 50
tons. The f rs are of concr< dished
to the center, and connected with a deep
seal trap and drain.

South of the ^ilos is the h barn,
which contains 17 single -tails on on. ide

and o single and 4 box stalls on the other
side, giving it a capacity of thirty horses.

I ach stall has an outside window for li^ht

and ventilation. These windows ai

about seven feet from the floor to avoid
draft on the animals and protected b) a
wire mesh guard. The 11 partitions
are of wood to a h< hi of 5 fee' 6 inehe
iving a g "1 circulation of air and light.

Th tall floors an double thicknei >f

1 mill by 6 inch flooring with ral

thickn< es of roofing felt laid in hot

tr betv n. All 11 f! • -lit T

si ' down towards the drivew nd
have c with perforated <

iron cover- and connected with catch-
basin and sewer.

1 t of tl horse barn is the c 1 n
hous,-

% having a capacity of 350 fow
vided into sc >mpartments of 50 1 h,

SO arran that the chick< gel tl

south sun and protected from the cold
north winds.

East of the horse harn is the shed for

wagons and farming implements with a
door into the horse abl< the team can
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be taken directly from the stable into the

Shed and hitched up without having to go

through a barn yard.

There are many other conveniences

about this building, but we must refrain

in this article for lack of space. Suffice it,

therefore, to conclude in stating that the

building is so constructed that any depart-

ment of the same can at any future time

be extended or added to.

AN OCTAGON BARN—Ai 50

Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

This is a cement silo with a barn built

around it. The arrangement is a good one

for feeding young cattle to make them

grow, rather than to fatten steers for the

market. The silo is sixteen feet in diam-

eter and thirtv-two feet high with a twelve

inch cement wall and a pit that reaches

three feet below the surface of the ground.

*y

r»»

SILO
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ery direction. Every side is both a brace

and a tie for the next side. To prevent

any possible pulling away from the silo,

rods connect all the floor joists and all the

rafters. This makes a circle of three quar-

ter inch iron at the floor and again at the

roof, but if the different sides of the build-

ing are well tied together there will be no

Hi

Three feet is deep enough to give a good

solid foundation and it is deep enough

when you come to pitch the last silage out

of the bottom.

The frame-work of the barn is very

light. The silo is used to support the mid-

dle and the barn really is braced from ev-

gO/lffO UP *NO OOATfJ

£LEr/lT/QN

getting away even if the iron rods are not

used.

The octagon construction has been

worked out in this plan in preference to a

round barn because the construction is

cheaper. The sills and other timbers are

straight. The joists usually are cut square,
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at least there are not very many bevels and
when a joist is beveled it is only on one
end and the other end is cut square. It is

rhe same with the rafters.

There is considerable room for straw

The mangers being next to the feed d-
ley makes feeding as easy and convenient
as it is possible to have it. Perhaps no
other barn construction can offer such ad-
vantages at feeding time. The mangers

I

FLOOR PLAN

and hay around the silo and it is easy to
make places next to tin ilo for puttil
both hay and straw down into the feed
alley.

hold hay, corn stalks or other roughage
and the bottoms are tight for ling corn
or ensilage. The feed room in front of the
silo door^ is boarded to the ceiling so that
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ensilage enough for a full feed may be

piled up out of the way of the ensilage

cart. A packing box with large castors

may be used for a silage cart or it may be

a well built cart with heavy iron wheels

and with hinged sides to drop over to the

manger.
There are four entrances for conveni-

* ence in getting out the manure and most

of them will be used at times for letting

stock in or out, especially if the barn is

divided up in compartments for the differ-

ent kinds of stock. Each post has a good

cement footing as shown in the plan and

the elevation shows the way the timbers

run.

There is no floor in the bottom except

the ground as it is intended to let the

straw and manure accumulate, but there

is a good feed room floor as this is where

the work is done three or four times a day.

A silo surrounded like this must be filled

with a carrier. A blast stack will not work
well on an incline and it is not convenient

to place the cutter close to the silo, but a

good carrier works all right.

EIGHTY ACRE FARM BARN—A2 11

Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

A general purpose barn thirty-two by

sixty feet with storage room overhead may
be built on this plan. The idea is to pro-

vide a barn that is suitable for a farm, say

of eighty acres, where six or eight horses

are kept for work and for breeding pur-

poses, and where there is a variety of eat-

ing out. There is a manger between the

stanchions and the outside of the barn

with a rack to hold hay and there is a long

narrow opening above this rack into the

mow the whole length of the rack so that

hay may be put down from overhead and

distributed as it is thrown down, which

tie, some milch cows and some growing

calves and young stock.

The cow part is partitioned off from the

other part of the barn with stanchions fac-

saves once or twice handling when com-

pared with feeding arrangements in some
other stables.

A manure carrier runs on a track behind
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the cows and the same track is extended to

run behind the horses with a switch to

throw it from one track to the other as

needed. Carrying the manure all out at

one door leaves the outside of the barn

clean on three sides which adds verv mil-

to the appearance.

The main entrance is into an alley twelve
-

feet wide which gives storage room for

wagons, buggies, etc., and at the back end
there are watering arrangements and a de-

pression in the cement floor with a hole in

it to carry off the water. In this depres-
sion buggies and other rigs are washed
and for this purpose it is a good plan to

while other horses are so quarrelsome that
they must have separate stalls.

The feedway in front of the horses is

narrow because it is not intended to ^tore
any feed on this floor, except in the corn-
crib. There is a chute from the oat bin
above with just a small box at the bottom
to dip from. There is a lid to this box
which shuts down in such a way that
horse could not lift it even if it should get
loose and crowd into this narrow feedway.
The corn-crib portion Is boarded tight

on the inside, but the two outer sides are
slatted. There are small doors outside
near the top of the crib to sh 1 the corn
through and there is no inside door open-
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have either a force pump or a tank supply
of water under pressure.

Then a feed door in the sid< f each
box stall which him at the top and m.
be lifted to put grain into the manger
boxes. Hay, how* down fi

erh 1 through the hay chul There
are four double and four singl lis

which is a very good arrangement becau
air ho- -and togetl

ing into the crib except from the I

ill front of the horses.

Hay i- put in from tl ront arn
by mean- >rk and re lifted

to the cond floor by a slinj

with a horse one, 1 r three sacks at a
time.

This rrai ment stai »ck
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ent arrangement from most barn When
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the feed is put down from overhead there

really is very little objection to an arrange-

ment of this kind in a small barn and there

is an advantage so far as the horses are

concerned in that they may be unhitched

from the wagon, go at once to the water-

ing trough and drink, then find their own

stalls without assistance from anybody.

A long narrow harness closet with two

doors makes a good place to hang harness

so that there is no excuse for having it

scattered around on pegs in the way.

HAY AND GRAIN BARN—A167
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A long barn designed to hold a good

deal of hay and grain is shown in this illus-

tration. It is a timber frame covered with

eight inch drop siding.

"The track for the hay fork is suspended

from the peak by seven-eighth inch iron

it convenient to fill the barn from either

end or from both ends as occasion re-

quires. There is a driveway crosswise

through the barn at the center. This drive-

way is floored with a two inch plank floor,

but it is not necessary to floor the other

SIDE ELEVATION

LONGTrUDINAl. SECTION

rods and the track extends the whole

length of the building and projects several

feet at each end. This arrangement makes

part of the building except with round

poles to keep the hay and grain sheaves

off the ground. Such a barn is intended
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more for storage on large farms where
considerable grain is harvested and hay
cut either to feed or for sale.

It is not necessary to have such a barn
near the other farm buildings. Many

don't require quite such frequent attet.-

tion as the other animals.

The Cl center floor is intended for

threshing, but there is no provision for

storing threshed grain. It is supposed that

1
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Lrm< 1

the field

housing

prefer to have it convenient to there is a granary near the hou and
s b< n is never used for er buildings and if is bi r to haul
lock unless it be sheep and they grain from the machine.

PRETENTIOUS STOCK BARN—Ai 79
Cost of Blue Prints, $35.00

h-

tl

This pretentious rn is very com-
plex nd of an ela ittern, ign<

thai it - capacity 1 an be incn b lild

ing on to the gabli nds and extendi]
them out an) distai that may be 1

quired withoul affecting tin general ar-

nl or exterior architectural pr
portions in the least. The two wrings to

sort of court around the silo, admitting
the sun, but obsl ructing th< orm
ml giving shelter to tin I hi silo

is well situ ted with 1 g,
being in the middl< th arn. '1

I

COM tand hack to back, v hi
advam in it the gutt<

)\ the dirt can be handled in the cent*

^OUTH CLTl/AmO^J CP *J70C" BABAV

the right and left of the silo contain the driveway and carried to the manure
|young stock and hon pectin and l.t To the left hand or v id

frice the south. Ti two wings form a of the c barn is a 1; m for imj
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merits, wagons, harness cases and stair-

ways to upper floor which contains grain

'wns, storage rooms for light machines

vehicles, etc., and sufficient hay and feed

room tor all stock.

This building has a concrete foundation

with the concrete walls extending about

2 feet above the cement floor level in the

stock rooms. This prevents any moisture

from getting to the framework and also

makes a very sanitary and durable build-

braced roof which allows the free use of a

trolley hay fork the full length of the

building.

The roof is of green stained shingles,

of Dutch colonial architecture, and not

only of a very appropriate design, but its

shape adds greatly to the storage capacity

of hay, grain, etc.

There is an embankment driveway on

the north side which admits hay wagons
into the upper floor for the unloading of
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ing. The frame walls are constructed of

two by six studding covered with tar paper

and drop siding on the outside and tar

paper and matched sheathing on the in-

side.

The lower story has two rows of posts

which support the upper floor and also

serve to hold the stanchions and stall par-

titions. The upper story is of a single span,

hay, grain, etc. The silo is of frame con-

struction lined on the inside with paving

brick, making it absolutely air tight and

almost frost proof. There is a trolley

track feed carrier hung to the ceiling of

the lower story, which simplifies the feed-

ing. The building, as the cut shows it,

will accommodate ioo head of cattle and

nine horses.

BARN NEAR ST. FRANCISVILLE, ILL.—Ai88

The accompanying is a medium large,

plain and very serviceable barn on an

eighty acre farm built at very low cost, the

timber being furnished and most of the

work being done by the farmer himself

who owns a small tract of timber from

which the logs were cut, furnishing all the

lumber for the frame and siding.

The barn is of red oak lumber undressed

and unpainted. The frame is what is

known here as the "spiked" frame, three

two by eight inch plank being spiked to-

gether, making finished timber six by
eight inches. The barn is sixty by forty-

eight feet with twelve foot driveway
lengthwise through the center of main
building and an inclosed twelve foot shed

on the south stabling twelve dairy cows.

There is a twelve foot open shed the entire

width of the west end. It is twenty feet to

the eaves of the main part, fourteen feet

to the eaves of south cow shed and thirty-
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five feet to the comb. The mow above cov-

ers the entire floor, sixty by forty-eight

feet, and will hold eighty tons of hay. Hay

the walls, and having capacity for sixteen

horses.

The barn is on a foundation of natural

is taken into the mow from outside east stone pillars with earth floor, and the

end from large door just under comb, and building is constructed to fit the hill, which
m

it hac modern equipment of track and hay-

fork.

Horse ^tal arranged on either side

of the center dri

.

horses cing and two box I end.

SECTION
slop the west, e -ing short

and I p 1 Ion

small corn-crib in thv.

WABASH COUNTY, ILL, BARN—A185

A medium larg< irn on the roo-acre the -mmunit It a plain jctur

farm of Mr. J Wal with no sh< nd is ninet by

111., one of the n, fie farm 1 f fort} be feet wide the
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eaves and thirty-seven and one-half feet to

the comb. The frame work consists of sev-

en Dents placed fifteen feet apart. There is

driveway through the center closed with

and this must be taken into consideration

when planning to build. Some farmers

when depending on local carpenters pre-

fer to make a building higher at the sides

to the

double hinged doors at each end. The
large mow above holds ninety to one hun-

dred tons of hay which is taken up inside

at the end of the driveway, the floor be-

ing afterwards replaced and the section

blown full of shredded fodder.

One side below is used for horses and

the other for cattle with mangers adjacent

to driveway. It will stable fifteen horses

and from twenty to forty cattle.

Good ventilation is supplied by small

doors on a level with the heads of the ani-

mals. The barn is built on solid brick

foundation and the frame is of sawed oak

timbers; siding is pine ship lap and roof

red cedar shingles. It was built in 1903 at

a cost of $1,500, Mr. Woods furnishing

timber for frame from his own forest and

doing all of his own hauling. The only

change he would make in building again

would be to build four feet higher for

greater mow capacity.

This barn is unusually high at the sides.

Boards twenty feet long for boarding up

and down are not usuallv easv to obtain

with a plain straight roof like this rather

than to undertake a curb roof with the

COW STAJ-i.

pT

I319IVEW/\Y

y[yT3T?

l

HORSC^TAU.

1

ION

extra skill and care in framing that such

a roof entails.

We show this barn as an old fashioned
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type that has a great many advocates

among practical farmers. There are res-

trictions In barn building as well as other

things. What suits one community or

one fanner is not to be recommended tor

another 1 a great deal depends on the

carpenters within r h. Almost any
local carpenter can lay out a barn like

drive through with a hay rack loaded with
roughage from the fields for both cows
and horses and the driveway is supposed
to be floored over with timbers heavy
enough to support a mow above.

openings are shown b\ the dotted lines

for putting down hay and straw in winter
and there is another opening in the center

tin-, take the usual bandy men about th

place as helpers and push tin- v k alonj

from beginning b without a hitch;

wlu-n tin- same carpenter with tl me
help would be bothered to death with the

intricacies of a i mpl ted building.

There arc mor mical barns than
this in i ml to space because you lo

al out of th- r of the barn with

uch a I- mg driven « m th

rn is de> ited to cov

this driveway answers for a feed room t

for the hay fork in summer when the barn
'

ii rilled. Tin i :r opening should
be Ci d with pol< or planl- and hi

thrown <»ver it to j /ent a draught. 'I

hay chutes should be boxed around and
eloped at the floor le\ t 1 with V. lited

trap doors for the same n i >ne i

tl test obj< ctions 1
1

1 openi thi

kind is the draughl tin e. > til

ation is absolutely n< ry wheri num-
her of animals are kep it ven-

tilation does not mean a draught.

YANKEE BARN—A134
Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

A stvle of barn that is oft< en in New
England is given in The

nd occupy part of the fir

floor, leaving a space in on< >rner th

mak enienl torage for farm

There is a drivc\ through this part ot

the barn and the < b to

in with a hay-rack or ;rain drill,

he upper part of the barn is 1 1-

n for h . the hay
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being lifted from the driveway by a horse-
fork. It makes the stable much warmer
to run the partitions in front of the cows
and horses to the ceiling above. Unfor-
tunately, too many farmers are careless

about such things and their animals often

suffer in large draughty stalls.

This barn is thirty six feet wide by sixty

e1 long, not very large on the ground for

a farm barn, but the shape of the roof

helps out very much in storage.

It is floi J over with the exception of

an opening over tin- driveway and as this

floor is only nine feet above the ground it

leaves a very large loft.

I e are a great many Yankee barns
without so many windows, but the win-
dows are a great advantage. It is much

<_t and more pleasant to do work in a
light barn and the animal- do better. It

is difficult to , Mint for so many dark
-

barns, < ccepl thai the fashion was estab-

lished when the country was new and win-

dow lights were a great deal more expen-
sive than they are now. < rlass and sash

mo €Lcy* r/Cfy

are just about as cheap as siding, there is

no economy in building dark barns.

BARN FOR A SMALL FARM—A160
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

This is a small barn for a small farm horses and about fifty fowls and there is

where four or five hoi are kept b< l< room for a couph- of breeding sows. In

I

T I I I

a few milch cov ttid a little other stock, every stable a box Btall or in

This barn was designed for 10 cows, five handy. A box stall is almo n absolut
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necessity sometime during the year either

- for sick animals or because some special

attention is required.

The entire upper part is floored and

there is an opening over the storage and

implement room to pitch up hay, straw

and other forage. This same opening an-

swers for passing feed down to the man-

gers from the feed lofts.

There are windows all around this barn

for light and ventilation ; a provision that

is too often left out when farm barn plans

The floor of this stable should be of con-

crete with the upper layer an inch thick

composed of one part Portland cement

and two parts clear soft sand but in mak-
ing a floor like this is should be remem-
bered that hard smooth cement is slippery

and dangerous. The passage way may be

marked off in diamonds with a regular tool

which presses into the soft cement about

one-half inch deep, but if the work is done

on the farm and the usual mason's imple-

ments are not at hand, a smooth rake han-

JM/M/tZ.

prr

ftfvoxtf

are made. It is not necessary to shut a

barn all up dark, and it is not advisable to

do so. Windows c\o not cost much more
than siding and the sun and light let in

is a great advantage to stock.

PLAA/ or BAT?//

die may be used by imbedding it in the soft

cement half its thickness. The handle

should not be more than three-fourths or

seven-eighths of an inch in diameter.

Unless the concrete foundation in this
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driveway is of superior quality the cement
top layer should be more than an inch in

thickness, perhaps two inches in the cen-

ter, tapering to an inch at the sides next

to the stalls.

In laying a concrete floor in any build-

ing it is necessary to run a wall around the

outside and this wall should extend below
frost. If the ground is inclined to damp-
ness, it is better to run a three inch or four

inch drain tile all around the wall along
the bottom and the outlet of this tile

should be carried away from the building

eight or ten feet and terminate in a drain.

SMALL FARM BARN—A169
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

A neat little barn that is wTell propor-

tioned and suitable for a farm of twenty
or thirty acres is given in these illustra-

tions. There is a threshing floor in the

middle with wide double doors in the north

side as well as in the south side making
a good liberal passageway through the

center of the barn.

Stalls. The cow stable side has a ceiling

seven feet high. Cows don't get their

heads up as high as horses do and th<

don't need such a high ceiling. Cows keep
warmer in a stable with a low ceiling ai

it" there is plenty of chance for the air to

t in and out again they have good ven-
tilation.

On one side of the drivewa) 1- a granary
and stabling for three horses with a nine
foot ceiling. A third of the barn on the

other side of the driveway is made into a
-

cow stable making seven good roomy

It seems difficult for some Iiv< ek men
to understand this phenomenon. The rea-

son is the air circul 5 more fr< . when
it is warm. The body heat of seven COWS

-

in this stable with a low ceiling will warm
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the air sufficiently to keep it in circulation.

If there are openings where the fresh air

et in, the foul air will find its way out

and there will be a constant change.

Both the cow stable and horse stable are

boarded up in front, but barn boarding

lly is not very tight. Unless matched

stuff is used there is a little i ning be-

tv n the boards that all" For the escap<

of a good deal of bad air. There usually

is considerable space around the doors.

There ed do in front of the stabl

i tin- fodder may be put in from the barn

floor.

It is hardlv necessary to use a hor-e

fork in a barn of this size. The floorim

overl d does not c< r the whole of the

threshing floor it hay and grain in

the heaf is forked up by hand. It will be

noticed by referring i the trail rse and
longitudinal sect that the timber i

very carefully planned for size and length

in proportion to the building. Ever} tick
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KESLER BARN—A189
The illustration shows a very attractive twenty-eight t wide by fifty-two feet

and handy barn. Tt c main part long, eighteen U 1 I to the eaves and thirty-
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five feet to the comb. On the north is a

low sheep shed forty feet long by fourteen

feet wide, and extending east of this is an-

other low addition twenty-six feet long by

eighteen feet wide, the north half of which

is used for horse stalls, hog house and corn

are at work on the farm, as at threshing

time.

A driveway runs through the main build-

ing from east to west, on one side below

which are horse stalls and corn crib. On
either side of the driveway above are hay

<\o'-o"x H--

O

±*-i~i9Mz*

WAGON Hnro

TOR|\TE.Vs|aV

I J

Mil MA|Nb£lfr

HOT!5L
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crib, the corn crib being built over the hog
compartment. The south half of this ex-

tension is an open shed. Also an open shed

extends along the east side of the main
building and is equipped with mangers for

six horses to be used when extra teams

mows which hold about fifty tons of hay
which is taken up from the center inside.

North of the middle horse stalls and crib

are the cow stalls, a three foot feedway
running between them.

The plan as given includes a leanto on
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the north end which extends all the way
across the end of the barn and is attached

to the open shed which contains a box stall

and a hog house and joins the northeast

corner of the main barn. The shed for

sheep is a good arrangement and it is plac-

shed like this with a roof sloping to the

north makes a very good shelter.

In this case the feed rack is built on the

north side of the shed and it may be filled

by putting down hay from the mow over-

head. The mow is not very large, but as

1

H

h

5HLLP LOT

F>LAN OF F3ARN

PLAN OF BARM VARTO

/

BARN LOT

ed right. Sheep have no busin< in the

common barnyard; they arc likely to

bun and the} are a nuisance at feeding

time. Sheep carry their n blanket with

them and they require no warmth from

the building except at 3 ning time. A

tl bed i^ only fourteen feet wide feed

ily shoved through from the main
barn. This method of feeding is much
b< n putting hay down through a

pen chute amor I the sheep. Tl
crowd under the falling I and they g(
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their wool so filled with chaff and seeds

• that it affects the sale of it, besides the

dirt and dust is no benefit to the sheep.

Keep sheep dry and have a lot for them

to run out in during the day time. Drain-

1 age must be looked to or water will ac-

, cumulate when the snow melts towards
^ spring.

As a usual thing it is not a good plan

"to have a hog house in connection with the

..am but on a great many farms only a

Jew hogs are kept and they are allowed

[to run out on pasture most of the time,

n such cases a hog house built into the

{far end of this northeast shed is permissi-

ble, though not advisable. During these

;ays of specialties it is better to have

small movable hog houses than to let them

:ome anywhere near the barn.

The box stall under this shed will be

ound very useful to stable a horse or cow

when they need veterinary attention, or

hold a mare and colt, or for two or three

spring colts during their first winter. In

fact it will be a better plan to build two
or three box stalls under this shed and

make provision elsewhere for the hogs.

BARN WITH ELL SHED—A163
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

A small barn with an ell shed attached

is shown in this design. The barn proper

which is 2S feet wide by 56 feet long is in-

tended to accommodate five head of horses

in about one-third of the floor space leav-

ing the other part for a driveway with

storage for grain, hay and farming imple-

ments. The whole of the second floor is

given over to storage for hay or grain in

the sheaf.

A hay bay extends from the ground to

the roof in one end of the building but a

floor extends over the stable and the great-

er part of the threshing floor. The thresh-

ing floor section may be partitioned off

[from the horse stable to make the stable

warmer.
The shed forms an L running across the

north and west sides of the barn yard,

leaving the south side open to the sun.

This arrangement breaks the north and

the west wind and provides a comfortable

barn yard for winter.

Stalls for 12 cows are built in the north
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shed by putting two cows in each stall.

This shed has a cement floor built like a

sidewalk and the floor extends out under
the projecting root which comes over a

few feet into the yard forming a protec-

tion against rain and snow.
It is something that every barn yard

The other part of the shed is open to the
weather on the easi side looking towards
the barn, an arrangement that mak
about as comfortable a barn yard as

|

sible to obtain without roofing the whole
thing.

This little barn with shed attachment

should have because there are times when i^ not expensive but is more convenient
the yard 1- wet and muddy in spite of ev- than some larger structure I he CO

cry precaution. A wid« f dripping into

a barn yard is object able but the drip

from this little short roof is insignificant.

n
within the reach of any farmer alt 1 igh

he may not have more than 20 acre

land. A transverse section is n giv-
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ing a good idea of how the building- is put together and there is no waste of tim-

framed. It is a strong frame that is easily ber.
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It is possible to arrange a barn like this

with sheds that will make a better appear-

ance on the farm and house stock better

than some expensive barns.

CATTLE BARN—Ai 15

Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

A medium sized barn to accommodate
eight cows and six horses is given in plan

(A115). The size on the ground is thirty-

two by forty-four, which is not very large

for a farm barn, but it is not intended to

be a large one. The first floor is divided

into three parts; the horses occupy one,

the cows another and the middle section,

fifteen feet wide, is left for general pur-

poses. It answers for a feed room, storage

for a wagon or two and general barn pur-

poses. The second floor covers the whole

building with a couple of hay chutes to let

down feed and straw to the horses and cat-

tle. It hardly pays to work a horse fork

in a barn of' this' size. The stuff may be

put in by hand from the outside through

doors that open down to the floor. There

is no waste space in this plan, every foot

is made use of to the best advantage, and

the barn will be found very useful on farms

j
j£cr/o/y

BJ

.
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where a small number of cows and about with siding. May be made any length.

the usual number of horses are kept. The A good feature about this barn is tha t it

It is fitted up with modern hay fork and

track, and hay is taken into the mow from

plans show the construction in detail. It can be added to without interfering with

may be boarded up and down or covered the general arrangement in any way.

MOUNT CARMEL BARN—A186

This is a medium large, attractive and

serviceable barn on a 120-acre farm. It

stands on a solid concrete foundation wall

three feet deep and eight inches wide at

the top. It is eighty-four feet long, forty

feet wide, twenty feet to the eaves, and

thirty-eight feet to the comb. There are

six bents of fourteen feet span each. The
frame timbers are six by eight inches, oak

stuff, and the rafters two by five inches of

the same material. The siding is matched

white pine painted red, and the roof is of

red cedar shingles. There is a vegetable

and fruit cellar under north end of drive-

way twelve by twenty feet by seven feet

deep. The hay mow of the barn covers the

entire upper floor forty by eight-four feet

by twelve feet to top of side posts, and

will hold about one hundred tons of hay.

either end, the openings being provided

with pairs of swinging doors. Corn-cribs
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are birlt in two corners as shown and they

arc properly ventilated.

Running full length of both sides of the

barn arc self-supporting six foot sheds

which allows full ventilation of the stables

during summer through the open doors,

but protection against both sun and rain.

The barn will stable eight horses and
twelve cows, the mangers all facing the

long feed or driveway. The general ap-

pearance is imposing. The cost is $1,800,

Mr. Risley doing his own hauling and fur-

nishing the frame timbers from his own
woods.

CONCRETE AND WOOD BARN—A213
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

Design of a practical farm barn suitable The basement also contains a room for

for a farm of eight} acres where the farm- wagons and buggies with a wash floor de-

r=

mm-- :
'':

.

'

•-, ::'-vv:^\^^^

-3/D£L 2T U £TUAT /O /v/

I

er wishes to keep a dozen cows and five or

six work horses in the basement with stor-

age overhead for hay and other roughage.

pression in the center, an arrangement
that makes a combination horse and cow
barn with three box stalls for calves or
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other stock. It is a convenient arrange-

ment where a farmer has only the one
main barn.

Among the novel features in this barn is

a cement floor with cement partitions be-

tween horse stalls. These partitions are

tions and mice and rats are not trouble
some, because they find no harbor of pro
tection.

The balance of the barn is of frame con
struction with a curb roof. Another inter

S~CtAS3 TOP

cat* «ow rz*r

mm
made of reinforced concrete and are round
ed down to meet the floor at the bottom
which makes a very solid and lasting stall.

ORO-S3 v5£:C"770/^

esting feature of this barn is the two large

galvanized iron ventilators with glass toj>^

which conducts the foul air from the bot-

,!

']

The standing floors in the -tails are cov-

red with planks which of course are re-

newed occasionally, but th tall bottoms,
partitions and cement mangers are there

\o st Horses do not gnaw such parti-

tom of the stabl ait through the roo

The cross section shows the cement floor

with piers and footings in profili rid the

cement work is indicated on the different

plans and elevations.
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Horse Barns

HORSE BARNS

FARM buildings serve their purpose

best when especially adapted to the

specific use required of them. Horse

barns should be different from any other

building on the farm. The health and com-

fort of horses should be the first consid-

eration, but convenience in attending to

their wants and requirements, makes a

close second.

All horse stables should be well ventil-

ated. Every farmer knows that there is

a great difference in stables in this res-

pect. Some stables are so built that you

would rather keep out of them if possible

because they can't be kept clean. The

smell of ammonia is always present and

when the doors are shut it is very dis-

agreeable. Imagine shutting a valuable

horse up in such an atmosphere at night

and expect to find him in good condition

in the morning. Horses are the most ex-

pensive animals on the farm and the most

susceptible to disease; hence, the first con-

sideration in a stable should be to pro-

mote the health of the horses.

A horse stable should be cool and airy

in summer and it should be warm and well

ventilated in winter. The floor should

be made in such a manner that it will not

absorb the liquids from the manure, and

there should be no crack to let these liq-

uids down underneath to ferment and des-

troy the air in the building. Stable ceil-

ing's must necessarily be high enough to

permit a horse to get his head up. Horses

are warm animals, that is they contain

body heat enough to warm a stable when

conditions are as they should be.

Before starting to build put a little

time on the study of ventilation. Read

up on the circulation of warm air. Don't

depend on others because they might not

understand the particular conditions you

are dealing with. It is well enough to ask

advice, but get the information from dif-

ferent sources so that you may be able to

sift the quality of your instructions suf-

ficiently to keep the grain and discard the

chaff. Don't blindly copy a stable that

some one else has built without carefully
'

considering whether it fits your require-

ments. A horse stable that works all

right for one farmer is all wrong for

another, because his horses may be larger,

or has more of them, or he handles them

differently. Some farmers have a lot of

horses that they press into service in the

summer time and turn them out in the

yards and sheds to winter. Such farmers

usually raise horses to sell and have more

than they need at all times. Other far-

mers keep just what horses they need to

do the work. They keep four horses or

six horses the year round and they have

no intention of altering their usual cus-

tom. But in either case a man can ar-

range a stable for a certain number of

horses and build it accordingly.

In cold weather a stable big enough for

six horses will not be warm enough if only

'

197
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two are stabled. If for any reason the

Stable is too large it is better to till it up
vith cows in the winter for the reason
that you cannot have ventilation without
heat. On general principles it is more
satisfactory to keep horses in a building
by themselves and it is but little extr

pense to do so.

When possible a horse stable should
contain a carriage room that is reasona-

bly free from dust. Every man 1 or
should have the ambition to keep a rig for

the road that is decently clean. He Owes
it to himself and his family to provide a

respectable turnout. A farmer's family
depends for change and recreation on the

opportunity to get away from home by

means of the horses. They are judged
to a very great extent b) the apperance
the}- make. You cannot get away from
the fact that a person's social standing
in the community Is largely arranged for

them by the opinion of others. No man
is independent enough to stand aloni

A man's usefulness in the community de-

pends largely upon the appearance that b

and his family make on dress occasions,

and the appearance in turn pends very

much on the horses, harness and w

that th<\ u<c when driving on the public

road.

PLAIN HORSE BARN—A161
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A plain straight-away horse barn with
n single lis, five box stalls, I i room,

harness room and vehicle room with
wash platform in the center is given in

this plan. There is driveway through
the center wide enough to admit a load of

This barn will easily accommodate fif-

teen h<»rses and it will hold feed enough
to supply th<ni tor a long time. '1

building is thirty-seven feel wide by six-

ty -eight feet long. It is set on a ston

foundation with two rows of stone piers

Ik * - v iiju
;

- —=r ^ L ;

Rn&^>F>E<Z Tl \ZE1 winw .„,.> «.*.*. .'*.

hay or a 1 raw. if 1 desired, but
there are doors 1 ning outside in the g
ble to pitch in hay and iw. either by
hand or hoi so it would not be nec-

1 -ar\ ordinarily to drive inside with
1 Iky

]

d, but a good pa- geway be-

tween horse -tails is a great convenience
anvwav.

upporting the floor id po I which
run to purlin plat

There 1 a Iarg< nt shaft running from
the 1 ceiling to and throuj hay
mow with do for thro win Town ha

dder as well - ventilation. Grain
in sacks can be ho ] up this ventilal

• and conveniently dumped into feed
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bins which have hopper bottoms and

spouts leading to the mixing room below.

In the driveway at one side of the mix-

ing room door is a water supply pipe and

watering trough with a hose connection

to supply water to the wash room on the

floor of the vehicle room.

The stalls are floored with a double

ra

thickness of oak flooring one and three-

quarter inches thick slightly sloping to

cast iron gutters, which run the entire

length of the stall room on each side of

the driveway. The first thickness of

these stall floors is laid in hot tar, then

two thicknesses of tar roofing felt is put

on being well mopped over with tar, and
this covered with the upper thickness of

oak one and three-quarter inch flooring.

Where a great many horses are to be

fed overhead feed bins are a great conven-

ience. The bottoms may be made hopper

shape as shown in the plan, or they may
be level. A hopper, of course, is best, but

with a flat bottom a little accumulation

of grain around the edges at the bottom
is all that remains when the grain stops

running down the spout, and flat bottom

bins are cheaper.

The main entrance doors are both wide
2nd high. Unless the door is large

enough it is sometimes difficult to get out.

The door must have a good height because

you want room for a carriage or a top

buggy. We all have had experience in

catching a buggy top on the lintel of a

low door way. It seems to be the proper

occasion for saying things. No builder

likes to have such remarks made about

him.
There is a good row of box stalls. It

is difficult to plan a decent sized box stall

in a small stable. They run into room too

fast. Nothing looks so comfortable for

a good horse as a roomy box stall. If the

horses had their way about it there would
be more box stalls, but it really requires

about three times as much room to stable

horse in this way. No man begrudges the

room, but most men don't like to put up
money enough to enclose it properly.

The ideal arrangement for stabling a

horse is a big box stall with a good sized

window for light and a door cut in half so

that the upper part may be left open dur-

ing the daytime to let the horse look out.

A box stall shut up tight is a prison for a

horse, they like to see things as well as

other folks.

Some box stalls are fitted with rubbing

boards They consist of planks about two

inches thick turned edgewise to the horse

and fastened to the sides of the stall just

low enough down so the horse can't rub

his tail. A box stall needs no floor and

there should be no feed rack or manger. A
box on the ground to feed oats is all the
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manger necessary. The hay should be put

in at frequent intervals in small quantities

placed lightly on the floor or bedding

It is quite common to see the inner walls

of a stable in winter white with frost. The
frost wouldn't be there if the stable was

against the side of the stall. This way
feeding has often cured horses of chronic

indii • n.

In building a stable it is a gr

better to find out all these little detai's

and build accordingly. There are several

reasons why box stalls are better than

standing stalls with manners. A horse
loves his freedom. To understand this

it i^ only necessary to watch a horse when
vou take the bridle or halter off.

One great defect in horse Stalls as you
ordinarily see them is lack of ventilation.

dry as it should be. It is not necessarv to

put in an elaborat- tern of ventilating

pipes in a small stable. The window s and

doors are sufficient if they are managed
right. The breath of one or two hordes is

easily taken care of, but even in small

stab! such things often arc neglected.

In this plan the carriage room is closed

off from the stable which is right. The
odor from the stable is a damage to the

ram s and to the rug The stable

should be warmer than the carriage r m
so the door works right from both sides.

CONVENIENT HORSE BARN—A133
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

Men who keep good horses will appre- carriage room in which to keep vehicles

ciate this ]»lan. The arrangement of the away from the stable part and out of the

stalls is convenient and there is a good dust. Every farmer who takes pride in

hist*

and l!

venie 1

good

room

or an

A

\

\

tract

the!
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his horses likes to have a nice rig to drive,

and it is impossible to have it without con-
veniences for keeping it clean. With a

good carriage room and a good harness

light. There is a general work bench with
a vise on one end and there are boxes to

hold tools and supplies on the dark side of

the room. The granary will be large

J/0f £TL £JSS?r/QAt

room there is no excuse for dirty buggies enough or not according to the other
or an unsightly harness. buildings on the farm. Where there is a
A feature of this barn that should at- large grain barn for threshing a smaller

&
o

§

!

i

tract special attention is the tool room.
It is nine by ten feet in a front corner of

the building with two good windows for

granary in the horse barn seems to answer
every purpose. The granary in this plan
is placed right because it may be shut off
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with two doors from the stable part, still

r/fOA/r £LCf/JT/OH

it is not so far away as to make feeding

inconvenient.

There is room overhead for a good deal

of hay and straw. The hay carrier will

1 >ring- this stuff from the back end prett

well through to the front.

It would probably be advisable to put

cement floor in this building.

There are a great many different kinds
of floors put in horse stables, in fact one
style or manner of building a stable floor

seems to prevail in one part of the country
when another count}' perhaps just a few

miles distant seems to Favor a verv differ-

ent way of doing things. In some neigh-

borhoods you find nothing but plank
floors, in other places it is all cement, then

again you get into a neighborhood where
there are no floors at all.

EIGHT HORSE STABLE—A124
Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

A small cheap horse stable is shown in horses and there is room enough overhead
plan (A 1 24). It sometimes happens that to hold the straw for bedding, bul it would

be neo iry to provide the feed from

•s/as cj-ff/rr/o/v

a separate horses is necessary

can 1 of the manner in which tin ther

o
1

o
*0

O/f/y/rt^^y

--A

lildiri tructed and occupu
This little abb ill accommodate ei

some near-by storage. It is not m
put a 1 r in this stable unless it 1 >n

the side where the open built.

But a good man\- horse stalls have stiff

clay unded in and ther re plcnt

horsemen who prefer such stable oms.
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CITY STABLE FOR TWO HORSES—Ax 14

Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

A very neat carriage house is shown in

plan (A114). It is intended to house two

horses and have room enough for a couple

of carriages. The building is supported

bv a stone wall three feet in the ground

The way a driveway approaches tht

stable affects the appearance of the stable

a good deal. Generally a pleasing effect

may be obtained by a curved driveway
where it is kept neatly trimmed at the

_

froht £Lzyy?r/o#

and one foot above the ground to keep the

floor well up, but the height of course must
depend on the nature of the ground and

location in reference to the street and

driveway. It is not desirable to approach

&X<H* *,o>*~

>j/0£ £££r/?r/o/Y

sides. If the driveway is gently rounded

and the edges kept about two inches low-

er than the sod it is easy to maintain a

clean track and a well defined edge with-

out putting a whole lot of unnecessary

work on it. The lawn mower will trim

the main doorway by a very steep bridge

because it is often necessary to run car-

riages out and in by hand. Of course if

it is necessary to set the floor up the drive-

way may be raised accordingly, this how-
ever very often runs into considerable ex-

pense.

SfCOMO rLOOf?

the grass and a spade used once a month
will keep the edge of the drive in good
shape.

The floor of this carriage house is made
solid by running a heavy girder length-

wise of the building through the center,

[oists are carried from the sills to meet the
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girder. The floor is double, the first layer

being an inch thick dressed on one side to

make the boards even in thickness, is laid

diagonally. On top of this is laid a layer

of felt roofing mopped with tar, both un-

ath and on top. The upper floor is one

and three-eighths matched hard pine.

In the stalls two inch planks are laid

lengthwise, having an incline of two inches

in the length of the stall. These planks

are nailed to one cross piece in the middle

and another cross piece a little thicker un-

der the manger, but the nailing is not very

solid because stable planks soon wear

through and it is necessary to turn them
end for end, sometimes within a year.

SMALL BARN WITH CEMENT FLOOR—A 112

Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

This barn is twenty-two feet wide by the plank, back of this the planks have

thirty-four feet long and has a cement free ends which facilitate drainage back toUllin-lUUI ICCl »<-"*& <* I1V1 ntxj a. wvuivu* .-,_»- .. »«•*,...,.«...„ .... & ~

floor cushioned with cinders the whole the gutter and makes it easy to remove the

^.-U^L^L-.'L^KffL-,
Wwt Eno

sizeof the building, but th< ruling stalls

have a plank floor running lengthwise o\

the stall r the cement. These planks

are not fastened except to two cross pieces

—one under the manger is a two by four

laid under the plank to give them the

proper pitch. Another cross piece an inch

thick is placed in the middle to strengthen

Cast tno

floor if the planks should Split OT wear out.

The box stall may have an earth floor,

if so d< sired, three or four inches thi<

made of good stiff clay wet down and

no»»T». 3io*

tamped level over the cement. Some horse-

men prefer a cement bottom with a foe

or two of straw; either way is good enough
if the horses have the right kind of car<

The oat bin is in the hav loft and the
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on the carriage room floor is needed
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Sliding doors usually are preferred for

a horse barn, and half door for ventila-
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having the feed overhead and chutes for

the different kinds of feed to the floor be-

low, feeding is made easy.

tion is a good thing. A horse will stand

for hours with his head out of such a door

with evident satisfaction.

VILLAGE STABLE WITH CELLAR—Ai 16

Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

A very neat, attractive stable for a city is laid down below frost, or it may be car-

or village is here given. A good stone wall ried a little deeper and the part under the

J£>&0*> +J/£?//**
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more or less garden work to look after.

For this reason it is often necessary to

keep a man and it is desirable to have a

room that he can occupy outside of the

house. It is a good thing to have a man
sleeping in the stable where valuable

horses are kept so this arrangement works

first rate for several reasons. It is hard to

keep good men even in town unless they

have comfortable accommodations. This!

building is thoroughly well constructed

and the room arranged for the man is>

more comfortable than similar rooms in

some houses.

A117THREE STORY HORSE BARN-
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

]

A bank barn for horses, thirty-two by on one side and bins for grain on the

thirty-six feet, is shown in this plan. The other. Above this main floor is mow roomj

for hay and straw.

This barn will furnish stabling for eleven

rroNr CLcr*r/o#
31QC CLcrsino*

ure *r*r

-/e-o — —m- ••#

S//Tjr rLOOf? ft AN rLOOfi pl /?/* or nan

stable is in the basement and on the main
floor there is a driveway with a corn crib

horses in the basement, besides a feeJ
room which is connected with the grain
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bins above and the corn crib as well as

hay mow by means of chutes. The hay

and oat chutes are perpendicular and pass

straight down from the loft and from the

grain bin to the feed room below. But

the corn chute is built diagonally across

under the main driveway floor to carry it

over to the feed room. The reason for

this is that all feed rooms should be shut

off from the stable with a good door.

Most of us have had experience with

horses getting loose at night and eating

more grain than was good for them. This
corn chute is twelve by fourteen inches,

which is small enough, considering that it

is a slanting chute. All grain chutes when
built in this way require to be larger than

when placed vertical, because there is

more friction in the passage of the grain

in coming down.
The corn crib is ventilated on three

sides by using narrow strips nailed to

cleats slanting outward. This will an-

swer for corn that is reasonably dry, but

unless the weather is favorable it is not

a good plan to fill a bin like this full of

corn without some kind of a ventilator in

the middle.

CHEAP HORSE BARN—An

3

Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

A small barn with two double stalls and barn is twenty-oix feet wide and thirty-

one single stall with standing room for two feet long, one half of which is parti-

another horse is offered in this plan. The tioned off for a stable and the other half

i-^l^^y^Jw^J •~.-.»\r^-+lZ\2*4l~*AAJ+£

E,a*T Eno.

We*y tno.

!
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stones placed at the corners and one or

two places along the sides but this is ob-

jectionable because it makes a harbor un-

FlRbT fLOOf?

demeath for vermin. The foundation

should have some air but air enough will

penetrate through the chinks between the

bricks if they arc laid without mortar.

The construction of this little barn

about as plain and simple as it could be

and still have it look right when finished.

Nobody lik< cheap looking building.

but no one objects to a goodlooking build

ing if they get it cheap. The problem is

how to build what will be satisfactory in

a few years
1

time. Sometimes an inexpen-

sive building may be shaded with trees or

screened by vines in such a way as to give

3eco/so Floof^

it a presentable a] arance even in winter.

An evi n or two planted along the

side, if there is plenty of room, makes a

great winter addition to the looks of

stable. Grape vines usually do well if sus-

pended by wires from the eaves, but grape

vines should never be tacked clo i to tl

side of a building, they need air on all

sides.

SERVICABLE BARN—Ai 72

Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

This is a small barn, twenty feet by

thirty-two feet, and contains a carriag<

room thirteen feet by nineteen feet, which

has large double doors in front that will

admit the largest size carriage, a wide gill-

ie door to the horse stable, and a stair-

ay leading to the Upper floor, which is

for the storage of hay. feed, etc., and a

man's room if it is desired.

This barn contains two single stalls and

a box stall. Each stall has a direct win-

dow, which is high eno h from the floor

to avoid too much draft on the hor
and it protected by a wire mesh guard

This barn has been d< signed for utility

•id is praci 1 in 1 hi

rangement is convenient, and it is of a neat

appearance on the OU If painted a
one grey, with all trimmings and e

nice work painted pure white, it would
be a credit to any n hborl d

The carriage room has a cement floor,

which is slightly pitched from all direc-

tions down to the center, where it pro-
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ited a

and c

.'.'ould

>nt floor,

direc-

vided with a floor drain. This will admit
the carriages to be washed any place in

the room without injury to the floor or

r^

with hot tar. The upper floor is then laid

and has slightly beveled edges, so that

when laid the boards will fit tightly to-

gether at the bottom and leaving about an

^/*
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the side walls which are wainscoted with
Portland cement to a height of two feet

six inches.

All the walls of the first story and ceil-

ing are finished with clear southern yellow

pine, beaded ceiling, with two coats of

hard oil. This makes a very pretty effect

for a stable and it is at the same time very
serviceable. The stall floors are of double
thickness one and three-quarter inch

floors. The first floor is tongued and
grooved, tightly laid, and then covered

eighth of an inch crack on the top surface,

which is then rilled with hot tar. This
construction makes a very durable and
sanitary floor. The entire stall floor is

pitched slightly to the rear to a cast iron

gutter with perforated cover and connect-
ed with the catch basin and sewer. The
second floor has ample storage room for

a winter's supply of hay and feed for three

horses and is of strong construction. The
roof is of shingles and the ventilator gives

the building a complete appearance.

SEPARATE HORSE BARN—Ai 29

Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

A small, convenient horse barn, twen-

ty-one by thirty-two feet in size, with con-

siderable mow room is shown in this plan.

Such a barn is verv convenient on some
farms where for good reasons it is found

best to keep horses in a building by them-

selves.

There are a good many farmers who ob-

ject to stabling horses in the same build-

ing with other animals, because they don't

seem to mix just right. Horses are dif-

ferent in their habits from many other do-

mestic animals and itseems right and prop-
er to give them a building to themselves

when possible. Besides, it often is more
convenient to have a small horse barn

near the house to save steps in doing the

chores. A horse barn is in use every day
in the year, while on many farms the cat-

tle barns are not used much in summer.
Then again a horse barn properly cared for

has no disagreeable odor. It may be near
the house without causing annoyance.
Very often women have driving horses
of their own and thev like to look after

them themselves to a certain extent, and
they very much prefer to have them with-
in easy reach. Also in case of fire there
is a further advantage in having farm
buildings separate.

The old English plan was to scatter

farm buildings far enough apart to pre-
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vent a general conflagration in case one

should take fire, but farm labor is less ex-

pensive in England and everybody knows
that it costs more to care for animals

housed in separate buildings because of

the running back and forth and because

you haven't a great big storage room all

under one roof where feed may be hoisted

by horse power and returned to the feed-

ing floor by gravity.

In building a little horse barn like this

it is better to put down good foundation

walls reaching below frost. By making

the passageway floor about three inches

higher than the floor behind the horses an

incline will be provided sufficient to keep

the feed room floor dry as well as to give

the necessary drainage slope to the stand-

ing floor for the horses.

Most horsemen prefer to floor the horse

stalls with planks, whether the bottom is

cemented or not. This may be done be-

fore the partitions are put in, but it is bet-

ter to plank each stall separately. In eith-

er case select planks two inches thick with

tongue and groove matching and lay them
with coal tar between. Give the floor a

slight incline, say two inches fall in a dis-

tance of eight feet.

It is much better in a barn of this size,

built for this purpose, to cover the whole
bottom with a cement floor, cementing
tight up against the walls all round and

leaving a slight depression behind the

horses; a sort of rounded open drain not

more than an inch deep and slope the

drain to the manure door so it is easy to

wash the stalls and sweep the water out

doors. A horse stable after this order will

be found very convenient on any farm

whether other buildings are calculated for

horse stabling or not.

LITTLE VILLAGE STABLE—A135
Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

The little barn, eighteen by twenty-four partitions answers the purpose very well,

fe^.t, as shown in the plans and elevations To keep the cold from blowing down

is a' very satisfactory design and can be through the opening a light door with a

used in either village or city. It is not ex-

pensive, in fact, it is probably as cheap as

any satisfactory structure could be. It

is better not to take up room in such a

small barn in building a stairway, as the

upright ladder placed against one of the

pulley, cord and counter weight may be

made to shut over the opening.

If there is a boy in the family he will

find a way to rig up a workbench in the

front corner of the carriage room be-

tween the door and the first window. It
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is easy to encourage boys to work with

tools, especially since the graded schools

have taken up manual training. The

r/ffST riOOtf /*l-/7A/

schools have added t«.ne to the work, boys
don't consider it labor now, it is part of

their education and it is an important part.

too. Truth may be taught in a more
thorough manner through mechanics than
by any other means. The principle of

learning a thing by doing it is just as val-

uable now as it was in Froebel's time.
As a general thing a boy's work with

tools is not very valuable when judged
from a mechanical standpoint or from the
amount of money that the finished product
would bring, but it very often has a gre;

educational value to the boy that is little

appreciated by the older members of the
family. The fundamental principles of
mechanics permeate all nature. Animals
are built on the best mechanical principle
There is a very close connection between
mechanics and nature. Mechanics point
the way to the connecting link between
natural phenomena and commercial suc-
cess. Mechanics and mathematics also
are very closely related, but the natural
live boy loves the on nd hates the other.
No woman wants a 1 tinkering in the
house, but he can spend many happy hours
in the barn without disturbing anyone.

[SH CARRIAGE HOUSE—A99
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

Small artistic stables are more common
in England than they are in the United
States, possbilv because the country is

older and the people have bad more time
to develop an artistic taste in such mat-
ters. An English ntleman likes to keep
his cob and cart. He wan 1 goo<l smart
turn-out that presents a resj able if not

a dashing pearance; then he likes to

have things in keeping at home, so h

maintain- a very mat carriage bouse and
stable.

Some ot these carriages houses are older
than the proprietor but you would never
know it to look at them. They are kept
in such 1 lir and they nestle amom
the bed: and trees in such a prettv
homelike way that you never think about
their age or intrinsic value. Von get the
impression at once that they are pr r

and proper goes a long way in England.
You don't wonder that thev have vcrv

neat stables just the right si7C and that
they appear modestly retiring aw the
back end of the pretty garden, 'it just
seems to come natural Their great, gt
grandfather or their double great unci
did the same thing long befi tie re
born so all they have to do is to follow
pre lent.

The English carriage house of today
was built after hundreds of years of ex-
perimenting until the location of every
plank, the size and direction of ry (}

and window was determined without any
further question in regard to the po i-

bility of the slightest improvement. It 1

Ul back on the lot in the furtherest corner
from the hou < The approach to it is

through an arched or pillored o] ing in

a beautifully well kept 1 . The drive-
way is not straight. English garden* 1

keep just as far away 1 traight lines

as they possibly can. Somebody discov-
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ered in the time cf King Alfred that curved

paths and roadways in gardens were prop-

er. Some of the old enthusiasts went a

of the kinks out by injecting a few lib-

eral doses of English conservatism so that

now after a good many generations the

ajxmxomxaxi "XSTJXSXfflttOttl:
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step too far and got them crooked. This

was frowned on for a century or two
until succeeding generations pulled some

driveway from the lane through the back

of the lot to the stable is gently curved.

The stable also is partially screened from
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view by hedges, vines and trees: This is

properdin England, it is good sense in any

other country.

The difficulty of doing things just right

in the United itcs is that we are in too

much of a hurry to get satisfactory re-

sults. We get ready to build a stable on

day and have the m; rial on the ground

before breakfast the next morning. We
haven't decided where to put the things

we go "in with the carpenter harborin

the idea that his time >ing on and that

whili e detain him he is not engaged in

awing or hammering. For econom} ake

we musl decide instantly. The street lin

i d at and the harn placed just a

little inside. After it is up and the work-

men have gone there is plenty of time to

think it over and regret no1 having done

some things differently, but the ham is up

n ... it has COSt a little more than v.

count, d on, they alw« do cost 1

than v. expect, and alwa t they

will when we start in. hut at any rate we

haven't any time or money now to change

things or even level off the ground prop-

erly. We haven't figured on a curved

driveway, that is all nonsense, but we lay

down some planks to keep us out of the

mud. The finish is not sat ictory to our-

selves or anybody else, but we have a

barn and we have secured it in character-

istic American hustle fashion so we ought

to be satisfied.

The plan ( Wj) shows the general ar-

rangement. There is a room partitioned

off in the gable upstairs for the man.
stairway going up from the carriage room
lands in this upper room. The feed bins

at the back of the Malls connect with the

storage bin on the upper floor by means
of spouts as indicated. There is a carria

room that is large enough to look well and

to accommodate a number of vehicles. In-

stead of having a harness room there are

gs for harm in a corner of the car-

riage room and the harm • covered with

curtains hung to a wire overhead.

SMALL SUBURBAN BARN—A215
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

Shewing a harn ere* ! for the accom-

modation of two hon nd two cows. It

is 26 1 wide by 34 feet long and is con-

structed of frame with cem
"rough cast'* exterior wall and staim

member to rl decav on account of

dampness absorbed from the ground, and

if this 1 ential member of the structure

is rotted away the balance will on fol-

low. An) ni])l< 1 in the con-

EB

*

i m
m

shingle roof. It is set on a foundation

which run foot higher than

the md floor, thus avoiding all dam
ne rom th< »or and \

und ming in

contact with the wood construction, which

ould otherwise soon decay.

The sill of a barn is always the fir

#0"7H ELZVATH?*

struction o building tl 11 1<

the life of th< lis i^ worth looking inl

The roof of a building i^ justly c 1-

ered the most important part ; a building

can 1 iuilt without much of a foundation
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by setting it on posts or masonry piers, if made without projection beyond the ver-

and for a few years perform all its require- tical walls, is of little value, as it will al-

. ST 2U£V4T/t v C

ments, but the roof can never be omitted;

and like the sill, it must be kept in good

f£<?i>K FZjfSf

condition or the building will soon go to

ruin. One of the most important parts

of the roof is the gutter or cornice which,

CA37 ZLL\£\TlON

low the rain to run down the sides of th

building and soon make the walls look

weather worn and streaky from the dust

which is washed down the walls with the

rain. A well built cornice with a good pro-

jection not only avoids this trouble, but

also protects the walls from the hot sum-

mer sun as well as giving architectural

grace to the design.

The outside walls of this building are

constructed of 2 inch by 4 inch studding,

16 inches on centers, sheathed on the out-

side with matched sheathing, then covered

with waterproof building paper; then 1

inch by 2 inch furring strips placed 16 in-

ches on centers (or over each studding);

then lathed and cement plastered. This

not only makes a very durable wall, but

is warm in winter and cool in summer.

The carriage room and cow stalls have

cement floors and the box stalls are of

plank. There is a large hay room on the

second floor, a grain bin under the stair-

wav and a harness case near the horse

stalls.

GOTHIC BARN—A181
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

If the horse barn is near the house and

if the house has a steep roof the barn

should have a similar roof to be in keep-

ing. We often see a house of one style

and the other buildings nearby built on

entirely different lines. If the house is

new and the other buildings old there is

some excuse for such incongruity, but in

most cases the house is built first and the

barn is added to the lot some years after-

wards. In the meantime some architec-

tural fad has taken possession of the

neighborhood and every building erected

must bear the marks of the new fashion.

There is too little originality in build-

ing. It is much easier to follow the local
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trend than it is to hunt out a plan that ts

suitable for individual needs. In offering

this barn plan it is with the idea that there

are manv locations where the style of

building and the shape of the roof will

match the house and other surroundings
better than any other plan.

A roof like this is not economical to

build if the owner is influenced especially

dollars and cents, but there is a style

some way so it is not obtrusive. But there
is something wrong with a man who will

build a gothic house and a barn with a flat

roof on the same lot. His ideas have been
dwarfed in some direction. His property
shows it because it does not balance up
right.

A lot with its buildings must be of]

homogenous whole or it shows at once
that it has not been arranged rightly. A

FROMT ELEVATION O/OT £L£VAmON„
DF3/CA/ rOR A^SMALL /5AP/V WJTH FOUR 3TALL&
about it thai lows up well for the amount
of money it costs. There is a great deal
in appearance. When we have thin,

right we have something to appreciate f

a long time to come. \\ the house has
steep roof we cannot tolerate a barn with
a main roof that is, say one-third pitch
and a lean-to that is even less.

If the mischief has been done conditions
may be somewhat improved by moving
the barn back well out of the way and ha
ing it covered with vines or screened in

village stable may be made an ornament
to the property or a damage to tin owner
nd an eyesore in the n< lborhood.
Neighbors often say unkind things about
the owner of the barn on the next lot. Xot

ys on ac nt of the looks of the
thing; they may be aggravated by the per-
fume or the n< of the chickens when
they want to sleep in the morning.
A good many folks don't like neighbors
nd it is generally for ^ome such reason,

but neighbors are necessary an<; the
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neighbors sometimes build barns and they

don't always keep them nicely. It requires

a level-headed man to lay out a lot to the

best advantage and put up buildings in

such a way that no one can find fault with

them.
There is something about the arrange-

ment of this barn inside that will appeal

is a good plan to have some little cupboard

like this that may be locked when occasion

requires it. In almost every stable medi-

cines are kept and they should be out of

the way of children. It is a splendid pre-

caution to keep medicine bottles locked

up. A great many accidents have come
just from carelessness in this respect.

r/F&T TLOOFl FSLAM ^3£COAJO 7=AOOK

to every orderly person. The stalls are

right for convenience both in handling the

horses and for cleaning the stable. The
carriage room is quite large and conven-

ient with two store rooms, one for gen-

eral garden tools with a place for small

work bench on one side, a necessity in

almost any village lot where a man is kept

to do the chores. The other storeroom

is intended for harness. There is also a

case which comes in very handy to keep

the smaller things and those that are valu-

able. The glass doors slide past each

other and may be easily locked shut. It

Every village stable that is large enough

should have a room for the man; it may
not be necessary at all times, but the time

will probably come when this room will

be found very useful. In this case it is

built in one of the large gables where the

roof is steep enough to lath and plaster

right on the rafters. It is a case of build-

ing a roof and a side at the same time and

it makes a saving in expense in one way
or the other. You either don't pay for the

roof or you don't pay for the side of the

room.

CEMENT ROUGH CAST BARN
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A182

A carriage house and stable plastered

on the outside with cement mortar with

a rough cast finish is shown in plan (No.

A182). There are locations where a base-

ment for laundry purposes under the house

is not desirable. This plan for a carriage

house with a laundry attachment was de-

signed especially to meet such cases. In
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inches which is about as low as you can

have a ceiling in a carriage house because

really requires about three times as much
room to stable horses this way.
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m must have room enough for a top

buggy. For this reason the doorway mu
tout the same height.

The internal arrangement of this table

is different from most small cam
hou There i - stall about nine

feet square. It is difficult to plan a decent

sized box stall in a small stable. They
run into room too fast. Nothing looks

so comfortabli >d horse as a roomy
box stall, [f the horses had their say about
it there would be more box stalls, but it
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HORSE SHED—A121
On farms where a number of brood

mares are kept and colt- of all ages coming
along, it is much better to have a separate

shed for winter feeding for the colts than

let them run at large among the cattle.

One colt might not do much damage in

the general barnyard, but colts are mi
chievous and one teaches another.

th(
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I A light shed may be built on this plan,

which is fifteen by thirty-four feet, at very

little expense. It should front on the stack

thoroughly banked up in the fall to keep
out the cold winds. In banking up a shed

like this set a board all around the outside

jy-a

HORSE 3H£D

1 szcr/o/v
u

yard and face the south if possible. For

economy it is placed on cedar posts let in

the ground below frost, but it should be

to keep the earth away from the building

proper. Fit the board nicely so there are

no chinks to let in the cold draft.

A171WELL PLANNED HORSE BARN-
Cost of Blue Prints, $10.00

To make this article more comprehen- essary feed bins, harness room, wash
sive to those interested in barn construe- room, grain room, carriage room, storage

tion we show an exact reproduction of rooms,etc.

• — - — —
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the architectural plans after which the

building was erected.

This building is designed to accommo-
date fourteen horses, having ten sing'e

stalls and four box stalls, and all the nec-

The carriage room, which is 30 by 36
feet clear span without posts, is on the

east end and has an entrance of large

double sliding doors, and also a large slid-

ing door to the horse stable. The carriage
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room floor contains a carriage wash near

its center and overhead is a large trap

door, so any vehicles which are out of use

which are connected with spouts from the

larger bins on the upper Moor.

The box stalls have slidine doors with

[>X<!

Kra

can be hoisted up to the floor above for

storage. The carriage room also has di-

rect doors to the harness washing- room.

a wire grill in the top half, and the parti-

tions between all stalls have wire grills

running up to a height of about 7 k

^03* *^vc- ri/o***ai_ o* «*/--

The harness room is equipped with dust
proof cases for the harness, blankets, etc.,

and the washing 1 m contains a sink

with soft water supply and all the neces-

sary fixtures required for the washing and
repairing of the harness.

The s »lc room contains a waterir

trough, a store room r tools, shov
etc.. and a grain room for the mixing of

feed, and which has small grain

above the floor, thus obtining a free cir-

culation of light and . Each stall is

equipped with a window that is hinged
on top and swine out. This provides
ich animal with fresh air id a din

draft upon tin limal i voided l>\ these
windows being placed up 1 r the ceiling

also being c< d with a v sci 1 for

protecti All ills ha I iron feed

b' . salt 1 iron ha
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racks connected directly with hay chutes

from the hay room above. All stall floors

are slightly' sloped to the back and there

connected with a cast iron drain trough

provided with trap doors by which the

flow of air can be regulated as desired,

and this shaft at the same time serving for

a hay and bedding chute.

running the full length of and on each side

of the driveway.

In the ceiling of this driveway is a large

The second story is used for the storage

of hay, bedding, grain and feed, and the

room above the carriage room is partition-
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trap door for throwing down hay and bed-

ding, and also for the hoisting of hay from

the hay wagon in stormy weather.

One of the roof ventilators has a shaft

running down to the ceiling of the horse

stable for ventilation, and is at this ceiling

N I

ed off into a dust-proof room for the stor-

age of vehicles, etc.

This building is built on a foundation of

stone piers, so as to admit a free circula-

tion of air under the floor and to prevent

the floor from becoming cold in the horse
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stable it is built, as will be seen in the

detail above the longitudinal section, by
first resting the joists upon the sills, then
floored with a matched floor i inch thick,

which is covered with a heavy building
paper, then by 2 by 2 inch strips nailed

one over each joist. The space between
these strips is filled with mineral wool,
then this entire surface is floored with a

Strong floor iH inches thick, and on this

are laid strips of various thickness to re-

ceive and form a pitch to the stall floors.

On the sills, over each stone pier is set a

6 by 8 inch posl for the support of the sec-

ond story floor and roof. These posts run
Up to the plate, which is a 6 by 8 inch tim-

ber, and at the second story joist level

there is a 6 by 8 inch timber notched in

between these posts for the bearing plate
of the second floor joist. All these timbers
are braced at all intersections with 4 by
6 inch braces. The outside walls are form-
ed by fdling in between these bents with
2 by 6 inch studding -paced 2 feet on cen-
ters and well spiked to the floor joist, sills

and plates. The inside surface of these
studding are covered with heavy building
paper, then ceiled with matched llooring,
and the outride surface of studding is also
covered with paper and then sided with
drop siding. The roof is of cedar shingles
dipped in moss-green creosote stain, winch
in contrast with the white painted walls,
makes a very artistic eff. The mi. ,r

of the carriage room is finished in yel-
low pine beaded ceiling.

RESIDENCE BARN—A216
Cost of Blue Prints, $15.00

A residence barn to accommodate three room is of go--d proportions and has a
vehicles and three horses. The carriage wide door at front and rear. The har-

ness room and man's room are of good
size, and conveniently loc d.

The construction of this barn is of the
balloon frame; there is a concrete found-
ation. The ground floor is of cement
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all rooms are cement wainscoted up to the

window sills, making the walls water-

proof.

The exterior design is of a modern

style with a Japanese style of roof which

gives the building a very odd but charm-

nig artistic appearance.

There are so many windows in this sta-

ble that it is very 'light inside and they

give it an expensive look outside. It is

not generally recognized that windows are

about as cheap nowadays as any other part

of the building. As soon as people gen-

erallv grasp this idea all farm buildings

will be made lighter, more sanitary and

more cheerful.

The side walls are rough cast cement

up to the windows and the balance of ex-

terior vertical walls sided. The roof is

of moss green stained shingle, which in

connection with the white siding, grey

cement and brown stained trimmings,

makes a very striking exterior that would

do credit to any neighborhood where the

commonplace board-and-batten barn
would be objectionable. This barn,

though somewhat artistic in its outline,

can be built at a reasonable price, and con-

tains no work that cannot be executed

with materials that can be bought from

the stock of the lumberyard.

The interior makes very good provision

for two or for three horses, there being

two single stalls and a large box stall. The
man's room is well finished and is very

pleasant. The harness room is large and

nicely lighted. There is a large conven-

ient loft for hay and grain storage. The

entire barn is exceptionally well lighted

and ventilated.

SMALL LIVERY BARN—Ai 38

For a village or a small city this plan of-

fers a comparatively cheap building that

/*o»r ct.C*xr,o*

jme ctcir/ir/oN

may be used to advantage by a man who
keeps four or five horses for hire. Usually

in such cases it is not necessary to have a

great deal of feed storage room because

the hay is baled and sometimes the straw

comes in bales. A good harness room is

necessary and it often happens that the

hostler wants to sleep in the stable and

this room, ten by fifteen feet, is sufficient

for such purposes.

The problem in all livery stables is how
to take care of the different rigs. There

are cutters and sleighs to be taken care of

nine or ten months in the year, when they

are not in use, and there are wagons in the

way almost all the time. Storage room is

expensive and sometimes ground room is

an object.

Too often public stables are littered

around outside of the building with old

trash that should be sold for junk or

burned up. Such conditions are more no-

ticeable in the smaller places. But pride

in keeping up one's property is just as val-

uable and just as necessary in a village as

in the city. Perhaps liverymen and black-

smiths are a little more careless in this re-

spect than any other class of citizens. Why
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this should be so is a mystery. It costs place for everything and everything in its

nothing to be neat and neatness attracts place is a suggestion which applies to liv-

y^LOO/? PL/7A/ O^ SSI/TIL JL/Z^/T/^Y

tradeinthe well as others. From erymen and blacksmiths all over the
general observation it would seem thai a country.

STABLE—

A

This stable is of frame construction,

built on concrete foundation and has con-

crete iloor throughout the entire ground
floor area. The front building, contain-

ing the office, carriage room, wash room,
etc., is separated from the building con-

ining the horses by a cement fire-proof

wall and fire proof door. The entire ex-

terior wall surface of building is cover

with galvanized iron siding and a corru-

gated iron roof, making the exterior prac-

tically proof against fire. The boiler room
has brick walls, fire-proof door nd i

ment floor and ceiling. With these pre-

cautions against fire, electric light being

used for illumination, the building is reas-
onably saie. although built with wood
walls.

Thi •
i ontains thin tails, one of

which is a 1 tall i lck li -
- with

double doors from the- yard and singl
dour from driv( All stalls 1 re-
movable plank flooi li id on the cement
floors, with slight pitch toward the rear of
Stalls. The stall partitions are of match-

1 plank, four • high and have an iron
uard on top, making top of guard n

I al.< floor. Each -tall is provided
with a hay manger and feed 1 There
is a hay chute of galvanized iron between
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each two stalls, this hay chute running filled with at least four inches of cement
from second story floor to top of hay man- to prevent the horses from biting into the

^- - t
|LIVERY STABLE 1

7^^a/^/~r l_2ETWA-r/CD/^

ger; is built larger at the bottom than at

the top to prevent hay from clogging.

The bottom of mangers and feed boxes are

planks, and the front Q<lge of the manger
is covered with strap iron fastened with
counter-sunk screws.
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The carriage room has a clear 22 toot

span and is 50 feet long. At the rear it

contains a vehicle hoist or elevator to ad-

ditional Storj room and paint shop, lo-

cated at the rear end of second floor over

carriage room. The front end of second

floor facing the street, contains a comfort-

able flat, consisting of a parlor, living

room, dining room, pantry, kitchen, bath-

room and three bed rooms of good size, all

rooms having outside windows and good
ventilation. The second story over the

horse stable contains a large hay room, bed-

ding room, storage room, and grain bins.

PITCH OF BARN ROOFS—A228
One-third pitch means that the peak

a roof i it one-third of the width of

the building higher than the plates, that is

if the building is thirty feet wide the peak

has an elevation of 9 feet, scale measure

the plates. Half-pitch would b

half the diameter higher, or fifteen feet

above the plates, while full pitch would b

26 feet seale measure.
What inter - a fanner most in the

pitch of a barn roof is the storage capacity

- compared with tli cpense. Any pitch

from one-third up is a good one so far as

service and lasting qualities go. A half-

pitch might last a little longer than a third

pitch, but there is not enough difference

to pay for the extra com. Full pitch is

used only for architectural effect excep

in cases o1 gambrel roofs when half pitch

or even i per is often used for the 1< er

portion between the gambrel and the

s.

In gambrel roofs the upper section often

i^ as flat as one-fourth pitch while the dis-

tance from the curb to the eaves is som<
tin. very steep and both sections are

short.

Some farmers claim that it is just about

cheap to carry the sid< of a barn a few

feet higher and use a plain one-third pitch

roof while oth< r ' that it is a great deal

better to set the pi; at the usual height '

rry the r up in gambrel roof form.

It depends somewhat on the size of the

building and proportions, and the length

of material that can be secured. Tweli

and sixteen foot boarding are the com-
monest lengths. The higher you go above
the plates the more expensive is the build-

ing in proportion, because scaffoldin

must be higher and all work above a cer

tain height costs more. The work on tl

roof is a little different because the roof is

own scaffold. Most people like the

looks of a gambrel roof on a barn,

looks count for a good deal after the build-

ing is finished.



Feed Lots and Cattle Sheds

FEED LOTS FOR BEEF CATTLE— A184

WHERE cattle are fed in large numbers
it pays and pays well to fit up prop-

erly for the business. In the corn belt, buy-
ing thrifty young cattle and finishing

them for the market, is a splendid business
in the hands of men who understand how
to buy, how to feed and how to sell. The
old fashioned way of putting a fence

around a mud-hole and confining a bunch
of cattle in the mire for weeks or months
at a time ceased to be profitable long ago,
but unfortunately some men haven't found
it out. Considerable engineering ability

is required to plan and construct feed lots

for the accommodation of large numbers
of cattle in such a way as to make the ani-

mals comfortable and to economize labor.

Plan (A 184) has received very careful

attention in this respect. The storage barn
and silos are set on a ridge of ground slop-

ing preferably to the southwest. The feed

lots, thirty-two by seventy-two feet in

size, including the shed, are fenced off one
after another as many as needed. Two
yards only are shown in the drawings be-

cause no matter how many you have each
pair of two would be a repetition of this

pair. The lots might be extended a quar-
ter of mile holding the same order.

It works better if the ground is about
eight feet lower for the feed lots than it

is for the storage barn and silos as this

gives a chance to run the track from the

floor of the storage barn over the heads

of the cattle high enough to leave a pas-

sageway under for a pair of horses and a

manure spreader. Eight feet in the clear

is little enough and it is high enough be-

cause straw as well as feed will be brought
to each lot by a car on the overhead track.

The car is made large for this purpose, be-

ing four feet wide at the bottom, six feet

wide at the top, four feet high and eight

feet long. When filled with silage it will

make quite a load, but one man can move
it if the wheels are large and kept well

oiled and if the truck is level and true.

Some feeding yards have an incline track,

but this is not necessary, in fact it is ob-

jectionable because the car will never stay
where you want it and it is uphill work
getting it back to be refilled. Make the

track absolutely dead level and perfectly

straight. Two by fours plated on top with
two inch band iron that has been hammer-
ed straight and true will answer very well

but the two by fours must be well sup-
ported and thoroughly spiked in place. In

building the track remember that you
are trying to save time and labor at every
feeding period for a number of years to

come. You want the track so true and
the car wheels to fit so perfectly that the

car will run along without much friction

after getting started.

One man with a rig like this that works
right should feed a large bunch of cattle

because he can take advantage of his work.

235
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In the first place he has got a car big

enough to hold something. He runs a

chute from the silo to the car which saves

forking the silage up from the floor until

the silo is nearly empty. The sides of the

car are hinged so they drop down over the

feeding racks in the yards. He load- the

car quickly and easily and a good deal of

the stuff unloads itself. The track is made

SECTION

or car
in sixteen foot i ctions, as the yards are
thin-, two feel wide the tracks hav< ne
support in the middle oi the yard. The
"iher supports form part of the fences 1

tween the yards.
In laying out the yard- the problem of

drain must be worked first. It is

impossible • have the yard dry unle

ample provision is made for taking care

of the rainfall. A drain tile is mar 1 on
the plan leading from the corner of the

storage barn and running acr<^s the ends
of the feeding pens down the whole length

of the allev to an outlet in the field he-

yond. The brick pavement in each feed

l«»t slopes to the center to lead the water
to the tile drain underneath which con-

nects with the trunk line of tile near the

fence in the alley. This main drain in-

creases in size to accommodate the extra

CROSS SECTION
OF CORN CRIB

drain;, it pro- I the different
prns.

An open shed twelve l>\
|

occupies one end of < ard. This shed
i^ not paved hut is kept \ Ai]. All
the rest of the yard is paved with brick
laid tlat on a cinder bed.
An additional drain tile runs from each

W r tank to the trunk tile line to tal

care of any overflow from tl tank. In
some locations another til train will he
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necessary at the back of the shed because
the ground must be kept dry.

Water Supply.

Good fresh water in sufficient quantity

to supply the needs of the cattle in these

feed lots is quite a problem in itself. The
water must be good and there must be
plenty of it. It must also be supplied under
pressure and carried to each water tank in

pipes placed under ground below frost.

There must be a valve placed in each pipe

running to each water tank so constructed

that it won't freeze. The stems from these
valves should be extended up to the over-

head track so a man can walk from one end
of the feeding yards to the other and reg-

ulate the water easily and quickly.

Generally the water must be supplied

bv a windmill and a reservoir of some
kind. A cement basin in a nearbv hillside

is perhaps the most satisfactory because
when once made it is permanent. The
iurce must be sufficient to supply it and

the windmill or other power which does

the pumping must be powerful enough to

do the work at all times. You cannot af-

ford to take chances on a water famine
with several hundreds of feeding cattle on
your hands.

Storage Barn.

In the plan not much attention is paid

to the storage barn except that it shows
the most convenient location. Every feed-

er must plan storage to suit his way of do-

ing business. If he has a large farm on
which he grows alfalfa, grain and other

crops that make large quantities of rough-

age he must provide an extensive storage

barn with appliances to get the stuff in

and out again when needed for feeding.

Generally speaking the barn should be

large and high. The capacity of a storage

barn is increased by additional height at

a very rapid ratio because all kinds of loose

fodder packs very close in the bottom and
lies very loose at the top. A deep bay may
be filled to the peak with hay at haying

time and settle sufficiently to hold a large

quantity of sheaf wheat a few weeks later,

but a shallow mow don't hold much at any

time. It don't have the weight sufficient

to pack it.

There will, of course, be a good solid

floor over the car track and there will be

chutes or openings to let the hay down di-

rectly into the car and there will be a lad-

der to let a man down into the car to tramp
it full. The same horse fork that is used

to put the fodder in will move the stuff

from the other parts of the barn to this

floor as it is needed.

Brick Pavement.

There is only one way to have a feeding

lot clean and that is to pave it. There are

different kinds of pavements more or less

virtuous but the cheapest satisfactory bot-

tom for a feeding yard is brick laid on a

foundation of sand and cinders. The cin-

ders help drainage and prevent the bricks

heaving with the frost. It is easier to lay

the bricks level and smooth if an inch or

two of sharp sand is scattered over the top

of the cinders. The sand holds the bricks

in place and a little sand does not prevent

the water from getting away.
A great deal depends on the foundation.

The ground should be graded with the

proper slope to the center gutter. It is not

necessary to have an opening in the bricks,

the cracks between the bricks are suffici-

ent, but a line of tile should be carefully

laid underneath deep enough to be out of

the way of frost. Frost does not penetrate

deep in a feeding yard under a brick pave-

ment. During some winters the ground
won't freeze. There is more or less litter

scattered about that prevents hard freez-

ing. Probably if the tile starts a foot be-

low the brick at the shed end and deepens
to two and one-half feet where it joins the

trunk tile in the alley the drain will give

no trouble.

Lay the tile first smoothly and evenly
and cover the joints with pieces of broken
tile, then fill in with coarse cinders using
no earth over the tile. Tile in a mud-bot-
tom barn vard seldom works satisfactorilv

because the tramping of the cattle packs
the mud so that the water can't get
through. A mud :bottom yard has never

I
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been drained and the chances are that such
a yard never will be drained in a satisfac-

tory manner.
Commence laying the brick in the center

over the tile and work both ways to the
rices. The herring bone style of laying

brick gives the best satisfaction. No tv

brick tip alike when laid like this. Of
course you want every brick to lay flat and
level, but you don't always get just what

blowing under and the ground floor of the
shed slopes to the brick pavement. A lib-

eral supply of straw for bedding is kept
in the shed and this is carefully shaken
up every day.

Feeders now-a-days appreciate the im-
portance of making animals comfortable.
It takes a good deal of feed to supply the
heat dissipated by animals lying on the
cold ground. Straw is cheaper than corn.

DETAIL OF
b CINDERS

BRICK PAVEMENT
you want. If good hard burned bricl re
laid flat, herring bone style on a good
foundation you will have more con rt

and satisfaction than you • r had in a
feeding lot before. If you have lots 1

money to use and don't c \<>y expen
then put in .1 cement pavement 1 build
it just the same as sidewalk- are built.

You will then have a yard that will 1

lifetime, but it won't be as <\r\ the brick
1" use the water must all run to the - nd
or center outlet on top of the pavement
before it can t away.

The Shed.

A continuous shed is designed to run
the whole length of th< ceding plant with
out a break. Tin ied is twelve f< ic

and eight feet high in from and six fe< I

six inches high at the back. The shed fan
the south and the front is left < n to ad-
mit sunshine. The constru shi
and cheap as shown in tl, ail drawing.
There are no partitii ex <t the ten*

between pens which run to the 1 k of th
shed, in fact the fence post tnd shed
are the same.

Twob) iters four- nfeetlongare
used for the 1 ". Th cov< ith

heathing I rds. dressed 1

on this tched [ualit

roo The north nked with
cindc to prevent the cold winds from

at tie don't require much protec-
tion against the cold. Their thick winter
hair and lodes are suffi nt if they are
k dr\ and well fed. Cattle will gam
little faster on the s amount of \r*.<\

kept warmly stabled, but tl. must have
fresh air and the extra expense of indivii
ual attention when handling them in a
stable more than eats up the additional
profits from the extra gains made ed
ing rack well up above th ground alon
the back of tin hed is a ood thing at

tin in rain} weather; it indu< 1 it-

tle to May inside. It is better to put tl

feeding racks on the ground when 1 u
t

1

1
regularly every day, hut ground

•s ' in tin shed is limited and such 1

will be used occas ally only. For thi
r< on u is not desirable to tal e up any
more ground space than 1 sar this
purpose.

Corn Crib.

On the .nth side of the alley v
acorn crib six feet wide at the b<

ight feet wide at the t< t< n h
above the foundation p nd as l<

nea This corn crib is intended
e purp hold corn em

all winter. The! is a door in the end
an <l 1 tl ide thin
feet >r being 1 the
door crib. A t e
reaches from on or to the otto 1 50 the
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carrying may be done with a wheelbar-

row or car running on a track. As the

bridge is intended to be moved from one
feeder crib to the next a wheelbarrow
would be handier than a car because it is

lighter and may be easily moved.

Feeder Cribs.

Between each two pens is a feeder crib

six feet wide at the bottom, eight feet wide

at the top and eight feet high. These
cribs are forty feet long extending back
from the alley fence. This gives fortv

lineal feet of corn trough for each feeding

yard. These feeding trougl are madi
by extending two by four floor cross j< s

two feet beyond the sills at each side. The
floor in th rib is laid on top of these cross

joists and the feeder <es are made by

boarding on the under side i nd across the

ends. This makes the floor of the feeder

trough about five inches lower than th

floor of the crib which permits the corn to

work out i I in < > of a drivin

torm the water does not run in from th

feed troughs to wet the crib floor.

Some little experimenting is n ssary to

get the opening the righl size. A small*

openin i when the trough is lower

than the corn floor. A narrow strip may
be nailed in the i ning at the top if it is

found t large.

The roof f tie i i eder crib re m;

by tiding sixteen foot boards full length.

The projection keeps the feeder troughs

dry and providi a little sh r for the an-

imals when feeding. For the comfort of

the cat lie it is a good plan to run cave

troughs the whole length of tin roof

The water could be carried to the water
tanks or the drain in the all

At corn harvest time tin feeder cribs

of course would be filled first with the ear-

liest and best seasoned corn to feed fir<t.

The later and poorer quality of corn would
be housed in the main s crib.

It i^ not ever}- feed- f beef cattle who
approves of self feeder cribs, but if they
don't like to have the animals help them-
selves th< cribs and the same troughs
will be iust as useful, so that the man who

really loves to work may dig the corn out,

load it in a basket and carry it around to

the side of the crib and distribute it along

the troughs. It will pay some men to do

this, men who are built that way. Each
man must work in his own harness.

Silos.

For some unaccountable reason beef

men have entertained a prejudice against

silos. But not every man who feeds cat-

tle without their assistance objects to si-

los. In manv cases thev have more corn

stalks than they can feed without trying

to save the last vestige of the corn crop

and they think the animals can cut the feed

and mow it away cheaper than it can be
done by machinery, but the fact remain
that nearly one-half of the feeding value

of the corn crop is in the stalks and leaves

[ the corn plant. If cut just at the right

time, when the sap is all in the stalk, cut

up fine and packed aw. in an airtight silo

th« stall e very little of their f< 1-

ing value. They may be kepi a year and
the last silage from the bottom cot out

as fresh and apparently as pal. ble as

the first. Cattle will even leave pasture
iln nmer time to eat left i r silaj •

If we ask the animals what they think of

it their actions mgly in the affirms

tive. We must udv 1 e things in d< il

» thoroughly understand our business.

Looking at tin ilo problem from the

broadest side it certainly would pay to put

some of the crop in The stalks from
eigth or ten acres will fill ixteen by thir-

ty-two foot silo so that most feeders would
i nly have an opportunity to cut off >e

ide of the corn crop and they would <till

have a large quantit) of stalks to go t

waste.

The silos in the plan are made of two
by • ht pine planks <h- ed both sid< The

edges beveled and put like a tub.

They are hooped with three-quarter inch

round iron hoops drawn up with nm
against the shoulders of ca I iron pla*'

a wn in the detail drawing on anoth<

page.

This feeding plant is designed to save
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labor and to utilize feed to the best possi-
ble advantage. It would be difficult to
build a large plant any cheaper and have
it satisfactory. It would also be difficult

to build, on any other plan, a thoroughly
practical plant that could be extended in-

definitely as the business grows without
altering or rebuilding.

CHEAP CATTLE SHED—Ai 23
Some kind of a cattle shed is necessary

in connection with every feed lot. Plan
(A123) shows a cattle shed ninety feet

&

long and ten feet six inches wide. It is

built of two by fours for framing, covered
with boards twelve feet and sixteen feet

the full length of the shed against the
back wall. The front side of the manger
is bedded in the ground which together
with a little banking on the outside pre-

vents the cold winds from blowing under.

Some feeders fail to realize the importance
of this precaution. The north wind seems
much colder when it forces through a

small opening. There is something about
the bottom of a shed that seems to invite

a current of air from the north, but this

feed manger arrangement seems to get

the better of it. Mangers should be low for

another reason. For thousands of vears

cattle have been accustomed to feed from
the ground. While in pastures they keep
their heads down nearly all of the time,

but for some unaccountable reason they
are expected to hold their heads two or

three feet high when being fed artificially.

The shed is supported by short cedar
posts which are set well into the ground,
the tops of them being cut almost even
with the surface. The doors are made
wide enough and high enough to get in

ALLty #LLEV

ns^cm r-t/i/vGc/?

fe-s

section /?/v0 n/w or c/rrrLC shco

long which cut to advantage without
waste except at the ends.

There is a low-down manger which runs

easily with a manure spreader, and there
are no posts or partitions in the way so

that it is easy to clean out the manure.

CATTLE SHED—Ai 55

Sheds on three sides of a hollow square
is an old style way of building feeding

sheds. It is probably the best way now
except that it is more difficult to economize
labor with this construction than it is with

a straight away proposition where you
can run a railway and a feed truck the
whole length of the shed. The hollow
square proposition has the advantage of
warmth because it is protected from the
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east, west and north winds. Yards like swing- easily and fasten quickly help a

this are always built opening towards the good deal.
J

south. It is customary to drive around with a

I

In this plan there arc convenient gat<

to drive* in when bringing roughage or
other feed to the cattle The gati to look
well should be made right and left ai

th< should have automatic devices t<» fas

n them quickly. Animals confined in a

yard in the winter time are crazy to

out. They learn how to slip up alongside
of a wagon and crowd through the tte

when the driver Is engaged with his team.
This is a source of annovance that can

-

hardly be avoided, but good gates that

rack load of feed and dump a lit lit- m - h

feed rack as often as necessarv. Sometimes
a self-feeder for corn in the ear is placed

in the middle of the yard and this helps a

good deal in saving labor and the 1. >r

problem is worrying feeders more ev<

ear. Then e feed carriers that may b

hung from an overhead track to pass

around through a shed like this, but u

ually the cars do not hold enough to ef-

fect much of a saving.
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Poultry Houses

THE BEST POULTRY HOUSE —A2 19

THE cheapest poultry house may not be
* the best, but it has been demonstrated
that it is not necessary to go to a great
deal of expense to make a poultry house
that is as good as the best. A few funda-
mental principles will cover the whole
subject. A poultry house must be clean,
airy and dry, so the location is very im-
portant.

If you ask any experienced poultry man
what one thing has given him the most
trouble he will tell vou lice. If vou chase
down a failure in poultry raising and
get at the true inwardness you will find
lice at the bottom. Knowing this to start
with one of the first requisites is to build a
house that may be easily and thoroughly
cleaned and kept clean. Have the word
cleanliness stamped on the house from one
end to the other.

To accomplish this every article of fur-

niture in the house must be removable.
There must not be a crack or crevice to

harbor lice that you cannot fill with crude
oil or some other disinfectant and you
must have a handy cleanout where the
litter may be removed and replaced with
new clean material with as little work as
possible.

Next to cleanliness comes ventilation
which in a poultry house means admitting
plenty of fresh air without the slightest
suspicion of a draft, a problem that has
caused more experimenting than any other

one item in connection with poultry rais-

ing.

After years of experience the whole
problem has been worked down to a very
simple construction and the most popular
house today is a low, cheap affair that may
be built by any intelligent farm hand if he
will simply read and follow instructions.
Poultrymen differ in regard to the width
of a house. Some want a house from
twelve to sixteen feet wide so the sun can
shine clear to the back of it; other poultry-
men want a house from sixteen to twenty-
four feet wide so they can house more
poultry at practically the same expense.
We are showing the general plan and giv-
ing the reason why without specifying any
special width. It is understood of course
that these houses may be any length as
one pen is a duplicate of the other all the
way through.

The front of the house is from eight to
twelve feet high, according to the width,
but three and one-half feet is high enough
for the back of any house, and it is better
low because the roosts are placed back
here where it is warm in winter and you
want a low ceiling to confine the warm air
close to the fowls. You can secure ven-
tilation by having a warm roost. The body
heat of the fowls will warm the air and we
all know that heated air is lighter than cold
air and for this reason it will follow the
slant of the roof upward and cold air will

245
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come in from the front to gradually take

its place. In tin's way you can get a con-

stant change of air around the Eowls with-

out a draft.

We have windows in the high front side

to admit sunlight and air. Some of the

wind' are covered with cotton, while

remember. Fowls are warmly clothed

with feathers and they will stand the cold

a great deal b« r than had air provided
that the cold is dry, and it is understood
that the poultrv house 1- dn otherwise
it is no good.
Another important feature 1- the kind

l/&-T{C?/s/

T^/f/V
of them are fitted with gla'/ h.

The extent of the cotton surface depends
upon the of the hoi: • number
fowls kept in a pen and the climate. In

the far north you cannot have a great
deal of c irface without making the
house too cold, hut right here is a point

of cotton. I ai does not mean canva
or thick heav ducking, it mean
thing that will lei tin air tl 1 freel

S' iltrymen say the thii

ter, but probably a cheap >tto

ich as you buy retail for it four cent
a yard will answer the purpose b An
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you want to tack the cotton on loose,

leave it baggy so it may flap in the wind
because every flap jars the dust loose. If

the cotton is drawn tight dust will settle

and clog the little openings.

Gc/7*-rtf///

mm I I I II

Some poultrymen cover all the openings

with cotton and have glass sashes inside

that they ma}- slide shut at night or during
extremely bad weather. When the cotton

ventilators are made right and kept right

the air in the poultry house will be good.

In the north make no openings into the

poultry house except in front, unless you
have front vards to interfere. In that

—

case make the doors in the ends right

against the front corner.

For material use matched stuff with
building paper either one or two thickness-

es according to the degree of cold you are

obliged to guard against. A good house
is made with a light frame work of two by
fours covered with seven-eighth matched
boarding dressed smooth on one side and
the smooth surface turned in. The two
by fours are dressed on all sides to make
them smooth. Avoid every possible rough-

ness because it will hold dust. Dust will

harbor microbes as well as lice and mites,

which leads us back to one main branch

of our text, cleanliness.

Have no eave projection at the back.

Cover the matched boarding with tar

paper commencing at the back at the

ground and work up to the high part of

the roof in front. Make good joints nailed

down into fresh tar. Put the tar roofing

paper on in such a way that it will hold

standing water, then you know that

neither water nor air can get through.

Cover the ends of the building in the same
way.
Dropping boards are placed against the

back of the house fitted close against

cleats to prevent draughts and hung with
hooks so thev will lift up out of the way
to clean the floor.

Six inches above the droppings boards

are loose roosts that may be easily lifted

off and carried outdoors "for cleaning. The
oftener they are carried out and given a

heating up in the sun the better.

Some poultrymen prefer what they call

nesting rooms. These may be easily made
by placing two rows of nest boxes to-

gether with a passage between so built

that thev may be easily moved about or

carried out doors. Room A shows such

an arrangement. There is a large dusting

box on top with wooden pins projecting

to prevent roosting on the edge of it. In

room B the dust box is built on legs so it

stands up eighteen inches to two feet

above the floor. This leaves the ground
space clear for litter for scratching and
keeps the contents of the boxes free of

straw and trash so the hens can dust

themselves better. Then a box elevated

a little catches the sunlight through a

window to better advantage.

£

I

*

i
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Hens love to dust themselves in the sun
in winter time. If the boxes are large

ugh to hold three or four hens at once
it is all the better because it fosters a sort

of hen sociability. If you watch them at

Mich times you will notice that they appar-
ently talk together and enjo} a little hen

sip among themselves. It is only by
studying the habits of poultry that we can

get at the proper mana nent. Poultry

management to be successful depends on
little things and there are a great many
of them.

This house mav be built directly on the

ground, or it may have a cement or stone

wall under it. The floor inside may be earth

or cement, but never of wood. Earth is

the best, cement is rat proof, but no matter
what the floor is vou must have the sills

i imbedded that there will be no draft.

This may be done in a dozen differe

ways. Perhaps the simplest i> to nail a

board on the sill that reaches down into

the ground eight or ten inches. There is

no hard and fast rule for the way in which
it is done so long as you accomplish the

purpose, that of keeping the air from blow-
ing through. You want air but you don't

want to admit it under the sills or through
cracks in any part of the building.

For cleaning the droppings boards you
need a half barrel mounted on wheels and
it should be used every day. One great

value of such a convenience is that it will

be used when an awkward affair would be

neglected as much as possible. A cart

like this costs very little and is worth a

great deal. For the same reason we want
some kind of an absorbent to sprinkle

over the roosting boards. Room^ may be

kept clean if you go about it in the right

way. It is well worth the effort.

PRACTICAL POULTRY HOUSE— A168

A single section of a two-pen poultry

house fourteen bv twentv-four feci is

given in this plan. The house of cour
may be any length by adding any number

A passageway on the north side, where
the roof i^ high to make head room, is par-
tit ion ed off and the work of feeding is

done along this passage. A door lifts up

I
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7
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Roosts

LZL

1
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1

*
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of twenty-four foot sections. It is plac

that the wind*' >k to the south
gather all the sunlight possible.

1 24 .
¥

Ground Plan.

in front of the roosts from this passage-
way to facilitate cleaning. It is not neces-
ar) to enter the hing room very

often because most of the attention ma
be given from the alleyway. With the ex-
ception of the space occupied 1»\ the diu

boxes the whole floor, except this p .age

way, 1 given r to scr g purp
as the roosts and dropping boards are ele-

vated so the chickens can work under
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ft'here

ir-

ingis

up

4

I

them. A section of this house will ac-

commodate from twenty to thirty birds

according to size.

Poultry men argue by the hour about
the necessity of an alleyway. There are
many different opinions. Some think an
allevwav is worth all the room it takes

up just to prevent annoying the fowls,

when feeding by going in and out from

amongst them. Other poultry men think
that chickens ought to be tame enough
to pay very little attention to the feeder

when he goes about his work, but it is

generally noticeable that a hen makes
quite a fuss when she thinks she is about
to be cornered. This applies to hens that

are ordinarily tame, as well as those that
are ordinarily wild.

HEXAGONAL POULTRY HOUSE -174

The house shown is in the shape of a

hexagon and makes a very handosme and
convenient house, and is just the thing
for the city lot where space is limited. The
ground or floor plan will show you the
interior arrangement. The size of this

house is ten feet six inches, and each of

the sides is six feet three-quarters inch in

signed that the ground floor shall be of

earth, which is, in most cases, the most
satisfactory floor material, and should be
used whenever practicable. Cement floors

are also good, however; where they are
used the poultry house will generally pre-

sent a more attractive appearance and can
be kept cleaner, with less labor, than a

Elc^/atioh.

length. The corner posts are six feet

long and the center of the house nine feet

from floor to peak of roof. The house
should be built with one window facing di-

rectly south and the other facing south-

east, thus allowing an abundance of sun-

light to enter the building in the morn- house having earth or wooden floors,

ing, when it is most needed. Wooden floors should not be used if they

In nearly all the plans given it is de- can be avoided.

OPEN FRONT POULTRY HOUSE—Ano
The modification of the popular open

front poultry house is given in this plan.

It is suitable for two lots of hens of forty

or fifty each, according to the size of the

breed. The house is forty feet long and
ten feet wide, divided into two compart-
ments. Each compartment has a warm
room and scratching shed which is open

to the south. This makes each room ten

feet square with a roof eight feet high in

front and four feet at the back. No room
is taken up in hallways or passageways
but the doors entering the warm rooms
open from the scratching sheds.

Very light material is used in the con-

struction of this house. Sills are four by

I

'>

I
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six inches, and two by fours arc used for

rafters. Common lumber is used for

boarding.which is covered on the outside

with building paper and the building paper

is covered with thin matched sheathing.

For the roof common sheathing boards

are laid close together and covered with

in this plan is very satisfactory. It show

a roosting platform with a row of nesr

underneath. For leghorns or similar fowls

twelve inches square and seven or eight

inches high is large enough for the nest

boxes, but for brahmas or cochins two or

three inches larger each way are much

tarred paper and the paper covered with

shingles. This makes a warm roof which

is very es < ntial to a poultry house.

better. To facilitate cleaning the drop-

ping board and nest boxes lift oil from tl

lower platform. The lower platform is

Ea<h of the do pens has a window
that reaches down to th ill. This win-

dow is wide enough and high enough to

let in a great deal of sunshine, and tin- is

what the chickens need in winter. All in-

side surf." es arc dn ed to prevent lodge-

ment of dust and hiding places for vermin.

The whole bottom of the building is fill< I

in several inches deep with grout mortar.

In the warm rooms the tloor joists are em-

bedded in th< >ft mortar and a match'

floor laid on. A floor like this i dry and

easily cleaned and it is impo- r rn

to work their way up through it. There is

no wooden floor in the scratch in Is.

The grout filling is supposed to be cover

with straw a fool or so in depth. The hens

will work in this straw even in the coldest

days, but of course it is a good plan to have

a liberal supply of straw in the warm room
For amusement night and morning.

For nest boxes the arrangement given

hinged and may be dropped down or un-

hooked and tl 1 whole thing carried out-

doors. I very important to have roost-

ing poles, dropping board and nest b<

loose. A great ( 1 of trouble has come
from vermin getting into these places

•
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without having facilities to eradicate them
easily.

Hens seldom form the egg" eating habit

if the nests are dark. This is whv the

boxes open from the back under cover.

The dropping board is not fastened to the

nest boxes in any way. When gathering

the eggs it may be lifted easily.

A little two story poultry house that

looks like a plaything is shown in plan

(A 153), but this house is all right as far as

it goes. It is especially valuable for a boy
who would like to start in the poultry bus-

iness but cannot afford a more expensive

SMALL POULTRY HOUSE—A153
so they may be moved about for cleaning

or taken out at any time and put back as

needed. It is not intended that any one
will find it necessary to go inside this lit-

tle house. The work is all done through
the windows. The inner screens may be

j£cr/o/v S/0£ £LCK/1T/OA/

house. This little house is four feet wide
and twelve feet long with a scratching
shed the full size on the ground under the

floor. This space underneath is two feet

high and the windows should extend well

across the front side.

A runway for the chickens to get up and
down the stairs is made by sawing off one
wide floor board and hinging it in such a

way as to let one end drop to the ground.
When this is raised up it fits the opening
in the floor and it should be fitted with
jambs to keep the cold from coming
through the cracks.

The nest boxes and roosts are loose

rigged with cords and pulleys to hold them
up and the outside windows may be held
up by braces from the building. To gath-
er the eggs, clean out the house, or for

feeding, one of the windows is raised and
the screen pulled back with a cord. The
chickens may be driven down stairs or up-
stairs during the operation. The screens
may be of wire or cotton, or both. Cotton
is the best because the window can be then
left open and the chickens will get plenty
of fresh air without a draught. On farms
where considerable poultry is kept one of

these little houses would be found useful

occasionally to keep some breed separate. I

DUCK HOUSE—A98
A house designed for the housing of cedar posts set on blocks to prevent set-

thoroughbred ducks is given in plan tling. The idea is to have a damp proof
(A98). It is built up from the ground on house with the best possible ventilation.
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^4

1

The building is sixteen by thirty feet

and contains one general room with a pas-

sage, which is also a storeroom for feed,

along one side and across one end. All

the principal construction details are
fully shown in the detail drawings.
The house is built principally of two by

fours as it is not very large and heavier
timber is not necessary. The especial fea-

tures are the filling of mineral wool in the
partitions for warmth and a slatted ceiling

with straw overhead for ventilation with-
out drafts and without lotting in an un-
necessary amount of cold air.

This style of a building is somewhat ex-

pensive but it is very satisfactory when
finished. It is usually considered that any
kind of an old shed will do for ducks. In

most cases any kind of an old shed is made
to answer the purpose, but there is money
in the better breeds and to get results it

is necessary to keep even ducks with some
idea of comfort. Some of the improved
varieties bring fancy prices for eggs and
young breeding stock, but like other thor-

oughbred animals fancy ducks need a lit-

tle more attention than little old scrubs

that most of us are accustomed to.

DOUBLE POULTRY HOUSE—Ai 54

A small double poultry house is shown in

plan (A 154). It is twenty-four feet long
and sixteen feet wide, giving a space of six-

teen by twelve feet to each compartment.
It is very simple and it is also cheap and
durable. It mav be built of matched stuff

down to the ground at the back.

Inside, the house is practically all one
room, but a roost curtain may be hung
with a roller to pull down at night or the

cotton may be tacked on a hinged frame
to let down at night, also one or more of

^fOJ^
as*ST

JSC&
*? TCJt/AfC s?0o/t

]_L

/=>OL/LTffY //OC/Sf

with the smooth side turned in, or it may
be constructed of rough lumber. Of course
matched stuff is verv much the best as it

leaves no harbor for vermin and no lodg-

ment for dust. In either case the building

is covered outside with tarred paper. The
paper is started, in strips, from the eaves

in front, carried over the peak and clear

This building is 68 feet long and 16

feet wide, built on a post foundation,

which is enclosed with planking covered
with galvanized wire cloth to a depth of

about two feet below the ground, to check
the tunneling of rats, etc.

Almost every lover of poultry has his

the windows may be left open and the
spaces covered with cotton.

Against the back wall is the droppings
board with the roosts above it and the
nest boxes underneath. All this furnish-

ing is made removable so far as possible

for easy cleaning. The apron board in

front of the nest boxes lifts out in sections.

N HOUSE—A173
own ideas as to how the model chicken
house should be arranged and constructed,
and every chicken house that is not thus
constructed may meet with his severe crit-

icism. We will, therefore, not lay stress

on any one particular feature of this build-

ing but will say that several different ideas
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have been used which may be explained

as follows:

Rooms Nos. 1 and 2 (see floor plan) are

used together; room 1 being the scratch-

ing room which is used in stormy and win-

ter weather for exercise, and room No. 2

is the feed, nest and roost room.
The roosts are placed above the nests

which have a cover, or roof, pitched so the

chickens cannot roost on the nest, but are

compelled to get on the roost above. The
nests are open in front, having a passage

for the chickens, running the full length

of each section. The nest sections are re-

movable through doors opposite each sec-

tion, so they can be easily cleaned and
aired; thev set on a rack which elevates

them about twenty inches above the floor,

so the chickens can walk below them
where the feed troughs are located, as

shown in the section through room No. 2.

Room No. 3 is a feed room, 5 feet wide,

which contains feed bins for grain, meal,

etc. To the right (east) of this feed room
are rooms 4, 5 and 6. In this scheme, the

nest room, 4. is separated from the roost

room, 6, one being to the west and the

other to the east of the scratching rooms.

This may have several advantages over the

idea of room 1 and 2 where the chickens

roost and lay in the same room, but it also

has some disadvantages, one of which is

that a larger building is required for the

same number of fowls.

The nests of room 4 are so constructed

that each nest can be taken out separately,

SCRATCHING SHED
A poultry house with an open scratching

shed is shown in plan (A151). The house

is thirty-four feet long by twelve in width.

Poultry men differ about the width of a

house constructed in this manner. Some
prefer twelve feet because it is easier to

get the sunlight clear to the back, as these

houses should always front the south. On
the other hand men with considerable ex-

perience prefer houses sixteen or even

twenty feet in width because they can

house more fowls for practically the same
amount of monev.

or each entire section can be taken out
through doors the same as in room 2. In

place of the chicken being in view while

on the nest, in room 4 the opening of the

nests face the wall, having a dark passage
for the chickens. By being out of view
they are not frightened while the eggs are

being gathered, which is done through a

small round hand-hole through the back

of the nest. This is covered by a small

wooden shutter looselv screwed on over

the hand-hole so it will always hang
closed. Feed boxes similar to those in

room 2, are located along the hallway.

Rooms 1 and 5 have earth floors and
boxes filled with dust, for dust baths. All

other floors are constructed double, with

two inches of mineral wool between them
for warmth, as shown in the section. All

side walls of the building have heavy
building paper both inside and outside of

the studding, and the space between is al-

so filled with mineral wool.

The space between the ceiling and roof

is filled with straw during the winter

months, and the ceiling boards are spaced
half an inch apart to allow a free circu-

lation of air through the ceiling and straw.

This is brought about by having windows
at each end of the building, which are con-

trolled by cords. All windows on the

north have storm sash for winter. Venti-

lation shafts are built in the north wall,

with side shutters for admitting fresh air

and exhausting foul air in winter, when all

windows are kept closed.

POULTRY HOUSE—A151
There are many ways of building an

open scratching shed and poultry house,
but this plan seems to contain about every-

thing that is necessary. The door open-
ing into the hen-house is just a frame cov-

ered with cotton which admits both light

and air to the roosts and nest boxes. The
outside wire netting may be covered with
cotton or not according to the climate and
the ideas of the owner.
The roofing is tarred paper and it starts

at the highest point in front, turns over the

upper corner at the back and goes clear

I
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down to the ground. This makes a thor-
oughly wind proof and damp proof house.

It is a peculiar thing about the damp-

than anything else in the poultry line. It
is easier to build a satisfactory stable for
any other domestic animal than it is for

5£CT/OA/

ness in poultry houses. It is a compara-
tively simple question that has bothered
poultry men more than anything else.

JSnOH HJItOfHI JO H*-l<4 #007
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Why a poultry house should gather damp-
ness and have white frost on the inside
when all the stables on the farm e com-
paratively dry has bothered more men

£L Ef/rr/ow

chickens unless we are satisfied with what
is commonly termed a curtain front hous
The phrase curtain front simply means
that some of the openings are CO <1 with
thin cotton instead of glass. It se< ms to
have solved the problem of how to make a
hicken house light, airy and dry. but not

all curtain front houses work alike A great
deal depends on the head mom. A few hens
have not body warmth enough to heat a
great deal "i space. You cannol have good
ventilation without heat. The solution
seems to be to build a comparatively small
house with a low roof. Souk poultry men
build their curtain front houses as low as
two feet at the back and only about six or
seven feet high in front.

AN A-SHAPED POULTRY HOUSE—A152
An A shaped poultry house ,- given in It is divided lengthwise with a curtain

plan
1

(A152). I his isthecheapi way to partition. This curtain is in four fo- c-
build a poultry house. You don't have to tions and it rolls up on heavy window

SfCTSO/V J/0£ £L£K-/rr/OA/

build a roof or if you build a roof you
don't have to build sides. You can'-
either way you choose.

hade rollers, so that it may be pulled
down cold nights to mal
place. The material of the curtain

i p
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cotton costing three or four cents per yard.

The sections are divided by two by four

posts reaching from the floor to the ridge

pole and made flush on the curtain side.

You attach the roller to the ridge pole so

the curtain rolls up on the inside of the

roller which brings it close to the wood-
work.
The house shown in the plan is eight

feet wide and sixteen feet long. One end
of this building is supposed to front the

south. There is a small door in this end
for the chickens to go in and out and the

window is as big as possible. The entrance

door is at the side and it should be near the

south end. It is bad plan to have doors,

windows or any openings in the north end
or north side of a poultry house.

SMALL CHICKEN HOUSE—Ai 19

A verv neat little chicken house is shown
in plan (A119). In size it is only 7x16
feet but it makes comfortable quarters for

15 or 20 hens. It is set on posts a foot

the dropping board, is loose and may be
easily taken out through the door for

cleaning. The roosts also are loose and
may be removed easily.

*S/OZ/VG
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or two from the ground to be out of the

way of rats.

The floor is made warm by having it

double boarded with a thickness of build-

ing paper between. The large windows of

course face the south and the dust boxes
are placed immediately in front of them
because that is the way biddv likes to take

a dust bath. She wants it directly in the

sunlight if possible.

It is not necessary or desirable to go into

a little house like this verv often. It is

so small that the presence of an attendant

frightens the hens and causes a disagree-

able commotion. By proper management,
however, they can usually be let out into

the yard when the presence of an attend-

ant in the house becomes necessarv. The
-

roosts are placed over the nest boxes and
the entrance to the nest boxes is in the

rear. The nest box cover, which also is

This is just the kind of a house to start

a boy in the poultry business. Boys take

more interest in a small poultry house
than thev do in a house full size.

A little house like this is helped out very
much by having a good yard in which con-

siderable green stuff may be grown for the

fowls to pick at. By planting a little grain

and a variety of vegetables, the poultry
will pick up a good deal of feed and the
fowls will be more healthy because of it.

I
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ELEVATED CHICKEN HOUSE— A165

This plan elevates the poultry house manure is used considerable heat may be

>OUt fourteen inches above the ground generated.

>r the purpose of preventing rats from As the building is not very heavy the

making nests under the floor. It is high

enough so that cats and dogs can have

free access underneath and this Space also

offers a shady protection for fowls in the

sills are made of two pieces of two by six,

one laid flat on the supporting cedar posts

and the other turned edgewise as shown
in the drawing.

summer time. At the approach of cold

weather in the fall this space i- hoarded

1 and manure is banked against the

boarding to keep out the cold. ]\ hor

The south side of the building is only

four feet high above the floor and the win-

5 are placed well down. This has the

advantage in the winter time of letting the
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may
be

sun shine on the floor where the chickens

can make the best use of it.

The north wall is six feet high above the

floor and this wall is made tight to keep

boards on the lower side of the ceiling

joists about two inches apart. In winter

the space above this slatted floor is filled

in with straw for the purpose of having
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out the cold. A partition three and one-
half feet from the north side of the house
forms an alley and the nests are placed
against this partition so the eggs may be
gathered without going into the henhouse
proper. The nest boxes are placed high
enough above the floor so the fowls may
use the space under them for scratching.

The nest boxes are easilv removed for

cleaning and they are covered with a steep

slanting roof to prevent the hens from
roosting on them.
The ceiling in this house is an important

feature. It is made by nailing one by six

good ventilation without creating a draft.

In the summer time the straw is removed
and the place thoroughly cleaned.

For further ventilation there is a vent

stack in each end of the building which
comes down to within a few inches of the

floor. These ventilators paso out through
the roof and extend above the highest

point and are capped to keep out the rain.

There is also a slide near the bottom to

regulate the amount of air. Tf heavy fowls

are kept in this house good ladders should
be provided to help them up and down or

they may get bumble foot.

I



Ice Houses and Cold Storage

ICE FOR COLD STORAGE—A223
Blue Prints Will Cost, $15.00

ICE is still the most economical cooling
medium for small refrigerators. Small
automatic ice machines arc- in use but

more or less expert supervision is neces-

sary to keep them in working order. The
advantages of direct ice cooling are sim-
plicit) and comparative momy, but the
av< ^e refrigerator cooled by ice will

hardl tnj >erat ure below 45 or 40
degn 1 F and it has the di thai

the air is too damp for 5t r Sen-
sitive products like butter, milk and egg
will not keep well in a moisl atmosph<
To meet the difficulties between a larg

Kten ive refrigerator planl and the ordi-
nary ice cooled refrigerator Madison
Cooper has invented and designed what.

he calls tl 'Gravity Brine System" which
will produce a temperature as low as 14

degr< 1 F. The 53 m is very simple and
ma\ be applied to a very small plant or one
of considerable dimeri is.

The diagram shi 3 the principle upon
which 11 In the small plant thei

is an ! bo or tank A on tin- floor

above the cooling room. In this 1 is a
coil of pipe which reaches cl n below inti

and coiled in the cold room B. This pipe
•il is filled with a brine solution of chlo-

ride of calcium. The tank A is then filled

with a mixture of crushed or broken ice

t

and coarsi alt which co< the brine. As
cold brine is heavier than warm brine it

ttles in the pipes and the warmer brine

from bel rises in the other pipes to take
its place i his keeps up a constant circu-

7,
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ike

1

lation whereby the pipe in the lower room to 40 degrees above zero. Mr. Cooper
is kept cold and the degree of cold is reg- states that a temperature as low as six de-
ulated by the size of the cold storage room, grees has been obtained,
the area of pipe surface and the amount of These temperatures of course are suf-

•jyyfT-,/

salt used with the broken or crushed ice.

The arrows show the direction in which
circulation flows. More or less pipe is used
in proportion to the amount of cubic space
to be cooled and the temperature main-
tained.

ficiently low for all cold storage and freez-
ing purposes in common use. In fact, thir-

ty to thirty-three degrees is about as low
as is required for ordinary cold storage.

It is well known that ice forms on cold
storage pipes when the temperature is be-

s^Wx. '>%££ 7~£. f7-r~0Ks-?

C5©-
^A/

Ice and salt will produce a temperature
below zero, so the circulating brine may be
easily cooled to five or ten degrees F,
which, when the pipes are properly pro-
portioned will produce a temperature in a
good, well built storage room of from 10

low the freezing point and the collection
of ice not only interferes with the proper
cooling process, but it adds dampness and
this is to be avoided as far as possible. Mr.
Cooper uses a process which he has pat-
ented called the chloride of calcium pro-
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cess for preventing frost on refrigerating

surface- and for purifying and drying the

air of cold torage i This proo is

extremely simple and cons imply •

supporting a quantity of chloride of cal

cium in the lump form in perforated

troughs or gutters above the cooling pipes

the Gravity Brine System in the cold

storage room to ab rb the m ture and
irry it away.
The whole cooling system apparently is

ry simple and it look as though any
careful person of ordinary intelligence

without cial mechanical skill could I

after it and keep it in I condition. Th
cooling system is in use in different parts

of the i ountry for the cold stoi e of but-

r, ch<-« « fruits, i . dressed poultry,

meats and for the manufacture and keep
ing of ic< cr< am.
Some of the plants have different rooms

maintained at difT< nt temperature
have fans for ventilatin purp<

and some are fitted with ice crushing m
chines, power elevators, electric liglr

etc. It seems that the system may be em-

ployed to advant; r very small plan'

Of for .< r- lar ones and that the result

are equally satisfactory.

Farming communities with y reach

of railwa} tions should b uppliedwith

a cold storage plant, and this plant should

Ik- under the management of a commit t.

of farm- r Then it would I he i »

lutely necessar) to ship peri ble prod-

ucts when the market was unfavorable.

Cold Storage, however, is a 1

proposition and to he slice* ul it must b

managed on busin< principh

The en: b< illustrating the prin-

ciple of cold ~\<< how how a practi

•Id stor< warehouse may be built. Tl

ice house is indicated at the left with an

ic vator to hoisl the i > 1 he build-

ing from th< cat Tl i plaform
which connects the t building » tl

e mav 1>' conveniently transferred i i

the upper pari of tin- cold sto

h ••. h- bi a up b) chii

mixed with salt and packed in the coils.

CHEAP ICE HOUSE—A222
A very cheap house will keep ice. All

you really need is a roof t<» k< 1 the rain

off and ding at the d< to hold th

sawdust in place, [f you put 11: be of

ice in the winter time ten in diameter
and I p it covered with wdust

11 around you will have i< 1 for farm

Use all ne • 1 unimer. This is n<
'

that a <j;<><)<\, well-built ic< is unn<

essary. The idea 1 thai w irmer need

do without ice b< he cannot afford

n expi hoc.

The pril »f keeping ice d in

the first pi; on ttin lantity enough
t< 'her to maintain a low temp' ture,

then the drainage must b< 1 car-

r way the w tin melts and
drip- In the third ph 13 must keep
tl i iway f- it which may he d

keeping wet s t continuall) cl

around the ice.

You can set up four p< 1 r- h

boards on the inside, leaving a f

all >und the ice and fill this - with

sawdu I
Then if \ ou ha over it

-

that wil turn the rain you can have i( < in

hot weather, hut building would b

an ey< I
the farm and a disgr

tl ier. Bi ou build cheap you
need not build something you will b

med !

I

This little ic< hi e m ' built

and cheaply and it will look right

when finished and pi r

1 here 1- ;\ light frami

hoarded on th« de 1 irop si rl 1 '1 1

h' nd is 1

feet high to th- 'I he t d

t< r b) placed well up I

leave pi d r n. 1 will need
head r m in put tin; 1 th

filling tin n hoard up the ii

r not ; it 1 but little dif'l It

better t<» put the house in th

1 the north ild-

ing, but drain portant t!
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shade. If the drainage is not good nat-

urally, put in tiling. Fill above the tiling

with cinders and put a foot of sawdust on
top of the cinders. Don't use straw if you
can help it because it rots. Pine sawdust is

the best if you can get it.

Fill the house in January or February.

the ice a foot or two in depth on top. Then
as the warm weather comes on in spring

climb in on top of the sawdust about once

a week just to see that there are no cracks

/=>jl/?/v /?/¥& tr^tryyyr/OA' o/? /c/zr //o#$£r

Throw water over the ice cold nights so it

will all freeze solid together, then in March
put on the sawdust, filling in between the

ice and the sides of the house and cover

made by settling that will let in the air to

melt the ice. Your summer supply may
depend on packing the sawdust a few
times during March and April.

LARGER ICE HOUSE—A224
Where a large number of cows are kept

and a large quantity of ice is needed in the

dairy every day in summer it will pay to

put considerable expense on the ice house.

The cooler and better the house the more
economically you can keep ice. One build-

er even recommended one air space after

another up to seven separate air spaces in

order to prevent heat from striking

through to warm the interior of the house.

The ice house should be nearly square

because the ice keeps better when it is in

one compact mass. In starting to build as

good an ice house as this one it pays to put

quite a bit of work on the foundation. Ice

melts in the best houses and you must take
care of the drip. This plan provides for a

course of tiling all around the outer wall

and a course of cross tiling every four feet,

the cross tiles connecting with the outside

tile and all empty in the one outlet through
a trap at the lower corner.

No earth is put back into the excavation,

but the tiles are covered with coarse cin-

ders, cinders that have been raked over
and only the hard burned parts used. If

the cinders are too fine for a rake, use a
screen, but manage some way to keep the

ashes out. Sometimes the ashes pack down
and hold water like cement.

I

I
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The house is sixteen bv twenty feet and

the wall is four inches larger each way.
The sills arc made of two by eight double
and are laid flatways on the wall in soft

cement. J he wall is also smooth up to
the sill on the inside with cement neatly
troweled around.
Two by four studding is set flush with

the inside of the sill. Building paper is put

£r*r/P/s/

on the outside of these and another set of
two b} four studding s< I against them out-
ide of the paper. In tin- way a wall eight

inches thick is made with paper partition
in the center.

^

The wall is then hm 1 '1 with paper and
siding outside and with paper and siding
inside, put on as carefully as p< an<

made as nearly air tight as : d mat* .1

and good workmanship can make it. The
paper and boarding is lapped ov< 1 on the

11 at the bottom and on the plate at the
top so that the sides of the building are
completely insulated from the sill to the
ceiling.

The ceiling is made with two by six
joists and matched bearding laid with

TWO HUNDRED TO
An ice house to hold two hundred tens

of ice i given in this plan. 1 ice h< e

was built on large dairy farm near a
)od sized villa Some seasons the

farmer sells con rable ice to the village

at paying prices.

The building is twenty I wide by
thirty feet Ion nd sixteen feet high to
the eaves. When completely filled it

OUld hold bout two hundred ! twen-
tv-5ve tons.

paper like a floor on top and another
matched boarding nailed like a ceiling

with paper on the under side, the paper
being tacked to the joists both above and
below. Paper also is used on the rough
hoards under the shingles and a good ven-
tilator is provided to keep the air moving
in the attic.

Because of the ceiling it is more work

-?&-£>

y//V

to put in the ice when you get near to the
top, hut an ii 1 room built in this w; is a
refn tor in itself and it will save i<

nough to pay for a little inconvenience at

time of filling. The doors en in front
like refrigerator doors. Tie are built

like the sides of the hou « with air ces
and are made to fit tight in the- iambs. All
doors and floor frames must be made of
kiln dry material and filled to n t moi
ture. Th< n i no -r, the awdust ju

r< "ii the cii
. and th< ii < - on

thi awdust which should 1
1

l< fo'

deep on top of the cinders.

N ICEHOUSE— A228
The exterior is fmi d with drop sid-

ing and a ii.
i hii le n N<

the siding is a layer of building paper, in

ide of this and nailed to the outside row
of two by four studding is matched i ( iling

of good quality. Then comes a d< ir

pace four inches thick. Ne> a la of
hair felt • n hth of an k
nailed to the inner ed of the four-it

tudding; inside the hair felt r

matched ceiling of narrow pin thing,
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then another row of two by four studding
lined on the inside again with another
boarding of matched pine sheathing, then

an inch of block mineral wool, and this is

protectedonthe inside with another board-
ing of matched soft pine sheathing nailed

to furring strips. All this work is very
carefully done to prevent so far as possible

the slightest air connection between the

different spaces. It is recognized that a

dead air space is the best possible non-
conductor of heat or cold.

There are six doors and they are in

as carefully made as the siding. The de-

tail drawing shows how they are fitted.

Inside of the doors the opening is further
closed and sealed by a double thickne

of loose inch boards, which fit into the

grooves and are laid to break joints.

These boards are put in place as the filling

proceeds and are taken out one it a time

as the ice lowers in summer.
The ceiling over the ice is just as care-

fully constructed as other parts of the

building and the space over the ceiling is

kept cool by a ventilator in each gable end
and another ventilator in the roof.

All these details are very important but

they are not more important than the cov
ering for the ice, which should be of saw
dust if possible to get it.

An interesting feature of this house is

the simple elevator to be used in filling.

It is a double gig elevator so arranged
that one gig goes up as the horse walks
in one direction, and as the horse walks
in the other direction the first gig lowers

and the second one goes up. Perhaps this

is the quickest arrangement made for the

purpose, considering its simplicity.

REFRIGERATOR ICE HOUSE—An8
An ice house with a cold storage room

is shown in plan (A118). The walls are

built hollow with paper inside and out.

In the cold storage department there

are several thicknesses of paper in the in-

possibility of doing it. There is sure to

be a crack somewhere to let the air

through, but this plan probably comes as

near to it as is necessary.

When an ice house is made as tight as

C3

n i m 11 ir

SiC / /"A'

/-/toast £L£f/?r/QM
•cc-osr**

ner wall to make the dead air space as

tight as possible. If you have 1 r undt
• ken to mak< riutely dead air space

you understand the difficulty, or the im-

this it is necessary to let the top air out.

>r this re:. 1 a itilator is built in the

roof to encour. 1 irculation o ir be-

tw 1 the upper ceiling and tin. aingles.
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In this arrangement the cold storage de-
partment is supplied with ice as needed
by putting in a quantity, say once a week.

borhood and it will pay to read up on cold
storage before you start in. If it is made
just right it will be a great comfort and

ice Roon

Jf-4 -

/lOOff PLAN

D

/w«vrI*
f

/~OV/V/7/?r/OA/ PLAN

pi /jA/s of jcs: //ousr

The construction of an ice house like

this requires good workmanship. You
will need the best mechanic in the neigh-

satisfaction, but if it is not made right it

will cause a great deal of trouble and be a

continuous annoyance.

1



Miscellaneous
Farm Buildings

IMPLEMENT SHED—A148

AX implement shed sixteen feet wide- by

forty-eight feet long is given in plan

(A148).' This shed reall] built in six-

teen foot sections and may be carried to

any length, but this size will hold the im-

plements and machinery on an ordinary

farm and leave- room at one end for a work
nch and repair shop.

The front is all doors so that any part

1 the shed may 1 >pened and any imple-

ment removed without the work tin

it past some of the others. We have all

had experience in crowded quart >r

arm machinery. \\ have been obi d

to call all the men together and oc-

casionally invite the women to help get a

grain drill ont from behind harrows,
plows, cultivators and other machiner
One reason why farm machinery is neg-
lected is because farmers have no place to

keep it. It is not repaired when it should
be for the same reason. It is quite a job

to dn a simple piece of repair v k if you
haven't the tools or the room in which to

'H

I I

u

u—

u

F^B IT

U
do it, hut anybod n up n him
and oil or paint it if th< a comfort-

aide place to work and the tools to work
ith.

e front part of th built high-

er than the back part in order to |

268
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head room. If you want to get in with a

binder with the reel on, or to house a

threshing machine or traction engine you
need about ten feet to the top of the doors,

in the detail drawing are intended for the
end bents only.

In the end of the shed most convenient
a good solid bench should be rigged up

5 get a

.rro

jrinc

is n

to

should

ou

to

lig

but you don't need so much height to the
back end. The doors in this plan are ten
feet high and the cross girts are the same
height because it is sometimes necessary
to move the machines lengthwise of the
shed and the same head room is then need-
ed. A truss is formed at each bent with
the rafters to prevent the building from
spreading. The two by four nailers shown

and fitted with a good vise. At the back
of this bench there should be a long low
window similar to those used in black-
smith shops all over the country. The
bench should be heavy, solid and at least

three feet wide. There should be a good
floor especially in the bench end of the
building and it is a good plan to put up a
chimnev and have a stove there.

OPEN VEHICLE SHED—A221
A shelter for vehicles in this case is

provided by a row of posts covered by
a protecting roof, braced as shown in

the drawings. It is necessary to brace a
building of this kind and as bracing near
the ground would be very much in the
way this form of truss work has been
adopted.

Eight by eight wooden posts are set in

a double row sixteen feet apart both ways,
thus forming a series of bays sixteen feet

square. The wooden posts are set in con-
crete abutments twenty inches square and
four feet high set in the ground from
three and one-half to four feet according
to the nature of the ground.

These abutments are made by filling

the holes, which are dug the exact size,

with concrete tamped in in the usual way,
but the tops are made uniform and bev-
eled as shown by the use of a box form
hinged at one corner and fastened with
a hasp and staple at the corner diagonally
opposite.

The holes are filled in about a foot deep
with concrete, then the wooden posts are
set ii]) carefully and plumbed and stay-
lathed to keep them in position. Then the
concrete is filled in around them and the
abutments carried a foot or so above
ground to form a hub guard.
The drawing shows a shed with five
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of these sixteen foot compartment*, but
fewer can be used if a smaller shed is

required, and the building would look al-

right when finished.

^

The entrance at the ends is twelve feet

high, which will permit driving in with a

load of hav or sheaves. A 1 built like

this would work well as a stock shelter.
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1

SMALL WAGON SHED—

A

108

.

A wagon shed twenty feet wide and
forty feet long like the one in the plan
illustrated, is a useful building on every
farm. One thing is important about a
wagon shed, and that is to have the en-
trance wide enough to get things in and
out easily and quickly. This double door

Implement sheds like all other buildings
should be designed for what is to be re-

quired of them. An implement shed is a
necessity on every farm, but some farmers
want^ to house threshing machines and
traction engines, while others want a shed
to hold mowers, plows, cultivators, a

* /O#0* S'G/A/C
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gives an opening ten feet wide, which is

very good for small implements, but some
binders require about sixteen. The door
entering an implement shed must be high
enough to let in the highest implements
used on the farm, and there must be no
cross timbers inside lower than the top of
the door. A binder with a reel on takes
considerable room.
The farmer building the shed will know

whether he wants to house a binder under
full sail or whether he wants to take it

apart, and will, of course, build a doorwav
accordingly.

wagon or two, and perhaps a few barrels
and other truck. A large building, of
course, would answer for everything, but
it is not necessary to build bigger than a
man wants.
A good many tool houses are built with-

out floors, but the extra cost of the floor
is more than offset by the dryness and
freedom from rust on the machinery.
Wagons and machinery require repairing,
which is easily done in a building like this
when you have a good floor to work on.
Odd days in winter may be profitably
spent in such a building with a few car-
penter's tools, a paint brush and an assort-
ment of paints and oils.

CHEAP HOG HOUSE—

A

122

The cheapest kind of a hog house is

shown in plan (A122.) It is only seven
feet six inches wide, but it may be any
length. This house is thirty-one feet six

inches long because this length is covered
by two sixteen foot joists. Even on well

regulated hog farms where there is a good
solid hog house this shed affair will be
found useful to hold the overflow. It of-

ten happens that shoats in fall are kept
in a muddy feed lot or sold too soon for

lack of just such shelter as this to hold
them while being finished. Beginners in
the hog business could not do better than
to build a little cheap hog house like this
to start with.

The seven and one-half foot width per-
mits of roofing the shed with sixteen foot
boards cut in two in the middle. Each six-
teen foot section will make two pens near-
ly eight feet square which will hold from
five to seven or eight pigs according to
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size. The posts are just set into the

ground and the floor raised about a foot

to keep it dry. Four two by six joists run

back so a scraper may be used. In cold

weather this space is closed by a hinged
board which drops down on the inside.

This precaution is necessary because a cold

•

/=>/. /7A/ /7A/D SECT/ON OF //OG //Ot/S/T

lengthwise of the building and the door
boards run crosswise and slant back for

eas) cleaning. A space is left between
the floor boards and tin- boarding at the

draft on the floor is a very bad thing for

hogs. This little hog house don't run in-

to very much mone) but it is a very use-

ful, practical affair.

HOG HOUSE—A109
In building a hog house it is necessary sirable to select out one or two from cer-

i" consider convenience in getting the tain pens. That is the time when the al-

h". in and out, to provide means for load- ley door will be appreciated. Another

T"

I

jfcr/o/v or nog //oust

ing them into wagons and a place for heat-
ing water and to do the work of killing

Tin- plan offers an opportunity to back a

wagon up tn the r<;ir door for loading and
a room in the front end away from the
pen- is arranged for a feed room and
slaughter house.

Provision is made for removing h<

from one pen to another by having cleat
;

:i the alley for holding liding doors.

Hogs thrive better when animals of the
same size are penned I her. Some grow

ter than others and it is sometimes de-

.1

1

L
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good thing" about this hog house is the

swinging front of the pens which swings

back over the trough and prevents inter-

ference when putting in the feed. The
partitions next to the feed room run to

the ceiling but the partitions between the

pens are only four feet high.

There is no cornice to the roof. The
openings above the plates between the

rafters are left for ventilation. This hog
house will accommodate about forty hogs.

From six to eight in a pen are enough, if

more are housed together they pile up and
smother each other.

HOG HOUSE AND CORN CRIB— A140

Hogs and corn may both be kept in the in the usual way with an alley between.

same house economically by building a The floor above to hold the corn slants

house like the one shown in plan (A 140). each way from the center. There is about

OyCvT/V

^R
r

I L V
I II
L J L J

0/=£7V

3/DE
L J

ELEWT/OA/
LJL J

The building is set up from the ground seven feet head room in the middle over

about a foot on posts and pens are made the alley and the floor slopes to about five
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feet to the sides of the building. This is

for two reasons, to get the corn down as

low as possible and to divide it into two
parts to prevent moulding. It is also nec-

bottom outside holds the door shut when
it is desirable to keep the hogs confined.

Because of the shape of the corn floor

it is necessary to support it well in the cen-

ai

n

01

O^/C/v

s5£TC T/O/V

X/j c£-a*r*r

I J
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u J
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rt £/syz T/O/V

essary to put a slatted partition on both
sides of the floor ridge if the house is filled

full of corn. TI are two windows in

each end and the hog doors are hung with
pins so they swing either way and the ho
• •pen them going or coming. A pin at the

ter which is done by running the alley par-

titions up to the floor jo; above. This

very important because the weight of

the corn will shove the sides of the build-

ing out if the floor is permit ted to settle.

DOUBLE CORN CRIB—A105
An old fashioned style double corn crib both cribs is shown in plan (A 105). This

with a drive betw 1 and a roof to cover crib is set on cedar posts planted three

be

Pi

si(

o\

in

sii
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and one-half feet in the ground and set up
two and one-half feet above ground to be
out of the way of mice and rats. The space

the doors are built at the end as shown.
The storage room overhead will be found
useful on any farm.

/** OO/f f*C/7/V O/- 00(//3t£ COlyfW c/f/s

l**jrwi Jf Q<

'Sir j i K

Jt4 ****** J &e

•
» ft 1 !U Lj iJ

;i
VJ

between the two cribs makes a convenient
place to store a couple of wagons. The
doors being at the end, the center space is

left free for this purpose. A good many
cribs built on this plan have the doors in-

side opening from the center passage, but
if the space is desirable for wagon storage

o/f/y^: towy

Y-O L 6-0—

ANOTHER DOUBLE CORN CRIB— Ai 20

A double corn crib with a storage room
overhead and a driveway in the center is

shown in the illustration. A peculiar

feature of this plan is the siding which is

ripped out it is run through a sticker to

give the curve as shown in the detail draw-
ing. This is an extra protection against
beating storms and it is supposed to en-

EL£t<y?r;oA/
\

x££CT/OA/> 1 JVZ^f /TAJTSTrr/O/V
I I i I

split from two by fours with a band saw
in such a way as to get three pieces of

siding from one strip. After the siding is

courage a draft of fresh air up through
each opening for the benefit of the corn.
The strips are nearly an inch thick on the
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lower edge making- them strong enough
to hold the corn by being well nailed with
wire nails on the outside of the studding

corn than to hang it by wires from the
collar beams. The tin pans turned upside-
down over the tops of the cedar posts will

f -r* <* -^ v cz

orr&/c or 3/0/a/g

which is placed twenty-four inches apart.

Jt is itnpo ible to get corn enough in a

crib of this height to break the slats or

shove them out. Corn cribs should not

be more than six • wide 1 luse corn

will mould in a crib that i- too wide.

The driveway in the center of a crib

like this is very useful. There is room
for a wagon or two and there may be peg

to hang a great m; rm implement
uch as neck-yok< extra whiffie-trees,

chains and baud tools of all kinds. 11.

loft overhead makes good storage for lum-

ber and there is no better place for seed

0/?/r£~hs/7y

xy-*

/=>/. f7/v or co/r/v c/r/a

bother the rats most of the time, although
they sometimes find a way to gel in. Prol
ably carelessness in leaning something
gains! the crib helps them up in the ma-

jority of c; Rats and 11110 n

carried in the crib with the corn. The
are sharp enough to gel into a bu 1 cral
and stay there until tl carried in-

ide. In t

: way a fanner often populate
his own cm crib with rats or mice with-
out intending to.

ROUND CORN CRIB—A142

So far as the size is concerned there is

more room in a round corn crib than in

any other shape made with the same
amount of material. The building is eas-

ily constructed because it is all plain

traight work and it is rat proof because

it is set up tw< feet from the ground 01

cement posts.

Tin- po - are made by digging h< in

the ground three and one-half feet deep

,in t \ aboul eight inches in diameter.

Lengths of eight inch pipe made of galvan-

ized iron are 1: 1 to carry the cement two
feet above the ground. "recommenc-
ing it is necessary to trike a common
level at the surface

1 ( ib round jo that
when the pipes are all up the tops of
them will 1 the same height. The p
bove the ground and the post under-
round should all be mark- at the same

time so that the cement will unite Inf

ie solid post.

The floor plan shows the way the joist

are laid and the circles represent tin •
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to which the 1x4 upright pieces are nailed.

As the crib is sixteen feet in diameter it

is necessary to have a ventilator in the

\C£A7£TA/Tr\ S=>03Ts\/t\
\

I . I I 1 I '

I--! l.J L.J l_.J L .J

/?OC/A"/? CO/TA/ C/f/B

middle. Ordinarily it is not advisable to

have a body of corn more than six or seven
feet in diameter. By making the inner
circle three feet we have six and one-half

feet between the inner strips and the outer
strips and as there is no floor over the
joists in the center the air can pass up
through the three foot ventilator easily.

The round girts may be made in two

ways, either by using thin stuff and nail-

ing one layer upon the other, breaking
joints, or they may be ripped out of two

or
/?Ol/MO CO/f/V C/?/3

inch planks. If ripped out of planks a
single saw-cut through each piece of plank
will shape the sections, cut as shown in

the diagram. Use two inch plank ten
inches wide cut to four foot lengths. Make
segments enough to build up all the girts
necessary by ripping the short planks
lengthwise through the middle, then rip

D£T/7/LS OF /TO(/A//? CO/PA/ C/T/3

again on the curved line. The finished

girts are about 4x4^ inches. There is

very little waste. The roof is supporter*
by a similar girt and this upper girt or
plate is supported by extending some of

I
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the one by four pieces above the others

as shown in the drawing. These exten-

sion strips may be doubled or two by fours

used at these places. The crib is twelve

feet high to the plate. An air space is

left all around and this air space is big

enough to shovel corn through. Of course

the corn is put in at the door and at the

opposite window until the crib is pretty

well rilled.

The roof itself is a very simple affair.

It is supported by the plate and the ven-
tilator shaft. The roof boards are 12 feet

long and cut 1 1 inches at the wide end and
1 inch at the upper end or narrow end.

These boards are nailed in place and the

cracks battened. The center is easily filled

in with sheet of galvanized iron having a

cut reaching from one edge to the center.

Such a roof if kept painted will last a long
time. It is very light, cheap and easil

made.

SINGLE CORN CRIB—A106
Sometimes a single corn crib is prefer-

able to a double one. The corn keeps bet-

ter in a single crib because the air circu

full of holes to help the ventilation but
this lets the shelled corn through and as
din -rules at the bottom the holes get

/I V COA'ASSCST

6 c/rosrs? S^CSl
*

ro x/rvr/" site*- 00

r

lates all around. Sometimes corn will

mould in the center, even in a good crib

that 1- properly constructed and not to

wide. Sometimes farmers bore the floor

1
I

easily covered over, and it is doubtful if

the) help very much. A better plan is to
have th- ides carefully constructed and
to have the corn in a in on when
it is put in crib. A crib built after this

plan may be any length but the posts
should not be more than eight feet apart

CHEAP SMOKE HOUSE—A149
It is not necessary to do without a

smoke house on a farm. A small build

ing that will answer the purpose may be

had with very little outlay. The plan

\14-H shows a little wooden smoke hou-

eight by ten feet with sides In feet high.

It is big enough to hold as many hams
and shoulder^ as farmers

1 families usuallv

require with once filling, but it is an eas
matter to fill the hi the t tin

if you have the meat.

This little house requires no frame work
at all. All you need is a four 1 four for

and a two by four for plat ie

mor< two by fours for rafters. Yon can
even dispense with the rafter the
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two end pairs, if you want to make a board

roof. It is better however to make a good
shingle roof, then you have something
that will last as long as you want it. For

enough to keep the meat in after being

smoked. It is better to wrap it in paper,

then roll it up in thin cotton and sew it

£L£W T/O/V
•

boarding you just take sixteen foot boards

and cut them in two in the middle. For

the front and back use twelve foot lumber

and the waste pieces work in for roof

boards if shingles are used.

A smoke house like this is not tight

F>Z./?A/ OFFLOOR
up. You musn't leave a place for a fly to

crawl in. You must then hang the pack-

ages with strings, perfectly free. They
must not touch each other and they must
not touch anything else. They need a cool

place but not damp.

CEMENT BLOCK SMOKE HOUSE— A147

Every farm should have a smoke house,

the better the house the more satisfactory

will be the meat. The plans shown of

(A147) is for a house constructed of ce-

ment blocks. It should be placed conveni-

ently near the house on a raise of ground

and a foundation started below the frost

line. A trench should be dug, say 3^ feet

deep partly filled with concrete made of

one part of Portland cement, two and one-

half parts sand and five parts of broken

stone or gravel, ramming or puddling care-

fully. If plenty sand may be conveniently

had, it would'be a good plan to secure a

block machine and have the blocks made
on the ground. In making the concrete

blocks, use a mixture of one part Port-

land cement, two and one-half parts

sand and five parts of crushed stone or

gravel. The use of crushed stone or
coarse material for the back of the block

saves a great deal of cement and at the
same time gives a much better block than
where sand and cement alone are used.

Blocks made of sand and cement alone
and merely dampened are not concrete
blocks, but on the contrary are simply sand
blocks. The very term of concrete sug-

gests coarse material and plenty of water.

Great care should be taken in mixing the
different aggregates and thev should be
mixed thoroughly dry and after they have
been thoroughly mixed add water. After
the blocks have been made thev should
be set aside to be cured, and while cur-

ing, they should be sprayed thoroughly
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from seven to ten days. This spraying
should commence about twelve hours after

the block has been made. Blocks should
never be used in building until they are
from twenty to thirty days old.

Farm cured meats are a great luxury if

the hogs are properly grown on pastur

ION
With a house like this and od pork to

Start with, a farmer can supply his table

with good home-made bacon, hams and
shoulders the year round.

The best smoke is made from green
maple wood. Probably clean corn cobs
come next. With a smoke house thor-

oughly well built to keep out flies and oth-

er insects the meat mav be smoked m the

spring and left in the smoke house all sum-
mer. By way of precaution a very little

smoke may be started once or twice a

month or me of the meat mav be <•<,-.
. r-

ed with paper and cloth. Very much de-
pends on the house. If the house is too

dry there will be too much evaporation
and the meat will become dry ; if the hous

too damp it will be inclined to mould.
If it i^ intended to keep the meat in the
house after the smoking process i< com-
pleted it will be necessary to fit the door

very carefully. The frame must have a
couple of ridges all round and cement
worked in tight between these ridges to

make tight joints. The ventilator on top
must be fitted with a line screen. Tw
screens would be better. A coarse galvan-
ized screen on top and a fine screen inside
at the bottom.
The plates and rafters must be laid in

fresh cement mortar on top of the wall.
All spaces between rafters are filled in so
as to prevent cracks or openings of am

FLOOR PL/\N
kind. Cn.vs poles to support the meat ai

made of four by fours with half inch pt-gs

inserted from the ^ides. The pegs an- s<

at an angle of about thirty degrees. This
will permit hanging the pie< 1 of meal in

the old hioned way of cutting a slit in

the skin in the bone end. If MnngS are
preferred the same kind of peg may 1

used. Xails are not to be recommended
for this purpose.
Farmers living within easy di

a larg< city m rk up a good trade in

farmer cured meats b\ elling din
consumers, thereby saving both the pack-
er's and grocer's pi Only thri

young pigs, not to- and in prim 1-

dition arc suitable for a trad f thia kind,
but farmers have the pick id they ma
just as well select the best. I ry

j

living in the cit; enj< a change in meats
as well as in otln ngs.

H

•

1
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CHEAP GRAIN BUILDING—A128
A cheap building to hold grain and corn ing with studding only ten feet long, but

is shown in this design. It is a low build- that is about as high as a person cares to

•

Fromj E.LE.VAJIOr-1.
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r
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Floor Plah.

pitch corn or threshed grain. Just ordin-

ary one by four pine strips spaced to H
inch are nailed on the outside of two by
four studding to make the corn crib, but

the wheat and oat bins of course are made
tight all around and a little extra work is

put on the floor.

There is considerable side pressure in a

wheat bin which must be guarded against

by using a few extra braces, but heavy
timbers are unnecessary in a bin the size

of this one. This building may be floored

overhead for storage, or the bins may be
left open to the roof. By leaving the

space open the building will be lighted

sufficiently by the small window in each

gable.

It is not intended to floor the driveway
unless it is needed when using a fanning

mill to clean grain, but the building would
be all the better for having a good solid

floor the full size. This plan provides for

a building thirty by forty feet. Thirty
feet is wide enough for convenience either

in building or for use afterwards, but of

course it mav be anv length.
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GRANARY—A107
Farmers have more use for granaries

than formerly. There are two reason for

this, one is that more stock is kept on the
1
in and it is necessary to have grain the

year round, another is that owing to a
shortage of cars and speculation in grain.

good mill that will select say one bushel

out of ten of the kind of grain that you
want to sow and do it while blowing
the chaff out of the grain you are sell-

ing without interfering with the grade i^

a valuable mill, but there are just such fan-

acos? or
I
^OO/f/A/G

1

1

AQt?/f

£xr /4~e<

(

O/TO0 S/0//V&

prices are not always ^nti-factorv in the
fall and it pays to hold gram to sell later.

Then, more attention 1- now being paid
to seed. A grain house like this with a

place for scales and a fanning mill is a
very valuable addition to anv farm. The

•

different kinds of grain max he stored in

the bins at threshing time and run through
tin- fanning mill when taken to the ware-
he m for By rigging the mill care-

fully a small proportion of the largest,

heaviest grains may I
• retained for seed

without adding anything to the cost. A

ning mills made and their cost is little if

an) more than the coming kind on the
market.

in this scale room wire^ may be stretch-
ed for hanging th< tipty b when not
wanted. By sinking the des in the
floor each bag may he weighed as it is

loaded. This i< best done by having a two
wheeled bag truck and a counter weight
on the scale beam BO that the net weight
may be written down ear ime without
taking the time to calculate.

Great care should be taken in building
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tashel

,0*vin»

el"

e is

an.

a granary to have it rat proof. The wall

of course must go below the frost and it is

a good plan to put a three inch tile all

around the bottom on the outside which
answers lor drainage as well as to keep the

house should be set up well from the

ground for two reasons, it should be the

height of the wagon for easy loading and
unloading and it should be high and dry
because grain should be kept from all un-

o/y /wr>sgm
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rats from burrowing under the wall. Some
farmers object to a plaform in front of the

door just on account of rats, but if the door
is made heavy and made to fit tight with
a bit of hoop iron at the bottom, rats will

not get in that way if the door is kept shut.

It is difficult to arrange a plan of getting
in and out conveniently without a plat-

form. The door is too high to step up and
if vou have a kind of stair to reach it von
might just as well have a good loading
platform as a cheap shaky affair. A grain

necessary moisture. There is moisture

enough in the air in damp weather any-

how without taking chances on moisture

from the ground.
The doors to the bins are made of loose

boards dropped into grooves so that one

board may be put in or taken out as^ re-

quired. A little extra expense put into

the quality of the flooring is money well

laid out. The floor should be free from

shake and fairly free from knots, at least

there should be no black knots.

RAT PROOF GRANARY—A141
Cost of Blue Prints, $5.00

A dry floor and one that is ratproof is

made by excavating for the foundation of

the granary about six inches deep. Then
pound in three or four inches of cinders

and lay the sills and joists on the cinders.

After the building is up and enclosed

make cement concrete by mixing one part

cement, three parts sand and four parts

gravel or broken stone. Fill in with this

concrete to the tops of the joists, then

while the concrete is soft put down the

matched floor, nailing it right into the soft

concrete. As soon as the floor is finished

shut the building up tight and bank

I
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around the outside to keep the air away
from the concrete it will dry slowly.

The matched boarding; is put on the out-

side of the studding and the siding nailed

SA/& £l^FlS/7T/OA/
sSJTC T/QAT

/rLOO/r> ^Ls?* or c/r/r/v^/rr

ver that. This is for the purpose of

leaving the insidi d *<> that a cat or

d"L ould easily r al if it should
get inside-. Hollow walls make harbors
for rats but this construction leaves them
no protection.

There is a window in the back end of tl

alley and another on< over the door in

front. The doors are made heavy and
-wing out. They clos< against hea\

imbs so that rats and mice have very
little encouragement to get in at the door.
The scales arc let in the floor flush. Pn
vision must be made for this before th

c< rete is put in.

FARM HOUSE WATER SUPPLY UNDER PRESSURE—A226
It i |usl as easy and jus cheap I

have a house water supply under pn ure

in the country as it is in the city b< use

city rent^ and taxes arc sufficient not only

to pay for the i OSt hut to make up for the

stealings of dishonest municipal employees

and the aggi tte to the property holdei

f<»ots up more than the interest on the cost

of a sufficient private water SUppl) S3 -tern

ic ine country.

We now have powerful windmill- ihat

will do the pumping and automatically at-

tend to the work without very much super-

vision and with a very light annual ex-

pense for oil and 1

For extra lar<o- houses and where a

reat deal of -lock is kept 1 rnetim< a

olin< engine i-> more satisfactory than

a windmill hut this is a qu n to he d<

cided by local nditioi ause either
-

one 1- all right when properl) placed and
connected.

The ry first consideration is a >od

well. You must have plenty of water at
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all seasons and you must have pure water.

It is more difficult to get pure water in the

country than it is to get a plentiful supply

TSOf^M

MB ^ V

I

,ri|;i! i'

I'SIMSrrj*>
,

of water that is not especially good. The
Illinois Sanitary Commission is respon-

sible for the statement that most country

wells contain disease germs, especially ty-

phoid and dyphtheria.

There are two kinds of tanks in use; one

is the ordinary elevated windmill tank that

is in common use all over the country and

the other is the underground pressure tank

that has not yet attained universal popu-

larity probably because it is new, but the

underground tank has many advantages

over the other. The water is cool in sum-

mer and it does not freeze in winter and

the underground tank is cleaner because

it is not open to dust and insects.

To buy a steel tank to put in the ground

seems quite an expense to start with, but

it often happens that an unsafe steam boil-

er may be bought very cheap for this pur-

pose. A boiler maker will take out the old

flues, patch the uncertain places and make
the old shell perfectly water tight and sat-

isfactory in every way.
The underground tank should be a little

larger than necessary in order to have a

safe supply of water at all times. Then
you have the air space to figure on as this

gives the pressure. You fill the tank about

two-thirds or three-fourths full of water,

then with an air pump you put on the pres-

sure you want, which may be anywhere

from ten to forty pounds per square inch.

"If your air pump is handy when needed the

pressure may be quickly increased to one

hundred pounds in case of fire which is an-

other advantage of the underground tank

system. By having a large tank and a

large air space you get a steadier supply

because the air pressure does not decrease

so fast when you draw off water for use.

Every new country house should be

piped with water and" gas. It should be

wired with electricity and the plumbing

should be equal to any city residence.

Farmers are entitled to all the improve-

ments going. If they don't have them it

is their own fault.

This is a drawing of a good scale house

covering an eight by fourteen foot plat-

form, four ton scale. The building is

fourteen by sixteen feet base with doors

twelve feet high, allowing a large load of

hay to be driven in upon the scales. The

sides of the house arc used for hanging and

placing tools and other small articles not

wanted in the barn.

HOUSE—A187
Every up-to-date farm should have a

good pair of scales big enough to weigh a

load of hay or a drove of hogs or sheep.

Enough money is lost on every farm by
guessing at weights to pay for a good set

of scales, and besides this there is a great

satisfaction in knowing what things weigh.

In feeding cattle, hogs or sheep for mar-

ket, weighing at regular periods is ey-
1
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tremelv valuable. It is impossible to rack high enough to hold horses, strong

know whether stock is doing as well as it enough to hold a bull and tight enough for

£

1

T

4 *
/l-o

JON

i

should do unless tab is kept on the increase

in weight.

After this scale house i^ built make a

good solid rack to surround the ales to

pen up stock at w ^hing time. Make the

PLAN
hogs. Wire fencing may be used to ad-

vantage, stretched on to wooden frami

TOWER TANK HOUSE —A145

Where a water pt ure is wanted it is

often a good plan to put the water tank

in the windmill tower. In plan (A145)
the tank is shown in the dotted lines. It

is placed ten feet above the ground and the

tank itself is fourteen feet high by ten feet

in diameter at the bottom.

In placing a tank like this it is necessary

to carry a three inch pipe through the tank

and pass the pump shaft through this pip

The pipe is screwed into a flange at the

botiom and the flange is bolted to the bot-

»m of the tank to make it thorough!

water tight. The pipe must be steadied
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>

ad-

T/7NK tiQUS£

at the top and the shaft must have a bear-

ing, both above the tank and below it so

it won't scrape on the pipe. The well and
pump of course are directly under the tank

in the center of the tower.

The outside boarding is made double

and lined with paper to be warm in winter.

There is generally some drip from a

tank placed like this for which reason the

room below is seldom made use of for any
purpose, but a few farmers have utilized

this room for a bathroom. They make a

cement bottom with a drain to carry off

the surplus water and put in a shower bath

connected with a pipe from the tank. A
shower bath is the most convenient and
probably the most healthful of any kind

of a bath. At any rate it is easily kept

clean.

There is no reason why the farmer or his

men should be denied the privilege of get-

ting a bath whey they want it. There are

bathrooms in almost all citv houses and
there should be bathing conveniences on
every farm. By placing a stove in this

room under the tank it could be made com-
fortable in winter as well as summer, and
a stove with a water heater attached to

the tank would give a water pressure so

that the shower could be made any tern-

perature desired.

The height of this tower is forty feet

to the windmill. Of course, the height of

a windmill tower must depend upon its

location. If the tower is built on high

ground it is not necessary to go up so high

unless the windmill is surrounded by high

buildings or trees.

I
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Index to Practical Barn Plans
Number

An "A" Shaped Poultry House \i52

An Ohio Barn \i46
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The Most Wonderful Books Ever Published
A Complete Encyclopedia on the Practical Uses of the Steel Square

In«t- l>nhli<h< A T!lis V,M y valuable and practical work la publusl runilsncu
llshed for the rtrsl time, it Is up to the minute,

log Issued Januarj i, 1907, Thia splendid edition la a brand new
book from cover to >>>\,-i\ written In Bimple, plain, everj daj language

thai ii can be easllj understood and followed, information of
value tbal I red In former works appears in this work, together
with n va&l nmounl of new, practical, every-dai Information, such as

n< e ay ror everj progre and successful carpenter to know.

This Up-to-Date and Practical Work
J? tS%tSe?"SaS

treats ol the laying of the rafters, finding the ingths ol Jacks, secur-
ing bevols1 laying out hopper bevels, treating ol (In- steel square as a
ilculntlng machine, and showing bow to measure solids, -surfaces and

distances.

Snecial Chant^rc are t,,(1 ,r> t,,at Part of stair buildincr tospecial cnaprers whlll Ihi . Btee] |qi|ul . |i rjin |((i appl|e4 , Mber
cbapti treat ol the adjustable fence, roof framing, hipped roof fram-
Ing, hoppers and hopper bevels, combination Bquares, key to the steel
square, possibilities of the steel square, polygons and miters, pitches
and roof naming, and miscellaneous rules aud examples.

Practical and Instructive Illustrations mor^thSSsoo'a?!
scattered through this work. These illustrations are not technical
matnemal leal designs, nor geometrical problems, but are the thor-
oughly practical Illustrations of a tboroimlii.v pi ai text, bringing
(<i the attention of the carpenter su« h points of interest ami Informa-
iinn as be needs in his everyday business. Whiip the text and descrip-
tive matt.-r are so accurate and easy of comprehension that th*v <*ould
be understood without even the assistance of the illustrations." never-
theless the hook has beeu thoroughly
diagrams aud drawing

and profusely Illustrated with

Remember this war* '9 absolutely up to date ( being- issued Jan-^ "IUCI uary 1, 1907). Each volume measures 6x9 inches,
and contains over 300 pages, beIn* the largest books on the steel

. _
t

. _ . - . . __ "'J 1
"'*' ever published. They are bound in cloth with attractive rover

gns, handsomely stamped Printed on the best quality of paper. Bach volume contains 50 bouse plans it not satisfactory
In every way they can be returned alter examination and your money will be refuudeil

In Volume II i^ one Of the mosl useful, interesting and Instructive
parts ol ibis work. In this part numerous questions, which have been

The Department of Questions and Answers
sent the editors by praetieni earpenters all over the country, have been fully answered." They are questions whi.heome up In

ir work every day. aud 1 * - solutions of these practical problems bere given will prove a valuable aid to you.
Prli e, per volume, p tge prepaid. '. *

, # $1.00

The Most Practical Books Ever Published
A Complete Up-to-Date Explanation of Modern Carpentry

This work. '"Practical Carpentr i- ab-
solutely new, being completed only lan-

nary i. 1907. It is written in simple, plain, every-daj langu so
that it can be easily nmi< i-tood.

New Special Edition

si urate, most up to date and
pracl l< al w ork upon this sub

and quickest methods for laying roofs

It is the Most Complete
ct. It contains the b<^i

ra fters, stairs, hopper bevels, oiitering, coping, splayed work,
circular work, ami. in fact, u>v forming all kinds ol joinery and car
penter work.

Special Chapters are Devoted to Building gSwhlS
takes the carpenter from foundation to roof, with complete illusl
tions of each detail, such as foundation, windows < trnices, dooi

tfs, porch work, el There are also special chapters devoted to good
an< construction and all kinds or framing, geometry, arcbe

.
win- md door 1 ds eel square In carpentry, bouse framing,

tnd i nstru bullding construction, ring o1 i
i

«
f Job straps and otbi Lstenlngs, stair building and q u

tions and answers on .ill subjects pertaining to t
1 "' building Industi

400 ^n^rial llhi«zfra tinnc. T '»er * > are "•'' r W0
.
lustrations^uu special illustrations mftny of them cove| :i!l Dnt)

l Illustrate completely and instructively tbe text, rbej
the d and actual construction down to the minutest polo
en;j lei to understand tbe text easily and to follow the
in band without ditlu ull

pag
ow
ej

w ork

Remember this \ Ii the latest one published on this extensive
(issued January L, 1907). Each voh

Inrlies, and Is bound In cloth with i
-n attracth

mi
in i

'

st; i C< ns more than 300 pages in each volun Printed
n1 quality of pap< I ach volunn contains 50 modern hou

plan-, if oor tory in every way they can be returned after
nd your money will be refunded

We are fortunate In being tble to present a number of full-page
lis, showing th on tlon ol cornices, porches, stairs,

which * prepared for I by G. W. Asnby. bow the
tion ol each part completely. and complete dimensions are

n in all

Price, per vol urn- ige p d 81.00

THE RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL COMPANY
185 E. Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

178 Fulton St.,

NEW YORK. N. Y
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Radford's Artistic Bungalows
ILLUSTRATING THE BEST IDEAS IN BUNGALOW ARCHITECTURE

JUST OFF THE PRESS

SEE THIS BOOK BEFORE BUILDING YOUR BUNGALOW

It is on account of the great attractiveness of the Bungalow and the great demand for

buildings of that construction by home builders that this volume is offered to the public.

In its preparation a vast amount of deep study of the subject and tireless energy have been

given by the most eminent architects of the country, so that in this volume is condensed the

best thought on Bungalow construction that it is possible to secure. The lion uilder will

find here every style of Bungalow that has proved itself worthy of being classed with that

form of construction, so that any taste may be suited.

This handsomely bound bool 8x11 inches, contains the perspechw views and

floor plans of 208 Bungalows suitable for any climate and for every material. The illus-

trations show the Bungalows exactly as they will appear when built and the floor plans

iow the size and arrangement of the rooms. 1 mated cost of construction ranging from

$500.00 to $5,000.00 in price.

This book is printed on the best enameled paper from the finest half tones and zinc

etchings 'more than 600 half tone cuts and zinc etchings being used to properly illustrate it.)

PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00

The Radford Architectural Company

i

185 E. Jackson Boulevard,

CHICAGO, ILL
178 Fulton St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y



CEMENT HOUSES and
HOW TO BUILD THEM

The best, largest and most popular book of its kind ever published.

Complete Information for the

Buyer, User and Prospective Homebuilder.

176 pages, size 8x11. Over 200 illustrations, with Perspective Views and Floor Plans of

87 — Eighty • Seven Cement Plaster and Concrete Block Houses — 87

All types and designs of houses are shown, ranging in price from $750 to $4,000. Plans were all

drawn by licensed architects and are guaranteed to be absolutely correct in every detail.

This LargeBook Contains
Illustrated Details of Cement Construction,

Standard Specifications for Cement,

Standard Specifications for Concrete Blocks,

Valuable Information Concerning

Waterproofing, Coloring, Aggregates,

Proportioning, Mixing, Paving,

Reinforcing and Monolithic Work,

Foundations, Walls, Partitions,

Steps, Stairs, Floors, Sidewalks,

Sewer Pipe, Tile, Cement Shingles,

Chimneys, Porches, Tanks and Cisterns,

Expanded Metal Meshing, Metal Lath,

Establishing a Concrete Block Business,

Cement Plaster and Stucco Work,
Concrete on the Farm, Cement Brick,

How to Overcome Concrete Troubles,

Causes of Cement Failures, Freezing,

How to Select Proper Aggregates,

Applying Stucco to Old Walls,

Examples of Strength, Tension and Compression,

Placing Reinforcing Rods, Adhesion,

Dimensions for Beams, Vibratioi.

Miscellaneous Information of Every Kind.

Perspective Views and Floor Plans of

Concrete Block and Cement Plaster Houses

Finest Ever Designed.

All houses illustrated with fine half-tone cuts, printed on enameled paper. The illustrations show the

houses exactly as they will look when built and give a very clear idea of their appearance. All the floor

plans are shown, giving the location and dimensions of all rooms, closets, porches, etc., with detailed

information as to both interior and exterior. The houses illustrated range from the small to the me-

dium large in size, such as will appeal to the average man or woman who intends to build a home.

Handsomely bound in silk cloth. Price, $1.00 postpaid

The Radford Architectural Company
185 E. Jackson Boulevard,

CHICAGO, ILL.

178 Fulton St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y
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More Than 12,000 Satisfied Subscribers

The Best, Largest and Most Practical Trade Magazine of Cement Construction

Edited by Men with Practical Experience

Each number contains perspectives, ele\ations, floor plans and details of Modern.

Moderate-Priced Residences of Cement-Plaster* Concrete-Blocks and Stucco, with

all information. School Houses, Churches Farm Buildings, Garages, Barns, etc.

Cement ( lges

Cement Bungalows

Cement Resident

Cement I arm Buildings

Cement Public Build-

ings

Corr< nden

Trade N-

Special Art

Concrete Block Maki:

Cement PL W oris

Slcps and Stairs

Tanks and Cim-

Pracrji al Applur.

r
CEMBrri

News ol the Industry

Bridgework, Culverts

Sidewalks, Paving

Reinforcing

\^ aterproofing

Coloring. Staining

I cment Tiles

Cement Shingles

tmenl er Pipe

I lyation

1 ngineering

Tools, M ii !nnery

M neoufl Info

>n

More Illustrations, More Pages of Reading, More Practical Information
Than Any Other ment Paper

SPECIAL ARTICLES
of Interest and Importance to Builders of 1 lomes Make Kach Number Extremely V.Juab

The contents of the I I Ml \ J WORLD are exclusive and copyrighted

jbscr n Price, $1.00 Per Y< Payable ill .Advance

impic C opies sent on request

"The Worlds Greatest Cement Paper"

241 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



RADFORD'S

Stores and Flat

Buildings

The ost Popular
Plan Book of the Day

The Latest Ideas In Two—Four—Six and

Nine Flat Buildings, Stores and Lodge

Halls, Bank Buildings and

Double Houses.

EVERYTHING BRAND NEW
A Brand New Book—Just Off The Press—Absolutely the first and only book of its kind ever pub-

lished illustrating over fifty popular designs in low priced flats, store buildings, bank buildings and double

houses in different constructions ; cement plaster, concrete block, brick, stone and frame. Included in this

collection are a large number of stores and bank builaings suitable for the small town or village as well as the

large city. No more valuable book could possibly be imagined for the use of anyone contemplating building.

Every building illustrated was designed by a licensed architect standing at the head of his profession

who has made a study of economy in construction and our knowledge of the material that goes into the

building qualifies us to give you the best for your money. Printed on the finest grade of enamel paper from

the very best half tones and zinc etchings, showing the perspective view and floor plans of each and every

design, thus giving a picture of the completed building and detailed drawings of the interior arrangement.

An approximate estimate of the cost of the building, based on favorable conditions, is given under each de-

sign together with a description of the building. Every plan guaranteed to be complete and accurate in

every detail. Handsomely bound in cloth.

PRICE POSTPAID $1.00.

THE RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL COMPANY
185 E. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL 178 Fulton St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

I



Cyclopedia of Cement Construction
FIVE MASSIVE VOLUMES

Two thousand pages - nineteen hundred illus-

trations, diagrams, charts, plans and working
drawings to demonstrate BY PICTURE every
example given in the text—supplemented by
over three hundred full page half-tone plates of

unusual interest; handsomely and durably bound
in three-quarter red morocco, full Persian
library covers, marble tops.

ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW
At the cost of thousands of dollars and years of ex-

perience of hundreds of the best known practical cement

experts, architects, c<< n and i engineers, we
have collected ai epared the only Cyclopedia of Ce
ment Construction in existence. There is not one line of

useless information in the entire set. From cover toco

ol each and every volume the work teem i the most

.1 kind of instruction to the concrete worker. It covers

everything thoroughly, completely and authorhai

n the history of cement through the various ages clear

down to its latest appi from th< '*g of a cement

»lk to the building of huge mun;

of reinforced concrete, costing millions of dollars.

A $100,000 SET OF BOOKS
i collection of pretty pictures or fascinating tale*

of fiction, but five great big volumes, full of the soundest

1 of instruction on the lives! sv

day— the uses and the appl on* of concn
to modern building construction. One hundred

usand dollars is a big sum of monc ' it really docs

not cover the actual expen5e to us to prepare tit 'of
When you consider thai the biggest auth

on the use of •. only the most expert engine*

have been asked to c<> lite to this great work, you *

•iily understand the gigantic nature of the task and v

have a slight idea of the immensity of the c< Then
take into consideration the han e appearance of the

i;mes. the dural and their great

ti/e and scope. If it wat not for the fact that we exp'

to sell man tsand sets we could not afford to make
any such offer as tl.

Special Introductory Sale
YOURS FOR

ONLY

$LOO

Because this set of books has cost such II amount of mor we, it U an

absolute to get back even the actual cost

us. Tl •* books in the most effective way at the start

W e do not believi n advertise this set of books in any better way than to pi

her <A sets in the hands of representative men ml cte and industry. I hat

is we have sel sell, if necessary, even at a

loss I sake of the ad^ ng it will give future editior

l.OOO Sets at 33 Cents on the Dollar
INCLUDING
a full year's aubmcrip-

Cement
World
Tbr biggest *nd U
IDetil p*. 'jWkm'

the

I
'

•ource ex irxform*'

tkr practical m«n and 4ae

tfudrnl It ii aolw
illuatratrd, hsna»otr»
printed and
a high clit rtaodard pub-

L Taboo.

$12.80 INSTEAD OF $38.00
Free on Five Days' Approval No Rink to You No Obligation —No Expense

W lis SOI Yl that.

do l\. ijon o W j order this set of books at this low price

on these liberal entir

the set to any friend. 1 sure you will always a good wor *ay about

>ned.

( book? the ground up. It is I e practical m* It tells t

\s* an<i *\ -te constru without difficult he.

.tics. Tl ic of text, an illustr^ a drawing in

average school boy cannot comply md t understand going any*he*>

to anybody for further ination. ead o ^in. »u lose nothing whether

or not, but by ordenng now you get this g >rk t
v. appeals so parti

larl you and as ol earning a living, absolutely without risking a cent.

j fina otl s;
; *lf $25.20 on the hate

|

and nol

the free premium and also a full year's subscnption '

\^ or e greatest cement piper published.

Why delay; why hesitate, when we take all the risk? Read the "No Risk'

coupon carefully, sign it and send it in before you lose the circular.
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HOUSE FRAMING

BARN FRAMING

ROOF FRAMING

Jty WA.Radford

A BIG. PRACTICAL, UP-TO-THE-MINUTE BOOK FOR

THE ARCHITECT. DRAFTSMAN, CONSTRUCTION

MAN. CONTRACTOR. BUILDER AND CARPENTER

THIS book contains the boiled-down essence of all the

accurate information on the subject of
M
Framing"

possible to obtain ; indispensable to the man who in

any way has anything to do with construction.

Wm. A. Radford, editor-in-chief of the American

Carpenter and Builder ; editor-in-chief of the Cement

World, author of
44

Practical Carpentry," " Steel Square

and Its Uses," "Cement Houses and How to Build

Them," and other well-known and popular building

books, is the author of " FRAMING." This is Mr.

Radford's latest book, and it is the largest, the most com-

plete and the most in tive building book ever written

by him. It deals with the subject of '" Framing" in

multitude of forms and designs in a most thorough man-

ner. Nothing is omitted that wilt help and guide on tl

construction of houses, barns, roofs, etc., while particul

care has been taken to exclude any and every method

of framing that has not been given a thorough and coi

vincing test by exp» d builders.

Practical Features of
This Great New Book

"FRAMING" will be the largest book of its kind

evei published. It coi of 356 pages, size 6 x9 inches,

id printed from large, type on a high-grade bock paper. More than l(X) pages of illustrated details will be a feature

that will make it most valuable.

This large new book,
u FRAMING," is written so that any reader can understand every page, every term used and

every del ul shown. It is entirely free from technicalities, and ycl its pages are meaty with instructions to all classes of builder

from the youngest apprentice to the journeyman, as well as the practical builder and the largest contractor.

Practical information is the keynote of "FRAMING." By practical, we mean information that can be successfully

applied to the everyday work of the average carpenter, builder and contractor, as well as the more intricate forms of framing

that come less often, but about which it is necessary to be fully posted. The book present! problems as they have been

worked out by well-known architects and the man on the job.
44 FRAMING" is illustrated with over 100 pages of detail drawings, diagrams, detail plates, etc., including many

pages of full-page plates never before published, reproducing architects* original drawings, and also details of buildings in all

stages of construction.

The many parts into which
4< FRAMING "

is divided niakea il especially valuable, for the reason that each particular

form of framing is given separate and distinct treatment, and anyone in search of immediate inform- on any given subject will

not have to search through page after page, but will find the desired information under its own section and chapter heading.

" FRAMING "
is the largest book on this comprehensive subject that has ever been published. No book attempting

to treat this important part of construction has ever before so successfully covered the ground. Every phase, part and detail

framing a house, a roof, a barn or other structure is given and treated fully and exhai vith complete details sh ig

each successive step to be taken.

" FRAMING "
is practical in thai it shows the easiest and most common-sense way to do the work. It does not con-

fine its descriptions to one person's ways or views, but shows many examples of each kind of framing, all of which have been

fully tested b need workmen and can be relied upon to be absolutely correct.

READ PARTIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS ON NEXT PAGE

i
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Largest And Best Book Of Its Kind Ever Published

PARTIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS
FRAMING—General Synopsis

Part I. Framing for all Types of Houses

ipter 1. Ordinary Frame Houses—Fram-
ing complete from foundation t.» roof

Chapter 2. Root Framing Simplified
( hapter 3 Stair Building Simplified
t h.iptiT 4. Cement Mistered and English
Half- Timbered Hous<

Chapters Wood Framing for brick ven<
houses

Chapter 6 Wood Framing f<»r stone and
brick houses

Part II Barn Framing Complete

Chapter I. Heai y Timber Barns
Chapter 2. Plank Framing
Chapter 3, Balloon or Self-Supporting Con-
struction

Part III. Framing of Factories, Stores
and Public Buildings

'hapter 1. Mil! Construction
Chapter 2, Wood Trussesofall kinds
( hapter 3. Architectural i raming as in
churches, n rnnasiums. h lis. et<

Pnrt IV. Miscellaneous Framing

< hapter 1. Scaffolding and Shoring
tapter 2. Wooden Bridges

Chapter 3. False Work for Concrete

Part V. Useful Tables and Data

Part VI. Dictionary of Terms and Index

FRAMING-Contents
Part I. Framing for all Types of Houses

Chapter 1. Ordinary Frame Houses— Fram-
ing complete from foundation to roof

Preparation for Building—Arrangement of
Materials— Building Lines— How to lay
them out—Principles of Framing

Foundation Work — Posts and piling—Forms
for concrete — Basement windows— Bed-
ding of si I Is "ii masonry

Sill construction >od and faulty sills

—

< heap sills — All approved types of sill
construction

First Floor loists—Laying out. cutting and
setting Sizes and spacing for com m on
spans— Bridging and bracing—Beams and
supp< >rt s

Studding Laying out and cutting spacing—
I rectinfl Bracing-How to make a good
corner

Second Floor Joist—End-framing—Sizes and
spa< ing

Partitions— Braced or self-supporting con-
struction Don hie partitions for sliding
doors — Party walls— Sound-proof parti-
tions—Plaster partitioi

Cornier eonstrucf ion—Cood and faulty con-
struction- Box cornue — Open cornice—
Other approved types of cornice construc-
tion

Window Framing—How to frame for and
place »" ordinary window— Standard sizes
—Special windows- Bays- Oriels— Case-
ments Dorhut window construction

—

Trussed openings
Door Frarning--How to frame for and hang
an ordinary door standard sizes—Outside
doors— Inside doors— irlid rig doors— Fold-
ing doors—Trussed openings

PIoi iring— Rough Finished -Sou ml prool
Tor. ii I raming -Foundation Flooring <:ir-

I n la r porches Steps Balustrade and finish
- Pore ii roi i

Miscellaneous Supports and Interior Fram-
ing Vttic tanks Chimnej brackets

^
I ireplai es

Furring — Lathing Plasterboard A pplic a
ti> m of Interior trim

< hapter 2. Roof-Framing Simplified
What the rool 19 and how constructed

—

I erms defined
Types of Roofs in General Use— Simple
gahle roof—Lean-to roof—Gambrel roof
Hipped ridged rool Hip and valle* roof

Roof and Rafter Framing with the Steel
Square -Ordinary Typical roofs ..f ,u
st\ lea figured out in detail for steel square
framing—How to layout the rafters Com-
mon— Hip and valley—Cripple Jack— Best
mi t In >d * »f proced ure

Short (aits and Kinks in Roof and Rafter
i raming

Ridge Pole Construction - Purlins Wind
brae ing

Chapter 3. Stair Building Simplified

Approved Types of Stairs in Use in House
Hm\ to lay out a Flight of Stairs Head room

- Proper proportion treads to risers—Land-
ings Stringers

Framing < Construction Adjacent to Stairway
Appro\ ed Stain* ay Construction
I se Of Steel Square in Stair Building
Hand Hail and Baluster—How to lay out and
erect

Chapter 4. Cement Plastered and English
Half-Timbered Houses
Popularity — Desirable features — Relative

• st— Durabilitj
Wall Construction—Timber framing, how
different from ordinary frame construction
— Furring Metal lath - Wood lath —
Method of procedure

Cement surfac ing—Proper proportions of
material to use—How prepared—How -ip-

plicd — "Scratch" coat *Browning" coat

—

Finishing coat— Artistic finishes—Tinting
Houses with English Half-Timber Effect —
Modern construction—How different ftom
oldtime English method

Other Tj pes of Combined Frame an I Con-
crete Construction

Chapters. Wood Framing for Brick Veneer
Houses
General Remarks — Relative cost — Water-
proofing— Desirability

Wall Construction Timber framing- How
different from all frame houses

Bonding of Masonry to Wood Framing
Miscellaneous Special Problems— Window
opening — Door openings — Cornice con-
struction—Second story finish

Use of Cement Blocks tor Veneer Construc-
tion

Rules for Figuring Brick. Mason Work,
Mortar, Cement Blocks, etc.

Chapter 6. Timber Framing Entering into
the Construction of Stone and Brick Houses
Bedding of Joists
Win low and Door Framing
How to l ssten Wood to Masonry
Furring
Application of Interior Trim
Roof Framing for Extra Heavy Roofing, as

slate, tile, etc
Special Problems Connected with House
Framing

Part II. Barn Framing

I hapter 1, Heavy Timber Barns
< Jem ral Principles — Location— Drainage—

I foundations, etc.

Typical Details giving proper sizes of all
members, proper spacing, etc.

JoiStfl Used in Heavy Framing
Wind Bracing. Snow load, etc.—How to de-
termine—Root I onstruction and Support

< ihapter 2. Plank Framing for Barns
Relaf i\ e Cost and Desirability

Typical Details showing construction and
size I »f all members

Proper Construction for the different ordi-
nary sizes of barns

Bracing

Chapter 3. Balloon or Self-SuDDOrting (in-
struction

General Principles
Bracing
Roof Construction
Support of Hay Track, etc.
Special Features Connected with Barn Fram-
ing—Construction and hanging of doors

—

Watertight barn floor—Cement flooring,
mangers, etc.

Part III. Framing of Factories, Stores
and Public Buildings

Chapter 1, Mill Construction
Relative Fireproof Character—Desirability-
Cost

Details <>f all important parts showing rec-
ommended practice

Saw Tooth Roof Construction
Support of Machinery, Shafting, etc.

Chapter 2. Wood Trusses ,f all Ki.ids

Principles of Truss Construction— Strength
of timbers

Typical Trusses of all kinds detailed

Chapter 3 Architectural Framing, as in
Churches, gymnasiums, halls, etc.

General Principles Beauty- Strength, etc.
Typical Designs— Detailed
Proper Finish, etc.

Part IV. Miscellaneous Framing

Chapter 1, Scaffolding

Bracket, Pole. Painters Masonry
Shoring

Chapter 2. Wooden Bridges

Small Road Bridges
Trestle Work, etc

Chapter 3. False Work in Concrete u..-
struction

General Principles
Walls
Arch Supports

Part V. Useful Tables and Data

Part VI, Dictionary of Terms and Index

All terms used in framing, building con-
struction and architecture defined and ex-
plained, with cross reference to full dis-
cussion in body of book

PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00

THE RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL COMPANY
185 E. Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
178 Fulton St.

NEW YORK, N. Y.



i Hie up-to-date mechanic in every kind of work trains

his brain even more carefully than he ever trained his hand.

That is the slogan of Twentieth Century Success— the
trained mind in a trained body.
(§ The man who uses the compass, the steel square, the

chisel or the saw has got to have a true eye and steady hand.

He learns in his apprenticeship how so train his eye and hand

to the top notch of efficiency. Too often, however, this same

man of the trained body forgets to train the mind that

directs the work of the body. This kind of a man with

the untrained mind, while he miy be able to do

mechanical work well enough, cannot do brain work
and is bound to get in a rut in the long run. It takes

a trained mind to read plans and blue prints; that's why so

many workers live and die in the same kind of a position.

You have seen the result on the first page of this advertise-

ment. The untrained man becomes THE MAN
WHO STOOD STILL

^ At the cost of thousands of dollars and years of experi-

ence of hundreds of the best known practical building

experts, ar< lutects and construction engine-' we have col-

I ted and prepared the material for the greatest, most com-
prehensive, the most practical, thorough and understandable

CYCLOPEDIA of

CONSTRUCTION,
CARPENTRY, BUILDING,
and ARCHITECTURE
ever before even conceived.

Twelve Great Big Massive Volumes
tnd one extra large volume of 350 pages of

actual plans, drawn by foremost architects.

Selected for their excellence, economy
of design and popularity along

With ' "** building classes. I he vol-

F.|
ume of plans rtfoli

u" ami it in itseM worth the

Year's special price asked

Si . . for the com-
ubscription

v \rtr >rt .

to the

AMERICAN CARPENTER
AND BUILDER

h

v
rs

\

Two Kinds of
Two Kinds

$23.80 Instead of $79.00

Free on Five Days' Approval— No Risk to

You—No Obligation—No Expense

The Greatest
Building Pap<
in the World

Yours
For

We are making this great offer merely to advertise this set

of books at the start. This is absolutely the newest, biggest

and most comprehensive set of books ever written on the subject of

Building Construction. Our entire organization has had a hand in preparing

it, and we have picked outside men here and mere from the best and most

practical material available.

Four thousand pages- thousands of

v illustrations, diagrams, charts, plans

and working drawings hand-

somely and durably bound; de

luxe in every particular.

>.

The Radford

Architectural Co.

Medinah Building

CHICAGO, ILL

13
VOLUMES

4,000 PAGES



*J The diflcrence between the man at the desk and the man at

the bench is training— the kind of training that demands well paid

positions of dignity and importance.

1$ We don't mean by this that the desk job is always better

than the bench job. We don't mean that y°u should change your

present work. We do mean, however, that you must combine more of

ihe desk man's kind of training with your work if you want to

continue a live factor in your trade.

f. The desk man uses one kind of tool that too often the bench
man neglects entirely. That tool—the best one in the whole kit

is books; practical books that tell how to do your work in the

easiest, the best and latest ways ; books that tell you all about each

and every feature of your work to the smallest detail; books that keep

you in touch with the biggest and smallest details of building construction.

IJ Government Statistics prove that the average desk man earn

$22,000.00 more in a lifetime than the average bench man simply

because of this main fact — he trains the brain as well as the eye and hand.

Small List of Contents
To Realize their Tremendous Scope You

Must See the Books
Carpen
Stsii Building

Steel Square
Correct Measurements
How to Test Steel Square
Key to Steel Square
Possibilities of Sleel Square
Te*t Questions, Practical

Problems. Re\iev\s

Framing
Roof Construction

Roof Trusses and Mill

Building Construction

Strength of Material
>hinglmg— All Kinds
Roofing Materials
Foundations. Retaining

Walls, etc.

Piles and Caisson-*

Excavating
Masonry
Brick Laying
Stone Cutting
Mortars, Limes, Cement.

etc.

Sewers and Drains

House Drainage and Sani-

__
tation

Estimating and Superinten-

dence
Laws of Building Contracts
Painting and Glazing
Plastering Hardware
Blue Printing

Handicraft Work in the

Home
Finishing Wood of all

Kinds

Workers and
of Tools

Reinforced Concrete
Never before has this subject been so completely treated

Cement Piaster Wcr*.
Cement Mortar
Monolithic Concrete Con-

struction

Sidewalks, Pavements and
FIcm

Expansion 'd

Concrete Floor*

Walls and Foundations
Steps and Staus
Concrete on tKe Far m
Concrete Tanks and Ci*

terns

Roofings. Chin-neys. eti

Specifications for Por land

Cement
How to Test Cement
Standard Specifications (or

Concrete Blocks
R-inforced Concrete

Rridg^s

Railroad Work. Concrete

Ties. Abutments, Cul-

ver.*
Concrete Dams
Retaining Walls

Establishing a Concrete
Block Business

Concrete Block Systems
Proportions Sand. Stone.

Gravel and Water
Reinforced Concrete
Various Systems. Tables
Showing How to Rein-
force

Lawn ( 'rnament*—Foun-
tains, Seals, Vases, Sun
Dials

Steel Construction
This subject is handled thoroughly

General Principles

Practical Applications

Practical Problems in Con-
' ruction

Fireproofing

d I lies

Ventilation and Plumbum
Hearing—Steam, Hot Air.

Hot Water. Furnace

Placirg Radiatoi

! lacing Flues, etc.

im Fitting, das Fitting,

et

Architectural, Mechanical.
Free Hand and Perspec-

tive Drawing

How to Overcome Con-
crete Troubles

Cunng Stone by Steam
Color of Concrete Blocks

Waterproofing
Cement Ornamentation —

Porches, Columns,
Fences, Capitals

1 irrn Buildings

Hundreds "of Perspective

Views and Floor Plarwof

Cement. Plaster and
Concrete Block Houses

Renderng in Pen and Ink
and

(

Wash
Lettering

Practical Problems in Men-
suration

Water Color Effects

The Five Orders

c; All you need d<> is to send
M.00, and the books will be sent

»u for five days* free examination.
If you keep the books, you pay
$2.00 a month until the Special

Price. $23.80 is paid including s

tar's subscription to the America)
irpenterand Builder). Otherwise,
>n agree to notify us within five

days after the receipt of the books.
and we Will send for them At our
expense, returning your $1.00 de-
posit immediate! j

The Radford

Architectural Co.
Medinah Building

CHICAGO

——•» w*



ARCHITECTURE
73 V
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EASY LESSONS IN ARCHITEC-
TURE. Consisting of a series of ques-
tions and answers explaining in simple
language the principles and progress of
architecture from the earliest times. By
Thomas Mitchell. Illustrated by nearly
150 engravings. Cloth. Price 50c.

Architecture is not only a profession and
an art, but an important branch of every
liberal education. No person can be said

to be well educated who has not some
knowledge of its general principles and
of the characteristics of the different

styles. The present work is probably
the best architectural text-book for be-

ginners ever published. The numerous
illustrative engravings make the sr ct

very simple and prevent all misunder-
standing. It tells all about the different

styles, their peculiar features, their

origin and the principles that underl

their construction.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ARCHI-
TECTURE. By Arthur Lvman Tuck-
erman. With illustrations b

thor. 8vo. Price .

.

$1.50
This work will be found es- lly val-

uable for purposes being
brief and yet comprehend d I

the needs of beginners, and ontain-

ing all that is most important for ad
vanced students to know.

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN IN AR-
CHITECTURE. By W. H. Garbett.

240 pages, i2mo, illustrated, limp clotl

Price $1.00

This is a work of great value from a

historical, architectural and artistic

standpoint. It gives the t an in-

sight into the reasons for beauty in many
ki >f construction.

ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE. B;

W. II 1 139 pages, i2mo. ill

trated, limp cloth. Price 60c.

This work, though not written in that

form. is. in a certain sense, a ionary
of classic architecture. The r at

tempts to explain the orders in architec-

ts- nd the aesthetic principle noon
which they are founded.

STYLES OF ARCHITECTURE. By
T T Bury 200 pages, i2mo., illus

tr numerous wood cuts, limp cloth.

Price 80c.

DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTU-
RAL AND BUILDING TERMS by
leading authorities, 108 pages, elaborately
illustrated, i2mo, cloth. Price 50c.

A practical, handy, concise and reliable

reference book for architects, builder
and students of building construct

defining over 1.100 terms relating to ar-

chitecture and buildi v book of th

sort supplies a real want 3 the few
large architectural dietionari and
clopedias are so elaborate and cc as

to be out of ach of the majority of
the earnest students of building con-
traction. The 00k is elabo- ly il-

lustrated with many fine illustrations se-
ll 1 from the world's fin' architec-
tural 1 nples.

HANDBOOK OF ARCHITECTURAL
STYLES. By A. Rosengarten. 639
illu tions ~<Y) pag- 8vo. h.

Pro . $2.50

This is *he n 1 elab Pai

tory work of its kind in low pr rm
and available to the student of ar c-

ture, and being free from * liti»

of special importance
1 reader 'I >k 1

' in

three parts gi >ecti ancient
arcln ore, R e ire

and m< rn styles of architecture.

THE STORY OF ARCHITECTURE.
An outlim he ountr
By < Matthi ,

i2mo,

p. Price $3.00

Thi 1- a v. orY ar ing

the dev( ol chitec-

ture from the earliest periods in in-

structs ertaining ma The
final chapter is on American ar ire.

VIGNOLA. The five 1 s of archi-

tecture, according to Giacomo B /.z\,

of ola. To which are add the

rder an
Arthi Lvman Tucl 1.

Pn $5.00

COMPLETE INDEX t all terms in

ar rchit heraldr .nd archaeolo
gv illu cloth.

Price $2.25

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN
ARCHITECTURE. B, Thomas I

Atkii >age- illu*

cloth. t2mo Price Si .50



PAINTING »'

HOW TO MIX PAINTS. A simple
treatise prepared for the wants of the
practical painter. By C Godfrey 64
pages. 6 illustrations, i2mo, cloth. . . .50c.

This book is intended for those who
have not had the benefit of a long train-

ing and experience in the mixing of col-

ors. Simple and clear directions are
given, so that by a little practice the

reader may be able to mix the various
tints and shades of reds, blues, yellows,

browns greens, grays, and colors made
from blacks, japans, etc. With prelimi-

nary remarks on mixing paints, straining

paints', tints and shades, use and care of

brushes, together with hints on display-

ing colors to show customers/, notes on
color harmony, etc., etc. A book that

every painter will find an exceedingly
handy companion, as by its very com-
plete index the directions for mixing any
tint or shade of paint can be found in-

stantly.

THE HARDWOOD FINISHER. With
rules and directions for finishing in na-

tural colors, and in antique, mahogany,
cherry, birch, walnut, oak, ash. redwood,
sycamore pine and all other domestic
woods. Finishing, filling, staining, •var-

nishing and polishing also miscellaneous
rules for dyeing, gilding and bronzing.

By C. Godfrey, 108 pages, illustrated,

i2mo, cloth. Price 50c.

Most mechanics who have no experience
in preparing wood for hardwood finish

do not care to try it for fear of failure
;

hut we can assure such that if thev fol-

low closely the methods laid down in

this book they will be astonished and
gratified at the results. Directions are

given at length for the preparation of
the wood and the application of "fillers,"

with some good and sound advice re-

garding the! important operations. Hints
on fixing hardwood finish so that nail or
screw heads cannot he seen are clearly

presented, and the whole practice of

scraping, rubbing and polishing given

with a clearness and simplicity that the

beginner may readily understand every
branch of the work.

PRACTICAL PAINTERS' WORK. By
P. NT

. Hasluck, 160 pages illustrated".

i2mo. cloth Price $1.00

Contents.—Objects. Principles and Pro-
cesses of Painting. Painters' Took and
Appliances.

The PAINTERS' ENCYCLOPAEDIA.
Containing definitions of all important
words in the art of plain and artistic

painting, with details of practice in coach,
carriage, railway car. house, sign and or-
namental painting; including graining,
marbling, staining, varnishing, polishing,
lettering, stenciling gilding, bronzing, to-
gether with valuable hints and helps in

scene painting porcelain painting, plain
and distemper painting. By F. R. Gard-
ner. Illustrated. 427 pages, i2mo, cloth.

Price $1.50
It is believed that no word or subject
connected with the art of painting has
been omitted from this book, and that it

will be found invaluable to every paint-

er, no matter with what branch of the
art he may be connected.

EVERYBODY'S PAINT BOOK. A
Complete guide to the art of outdoor
and indoor painting. 38 illustrations, 183
pages, i2mo, cloth. Price $1.00
Practical instructions are given for plain

painting, varnishing, polishing, staining,

paper-hanging, kalsomining, renovating
furniture, etc. Descriptions of tools and
materials and explicit directions for mix-
ing paints are included. The subject

of home decoration is briefly considered.

PRACTICAL GRAINING AND MAR-
BLING. By Paul N. Hasluck. t6o
pages, illustrated bv 79 engravings. i2mo,
cloth. Price $1 00
Contents.—Graining: Introduction. Tools
and Mechanical Aids Graining Grounds
and Graining Colors. Oak Graining in

Oil. Oak Graining in Spirit and Water
Colors. Pollard Oak and Knotted Oak
Graining. Maple Graining. Mahogany
and Pitch-pine Graining. Walnut Grain-
ing Fancy Wood Graining. Furniture
Graining Imitating Woods by Staining.

Imitating Inlaid Woods. Marbling: In-

troduction. Tools and Materials. Imi-

tating different Varieties of Marble.

GILDERS' MANUAL. A guide to gild-

ing in all its branches as used in the
several trades such as interior decora-
tion, picture and looking-glass frames,

oil and water gilding, re-gilding, gilding

china, glass, pottery, etc., etc. 135 pages,

i6mo. paper cover. Price 50c.

PAINTERS* MANUAL. 96 pages, i2mo.
paper. Price 50c.

I
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American Carpenter and Builder

"The World's Greatest Building Paper"

Endorsed by More Than 30 000 Satisfied Subscribers

BECAUSE it contains more pages of reading matter each month than any

other building publication.

BECAUSE its contents are better and more practical.

BECAUSE it covers more subjects.

BECAUSE it has more illustrations and better illustrations.

BECAUSE it has the best writers and contributors in the country.

BECAUSE it has twice as many subscribers as any other publication in its

field, each of whom is helping the others through the large and

interesting correspondence department.

Its Important Departments

The AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER covers the building field

thoroughly, its various departments being complete in descriptions and illustrations,

Not only are the regular methods of construction shown, but also all other features

that enter into building, such as heating, plumbing, ventilation art glass, paintin

water supply, decoration, tiling, etc.

Practical House Plans

Each issue of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER contains

perspective views, floor plans and details of modern and moderate-cost residences,

school buildings, farm buildings, bungalows, cement houses and cottages. These

house plans are original and are absolutely correct.

Each number of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER is com-
plete in itself.

Subscription Price, $2.00 a year, in advance.

American Carpenter and Builder

185 Jackson Boulevard CHICAGO
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DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING SPECIAL PLANS.
Tear out this page, fill in the blanks below and make a rough pencil sketch on reverse side.

nail square represents one square foot of Igbt to one inch Sk i floor plan on one-half of page and second floor on
the remainder. With this information ill have no dithcultv in planning your house exactly as you desire, and there will be nothing overlooked.
Show approximate sizes of rooms on inside.

ln OU like One Of the designs Shown in the books, with the exception of some changes, please give the number of the design, send a
rough draft of the changes desired,

Enclosed find $ld.0O. for which please send me pencil drawings of floor plans and elevations of exterior of design No.
with the changes as stated below. If the pencil drawings meet with my approval (after having made all the necessary changes),

send me complete working plans, specifications, scaled drawings and details, for which I agree to pay the sum of $

Signed ... . ..

NorB These pencil sketches will always remain the property of the architect, and must be returned without fail as the same are of future
value to him.

Is your house to he of wood, stone, brick, veneer, or cement block ?

What is the size of your loi .
. . , Is it a corner lot

What corner'
. Which way will your house front'

Northeast northwest southeast or southwest.

If the lot is not level, st..te what the slope is

Do you want brick, concrete, or stone for the wall foundation

s

Do you want a cellar _ Under what pa-t of the house.

Do you vrantcrosa walls, or the entire basement left in one room with posts or piers to support partitions and floor*
'

North «ast south or west.

Do you want the cellar 7 feet deep, or what depth' Does it have to be drained 7
.

Do you want an outside entrance to cellar? Do yon want a cistern ?

If so. how large* Art- wood or brick cisterns used in your locality

Do you want the cellar bottom cemented, paved with brick, natural earth or a cinder floor'

Do you want provision made for a furnace, steam or hot water heat _

Is the house to be one story one and one-half story, or full two stories high '.._ ...

Number of rooms wanted on first floor _ Second floor

Height of first floor ceiling* _.. Second floor ceilings _

tfOTB—If the house is of wood construction and full two stories high, it is economy to use is- ft .studding, and in -ueh a case the ceilings will
be 9 ft. 2 in and 8ft 4 in., or 9 ft. 4 in and S ft 2 in.

Reception hall to be ft. by ._ ft. Woodwork to be ._ I

Parlor to be ...ft. by ft Woodwork to be

Sitting Room to be . ft. by ft. Woodwork to be

I.r rary to be ft. by ft. Woodwork to be _..

First Story Bed Koorn
I ft. by ft. Woodwork to be

Dining Room to be. ft by _ .. ... ft. Woodwork to be ._

Ki ft, by. it. Woodwork to be..

iv further instruction- regarding number, size and finish of rooms . _ I

How many bed rooms do you want on second floor" What kind of wood are they to ha?

Do you want a bath room"- On which floor

Do you want a floored but unfinished attic above?

Noti Unless the woodwork is ' rwise described by you, we will make our specifications call for southern Yellow Pine, as this is now very
lar and makes a e°od finish for a small co-t

Do you want a firepl.i" _ .. . If so in what room

Doyo W singles or slate roofin- « Do you want shingle-, stucco or siding :i tical exterior wal

Do you want two or three coats of paint on exterior ... Do you want any paiutt d woodwork inside .

If so when ............. ...

Do you want an; inted walls inside?. In which rooms .._

want plumbing included in the specifications? If so. answer the following questions:

Have you watersuppl] Is sewer in front or rear of house 5

u want hot a iter pipes run to the plumbing fixtures

Do you waol wa I i llai ._ . .. _.

Dr- Brant water closet in bath room >

Do you w ant w. rl in bath room .

want any other closel - or wash bowl-

Do want >ck for lawn sprinkling-*

u want laundry tubs in basement'

Do you want water closet on first floor"'.

i "> you want sink in kitchen?

1 1 i you want hath tub in bath room ?

If so where"' .

,

On what side of house?

I

|

I

nk Where located?

Do you want afl Iron pif pump at kitchen sink for -< -it water from cistern no you want a circulating boiler for hot wate

Do you want it in kitchen for range connection Or in ement for heater connection ?

I/- irant house piped for gas Wired for electric lights?...

An - *» structi point n< ove referred to _. mm _ _

Hi 'It for

EftLol - Block No City.

_ _ state

THE RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL CO., 185 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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